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CHAPTER ONE /
DIAMONDS DOLLARS

GOLD

I reach into my backpack, unzipping an inner pocket to produce the
key to the safe deposit box. Nikola's name is on it. There's nothing to keep
her from clearing it all out and running. This key is not an impediment.
She's made it clear how easy it is to drill the box. Two pieces of paper are
all that's required, a passport and an affidavit. Still, we play this game of
trust, relying on the most basic of checks and balances. They remind us of
morality, what we owe to each other.

When I think about it, that's all Icarus is. What we owe each other.
We are at Cyprus Commercial Bank to raise the stakes in our game.

Nikola has a pouch full of diamonds in her purse. The bank reflects the
gilded age glory of a century ago. Polished brass, marble columns, a
grandeur reserved for the trusted few. That trust is not based on any
underlying morality, but instead on being a steady source of business that
won’t bite the bank in the ass. The box is in Nikola’s name because her
family has walked across this lobby for decades. We are leveraging their
reputation for discretion to safely stash these diamonds. No one, not even
the bank’s relationship man escorting Nikola, will know of this illicit
layover.

I'm relaxing in a leather chair, the Financial Times folded on my lap.
My eyes are fixed on Nikola. We’ve become close to the point that I am
considering whether I could be her relationship man one day, but that is
not where my mind should be. Andy is in Switzerland trying to swap these



diamonds into gold. There's a matter of the discount to negotiate given
their provenance. That's a polite way of saying we might pay more for the
gold because these are conflict diamonds, then again, we paid less for the
diamonds because we got them from the source. It’s a good deal all
around, at least for those of us still dealing.

The three of us are partners in Icarus. Hustling diamonds is not our
main gig, but we are not averse to moonlighting when opportunities
present themselves. A touch of gray is okay. It will be some time before
our legitimate gig as a crypto stablecoin pays off. In the meantime, we
need to eat, and aspiration cannot fill our hungry entrepreneurial bellies.

I feel a twinge as the banker places his hand on the small of Nikola’s
back. They walk off, out of view, heading down a corridor to a vault I'll
never see. I need to search my feelings when it comes to her. Our
entanglement is already deep enough, attraction should be put to the side
given the repercussions from a fallout. We agreed that the one-night thing
would never happen again, but words said a morning after fade from
memory with each spark that passes between us.

My phone vibrates. Andy is messaging me.

"Did you two wake up together? Don’t hold out on your boy."
"That’s none of your business." I answer.

"I beg to differ and will take that as a yes."

"No. Nikola is in the middle of a risky proposition on our behalf. We
have priorities."

"I bet you'd like a risky proposition."

Always the worst timing with this guy, but he is not wrong.

"Fuck off Andy."

I click the screen off and look up to the ceiling. There's a fresco
painted on it, an actual honest to God fresco of the Cypriot countryside
filled with rolling hills, gentle brooks, the clouds lit by a rising sun. My
phone vibrates again and again, ugly and insistent, oblivious to the
serenity above.



Andy is back, "Show some respect. I just closed our deal."

I don't want to bother with him, but that is huge news. These diamonds
are a trial run that our man in Rotterdam put us onto. We took a good bit of
money out of the Icarus operational budget and used it to buy dirty
diamonds in Kinshasa. Rotterdam fakes the papers on them, and we swap
the diamonds for bona fide Swiss gold. Andy securing an off ramp into
gold was the final piece we needed to make this little caper go.

"How much?" I ask.

"Five million every three months."

"Jesus, we’ll clear a million each load."
"Indeed, I got to run. Celebration lunch with the lads." Andy replies.

"Stay inbounds. This isn't the time to throw three martinis to the
wind."

"Roger that."

Nikola is walking back into the lobby. She's beaming, but still nervous.
As shaky as this business is, the intangibles are undeniable. Private jets,
continent hopping, diamonds. Private armed security. We really do ball the
fuck out. She's discovering the rush of living so far beyond what most can
imagine. She's realizing the further we push out, the more the world gives
us. It's intoxicating to know you are pulling the wool over everyone's eyes.
It's how Andy got me hooked, now we are redpilling her.

I take her trembling hands in mine, steadying them as I look down. Her
eyes are enormous and dark. A deep dreamlike dark that I want to drown
in.

"How did it go?" I ask.

"No problems. The diamonds are under lock and key."

“Wonderful.”

She's lifting herself up, her heels coming out of her pumps, the weight
of her body balancing on her toes. I'm bending down, my arms wrapping
around her, the gravitational pull of success bringing us together. She's so
smart, so sassy, such a cunning dear. Even though we said we wouldn't, we



are both helpless at this moment. The entire enterprise is scooping us up,
smashing us together, making our mistake as clear as day in the lobby of
the bank. She tastes so good. We fit so well together. I’m pulling her to
me. Her curves pressed against my chest, my hand on her hip. We lock in a
perfect moment. This is so wrong. She is so right. I wish this would last
forever.

A guard clears his throat. Nikola pulls back, the message received.

"Let's go back to my place," she says.

We walk out of the bank arm in arm. My phone vibrates. I try my best
to ignore it, but my brain won't let it go. There's nothing there that can
improve the moment, but still, my brain won't let it go. It's Andy.

"I bet you two are already snogging."

***

The Swiss are with us, Hans and Stefan. Andy tells me not to worry,
they are cool. Lunch bled into a night of running around Budapest.
Budapest is not in Switzerland, that much I know. I've decided to stop
worrying about Andy’s geographic inconsistencies. Asking for
explanations will only end with Hans slapping me on the back and sharing
too much. He's dying to talk about some chiseled side of Ukrainian man
beef, like I care about his thing for demeaning sex workers. This is the flip
side of the coin, the bad part of pushing out to the edges. The people you
find there have a predilection for risk, they lack certain impulse controls.
Mostly they are big fucking assholes.

"Swiss Hans is actually German like Fritz, but Hans is cool German
because he is from Cologne and not Frankfurt."

Andy is pointing a cigarette at me while he says this for the fifth time.
I cannot get over how white his teeth are, how his blue saucer eyes glow in
the dark. He is distorted, everything is distorted. A black light turns his
dark hair into a snow speckled meadow. A disco ball dissects his compact
body into silver geodes. Andy says it again. He really wants me to
understand just how cool Hans is. How cool Cologne is.



"Listen to this music, isn't this the best?"

It's Cologne disco. At least that's what Andy keeps calling it. There's
no such thing as Cologne disco. Italo disco is a thing, Brazilian disco is a
thing, this is not a thing.

I'm coming down, coming down hard. This is the part I hate, when the
euphoria wears off and senses numbed for a dozen hours wake up on full
red alert. Benny Benassi's Satisfaction kicks on to the speakers. The high-
pitched echo, a million fucking alarm bells in my head. Electronic nails
assault my ears, ugly drug ASMR.

Stefan jumps up on the coffee table.

"Classic anthem! I love this one," he shouts.
Andy is inspired. "Let's do a bump, bitches."

The never-ending compulsion. The constant need for more. He can't
control himself. He doesn't know where his limits are. He'll be the last
man standing. Sometime hours after Hans and Stefan run out of steam,
he'll still be up, wandering around, being so into all the new things he's
learned from the Swiss. Pills are crushed on the counter. euros rolled into
tight bundled tubes. I simply cannot. Mentally, I cannot continue.
Physically, snorting ecstasy makes me shiver, then it makes me puke.
Andy knows this, so I am immune from his expectations. Even this fucked
up, he knows not to take me there. His lizard brain fears vomit.

Hans, Stefan, Andy. Two fat rails each. Chest bumps and hugs. They
are all the best. This is the best. How could anything get any fucking better
than this?

"Niko, come get some!" Andy shouts.

She's chain smoking, lazy eyed, stone cold out of gas. The only reason
she's still with us is a hostess' sense of duty. I am horrified that Andy
brought this scene here. That he fell out of the sky with the Swiss and
commandeered her villa for a getting acquainted bacchanalia.

We are all so cool, so we should all be together. We are all so cool that
we should all be together forever. I hate this side of Andy. I hate that he
has access to a private jet, that nowhere is out of reach, that nothing is



beyond his need to bond everyone he knows to his insatiable pleasure
center. That such a special day for Niko and I is capped off by Andy's
nightmare of cool. Nothing can happen without him in the middle of it.

"I'm good Andy. In fact, I've got a little something waiting for Ryan
downstairs."

She smiles, takes me by the hand and winks. She's engineering our
escape. I was only staying for her. She was only staying for me. Finally,
one of us is sober enough to realize we both need to get away from these
awful insatiable people.

"Stefan, Hans, do you know what I call this place?" Andy asks.

"No, what?" Hans asks back.
"Le Villa du Snog."

"Viva La Snog!" Stefan screams.

We flee. If there are party supplies waiting downstairs, I pray it’s for
another day. I need ear plugs and NyQuil. I need ten hours of oblivion. I
pray that when I wake, the jet is on its way back to Basel. I pray that Andy
insists on taking them home.

"Push me and just touch me until I can get my satisfaction." A female
robot repeats over and over on the stereo. How horrible this moment is, I
wonder what Nikola thinks of us now.



CHAPTER TWO /
BARCELONA

My punctuality is well noted in our circles. I don't run late. I used to
think it was out of respect for others, but it is not. Everyone on the circuit
runs ten minutes late. That’s the standard. Showtime, we call it. I can't do
showtime, so now I know this respect of time is for me and not for others.
If I have made a commitment, I must be there. Otherwise, my anxiety
kicks in, my blood pressure rises, and my thoughts tunnel down to a single
imperative. Get there now. I wish I was not wired so tight; my anxiety gets
out of control sometimes. Being on time is one of many lifehacks I use to
keep it in check.

That explains why I am at Ristorante Adolfo by myself. Being in
Barcelona all week has left everyone tired of tapas, which is why we are
meeting the Juntos team at an Italian place just off the conference center.
They are a mid-tier exchange, but the largest in Latin America. Crypto has
not caught on there yet, but when it does, they will become very important
players.

The waiter comes by to refill my water. I place a hand over the glass,
the international symbol for no more. I've given up on Spanish, mine is
horrible and they all speak Catalan anyway. When you arrive early you
drink too much water, then have to pee when the meeting gets into gear. If
you haven't figured it out already, I spend a lot of time in booths by
myself. It's a way of living. It's the way I'm living.

I catch a glimpse of Crocodile Dundee's hat bobbing up and down. The
hat navigates the outside of the restaurant, heading towards the entrance.
The hat’s owner is obscured by the frosting on the glass facade, but I know



it is Deacon Joe. I know this because that really is Crocodile Dundee's hat.
He bought the entire outfit at auction and had it tailored to his smaller
frame. It’s one of three things he wears including a kimono. Joe is not
supposed to be a part of this meeting, but he likes to pop in whenever he
can. I assume this is just a quick hello. Joe likes to see and be seen.

I smell him before I see him again. His aroma of stale leather and
scented oil dabbed over body odor wafts past the partition. Joe is a lollipop
person with a giant head too big for his small body. That and his strange
charisma makes him the sort of person they like to put on TV. He rounds
his appearance out with big eyes, a pointed Bob Hope nose and sharp
jagged teeth like he's got a splash of dog in his genes. He sits down in the
booth and flags the waiter over to order a chai latte. I can't follow the rest
of their exchange, but I know there's no chai here.

"Ry, we have a problem."

He's urgent, serious. This isn't Happy Go Lucky Joe. I tense up.

"Hey Joe. What's the matter?"
"I've got Andy in my suite. He's talking nonsense."

"Nonsense like babbling or nonsense like conspiracy theory shit?"

I've seen both out of Andy, so clarification is in order.

"My pilot called me. Andy was at the airport trying to borrow my jet.
He's very concerned about the Peruvian population of the American
Oystercatcher. He wanted to head over there to investigate the situation."

"Jesus. He needs to dry out for a bit. What did you do?" I ask.

"I looked into the American Oystercatcher of course. If they really
were in trouble, I wanted to help Andy out. Turns out they are not
threatened at all."

We are interrupted. Our waiter is back with a latte for Joe and the
Juntos team. Team is a bit of an exaggeration. There's a small prim blonde
woman in a dark brown jacket and a tall slicked hair dude rocking the tight
slacks and open collar look.

"Hello. I'm Gabby and this is Carlo."



I reach out to shake hands, but everyone is kissing cheeks. This
invasion of space on the first meeting is so foreign to me. I end up kissing
Gabby on the side of the head. She's small, it’s a long way down so that's
part of the reason, but the rest is that I'm an uptight American. Might as
well call it like I see it. We all sit down in the booth. Joe gets up to excuse
himself, but I can't do this alone. I was not prepared to lead and could use
the support. My hand reaches out, grips him around the wrist. He gets it.
Joe does body language well.

"Gabby, Carlo, if you don't mind, I'm going to ask a very happy
customer of ours Mr. Deacon Joe to stay and provide a testimonial. You of
course know his project, Blockstar. It was only the biggest ICO of the year.
Sometimes it helps to hear from a client, especially one who is such a high
profile founder."

"How nice, and will the infamous Mr. Andy be joining us?" Gabby
asks.

"Infamous?" I ask.

Has his reputation gotten that bad?
"Perhaps I say that wrong. English is my fourth language."

She laughs, Joe laughs. I join in. An undercurrent of edge cuts it short
and leaves us feeling hollow. Something is off here. Maybe they came
across Andy earlier. Oh God, help me.

"I'm sorry Gabby, but Andy has come down with a bug. You know how
life on the road is."

"Of course," she answers.

Carlo has not said a word. He's just staring at me peevish, like I made
his sister cry or something. What's with this dude? The vibe is going from
bad to worse. In business, we pretend to like people even if we don’t.
That’s how you make money. Fuck it, I'm plunging in with the pitch. We
need to eat some clock and move this thing along. I do the first five
minutes on autopilot. My pitter-patter is going well until it isn't. Shortly
after I blather about the integrity of custodial trust Carlo starts to come
alive.



"We have banks," he interrupts me. "We do not need you. Banks in
Mexico, Colombia, Panama. We are well connected."

"That's good. Not every exchange can meet those requirements or
manage the relationships. Especially as they grow, and their risk profile
increases. Often exchanges engage with us just to have a fallback solution,
a safety net." I counter, trying to act cheery and upbeat.

"You are not so safe. You are playing a dirty game. Shell game, three
card Monte."

Who the fuck is this Carlo and why did he schedule a meeting just to
shit on us? Maybe Gabby wanted it, maybe I need to shift the focus here.
Got to find a friend at the table. Jesus. Andy would have never let the
conversation get so dark. American fucking Oystercatchers? That's what's
more important to him right now? We need to have a talk about cleaning
up. We always said we wouldn’t let the partying affect our business.

"I am sorry Ryan. Carlo here simply has concerns. He is very
protective of our money. Hates to see other people with it."

Thank you, Gabby. I will take the lifeline you are throwing me.

"Well, let's talk about auditing. Let's talk about our unparalleled
history. No other stablecoin has twenty quarters of audited financials
behind it. There simply isn't a better protected solution for cryptocurrency
exchanges." I’m trying my best to turn this around.

Gabby opens her mouth. She's ready to return my volley. Let’s get that
back and forth so critical to conducting business going. Carlo cuts her off.

"Frankfurt is shit bank. Dirty. You aren't even keeping all your money
there. You are moving some into gold.”

How the fuck does Carlo know about our gold play?

He continues, “You don't trust Frankfurt. I don't blame you, but I don't
trust you either. Andy is dirty too. He is shit bird. Shit bird with a shit
bank. Just a coked-up party boy who can't keep his dick in his pants."

"Whoa." I respond like I’m Keanu Dumbass Reeves.



Deacon Joe seizes on the pause in our conversation. "Carlo, you should
be very careful about what you say next. Andy is a dear personal friend of
mine."

"If you are a personal friend of that wife fucking homewrecker, then
you are a shit bird too."

Oh Jesus, that’s what Andy did wrong. Andy fucked his wife. What the
hell happened in Budapest?

Joe grabs Carlo by the earlobe, twists and pulls it hard. My eyes
readjust to a second movement. That's when I see the flash of steel. I see a
knife, a huge fucking knife, one of the most famous knives in film pressed
against Carlo's throat. Holy shit. Joe is carrying the Crocodile Dundee
knife. OH FUCK, Joe has pulled the Crocodile Dundee knife on Carlo.

Deacon Joe is dragging Carlo out of the booth now. Carlo's half a foot
taller than Joe, but he's now hunched over grimacing. Joe whispers
something in his ear. Carlo's face turns white. The knife starts to turn, its
sharp edge on his skin. It’s scraping across his chest, shaving thick brown
chest hair, leaving behind angry pink splotches. Clumps of hair build on
the edge of the knife. Joe pulls back now, he's got crazy eyes, TV madman
eyes. He's teaching this big punk a lesson, protecting a wounded friend.
Clint Eastwood shit. This shouldn’t happen in real life.

Gabby is scared shitless, and I don’t blame her. I feel her nails digging
into my bare arm, scratching me until blood runs down my bicep. Despite
the pain, I can't take my eyes off Joe's performance. He lifts the knife,
bringing it eye level to him. He is now a barber admiring his work, turning
the blade from one side to the other, examining the thick dark curls
clinging to the shiny steel. He pulls hard on Carlo’s earlobe, bringing him
eye level to the knife. An enormous smile crosses Joe’s lips as he puckers,
then blows a kiss across the blade sending the hair flying onto Carlo’s
face. The insult, the audacity. Holy fucking shit.

"Get out of here," Joe says.

Carlo is walking away, leaving Gabby in the booth. We are stunned for
a moment, then I feel the adrenaline rushing through my cerebral cortex,
flooding my spine, opening my lungs. Fight or flight. What the fuck am I



going to do with her? How the hell are we supposed to handle this
situation? My partner is cracked up in a hotel suite and Deacon Joe just
escalated a simple meet and greet into aggravated assault.

The knife slides into a moccasin sheath on Joe's leather pant leg.

"I should get out of here. I'm so sorry Gabby, you shouldn't have
witnessed that. For the record, I am a very happy customer of Icarus. They
go above and beyond in their service. Never a doubt, better than a bank.
You should strongly consider them once Carlo quits," Joe says.

"Joe, what the fuck?"

It's all I can muster. I mean the whole thing is so fucked up.
Gabby is crying. Tears ruining her mascara. She backs herself the long

way out of the booth, grabs her bag and runs off. I didn’t even give her my
card, not that there’s anything to salvage here.

"Andy is special. He needs to be protected. At all costs Ryan, at all
costs."

Joe pushes the brim of his hat up and leaves through the side entrance.
I watch crocodile teeth bob over the frosted glass. The waiter comes over,
hands me a couple white cloth napkins for my bleeding arm. I reach into
my pocket, remove my wallet, and empty all the euros in it onto the table.

"Enough?" I ask.

He nods. I get the fuck out of there. My pant leg is wet. I look down
expecting blood all over me. It’s not that. Did I piss myself? No, Gabby
spilled her water on me. I need to change and then get out of Spain before
Carlo files a police report. Our jet is making its first diamond run from
Cyprus to Basel. That means I fly commercial, or I get on with Deacon Joe
and Andy. Commercial flights flag passenger info in the system at
booking. Private logs passengers at the time of departure. I’ll be out of the
country before anyone sees those logs. Looks like it’s more Andy and Joe
for me. This day is far from over. We need to talk about knives, drugs, and
nesting shorebirds.



CHAPTER THREE /
FLIGHT

The plane levels off at a cruising altitude of thirty thousand feet. We
are over the Mediterranean and have no destination in mind. Getting out of
Spain and into international waters was our primary objective. I’m not
sure how planes work. I mean, I understand how they work, but the
administrative aspect confuses me. Flights need destinations. You don’t
just go up in the sky and then sort it out. We aren’t heading out for a
Sunday drive. They don’t let you take off without a flight plan. Apparently,
we told the tower Tunisia. We most certainly are not going to Tunisia.

“It’s called a re-route,” Deacon Joe tells me. “The pilot calls into the
air traffic control center and gives them an updated flight plan.”

Joe does this a lot. Changes directions. In the sky and in real life.
Blockstar launched as a blockchain for payments, but last month it
morphed into an onchain digital frontier. I still don’t know what that
means, but I’m having a hard time reconciling Mr. Peace Love and
Understanding with what happened back at the restaurant. He is not giving
me any clues either.

“So where are we going?” I ask.

“Ibiza.” Andy says. “We need to go to Ibiza. Get on some of those
Balearic beats.”

I’ve taken to ignoring Andy. He’s said Ibiza a dozen times over. He’s
not putting two and two together. Ibiza is in Spain. We need to leave Spain
because Joe defended Andy’s honor by forcibly shaving a man’s chest at a
business meeting. Maybe he should have been there.



“Why did you do it?” I ask Joe again.

Joe is ignoring me. I keep asking him why and he won’t answer.

“Andy, are you okay with the oystercatchers? I want to make sure that's
behind us.” Joe redirects the conversation to Andy.

“Ibiza. We really ought to go to Ibiza.” Andy replies.

We are caught in a Mexican standoff of misunderstanding. The
conversation goes around and around. Oystercatchers, chest shaving, Ibiza.
This standoff is tedious and irrational. We are all at our worst and no one
wants to be the bigger man. Andy is incapable of it, so it’s on Joe and I.
This is Joe’s plane, so I ought to give him some space. We are out of that
awful situation because of him, but then again, we were in it because of
him. Fuck Joe. I’m not yielding on this one, in fact I am going to escalate
shit.

“Wherever we are going, Andy and I are not staying long. He’s going
into treatment. Icarus cannot do business like this. We are approaching a
super fucking critical time, and I need Andy’s head on straight.”

“Andy cannot go into rehab. He needs to be protected,” Joe says.

“I didn’t say rehab, I said treatment.”

Andy is bipolar. This compulsion, this addiction? It’s mania. He is
feeding a chemical imbalance inside his head. He’s high functioning, but
he can’t always hold it together. Sometimes Andy falls down. It’s not just
the mania, there’s the depression. Sometimes he can’t leave his room for a
week. I’ve seen it go a lot longer. We’ve been business partners for five
years. I can’t claim any insight into his head, but I can spot the warning
signs. There’s a cycle to this, and we are teetering into danger. With the
Swiss gold thing sorted out, we’ve got a six-week window of relative calm
before I need Andy back up on the big stage tap dancing like a
motherfucker.

It’s rare to catch a break like this. Inconvenience is the hallmark of
mental illness. Its inherent erratic nature is why there is such a stigma
surrounding bipolar disorder. In the abstract, everyone wants to be
accommodating, they want to be there for someone suffering. The reality



is that no one wants to answer the phone at four in the morning. No one
wants to find their credit is ruined because someone stayed up three
straight days investing in penny stocks. No one wants to depend on a
person who can’t get out of bed and has no will to even answer your
questions. These unpredictable intrusions are why people quarantine the
mentally ill and cut them out of their lives.

“Andy, we need to visit Dr. Wendy.”

“No, we don’t. I’ve got everything under control Ryan.”

“You very much don’t Andy. You remember how dark it gets? How
hard it is when you’re in the dark? I want you to see Dr. Wendy before the
dark creeps in. It’s easier if we see her ahead of that.”

“It hasn’t been dark in a long time. It’s never getting dark again. In
Ibiza the lights run twenty-four seven. The after-parties bleed into day
parties. If Dr. Wendy really wants to see me, I’ll be in Ibiza.”

I need a destination. If I have a destination, I can start making plans. I
can book a jet to meet us at the airport. I can borrow Joe’s security guards
and drag Andy onto our plane. We can dope him up and head off to Maui.
He can be a hazy shade of winter for twenty hours and then I can turn him
over to Dr. Wendy and her clinic.

“Andy has to be protected.” Deacon Joe says slowly, emphasizing each
syllable.

“What do you think I’m trying to do?”

“Dr. Wendy isn’t protection. She’s slavery. She’s part of a system that
makes people sick. In the old days, we didn’t have these problems. Society
creates mental illness. You’ve seen it happen. It’s happening to you.
Remember that conversation about Big Sleep?”

Joe is conflating. He’s putting two broadly similar problems in the
same boat. In late capitalism, we need to monetize everything.
Corporations need to win every moment. They’ve opened up a new front in
their war against us, night-time. It used to be that no one spent money
while they slept. Capitalism’s answer was to make it harder and harder to
go to bed. Sleep is now a massive $100 billion industry. Screens are killing



me. I can’t sleep at night and studies say I’ll have dementia because of
that. Look at Maggie Thatcher. She slept four hours a night, then died
hated and delusional. No one wants to end up like her.

“Big sleep is different, Joe. That’s environmental. Andy’s problem is
chemical. He needs real treatment. Not a chill out room.”

“I’ll protect him, Ry. Andy needs to stay with me. He shouldn’t be with
Wendy.”

Joe goes through these deep infatuations with people. Some sort of a
protective hero complex. I’ve heard it has to do with an abandonment in
childhood, but we’ve never spoken about it. He’s not the sort of person I
want to be close to. Emotional codependency is a vulnerability of mine.

“Where are we going Joe?” I ask again.
“Somewhere safe.”

“Tell me Joe.”

“Only if you let Andy stay with me.”

“He can spend the weekend, but I’m staying, and we leave Monday
morning. We need him to sign for something in Zurich. He must be able to
leave with me.”

“Fine. We really are going to Tunisia. Bizerte. You’ll love it. Very
relaxing. Did you bring a towel?” Joe asks.

“A towel? I barely had time to pack my bag.”

“It’s a joke Ryan, relax.”

Can I even get into Tunisia? It sounds like the sort of place that
requires a visa. What language do they speak in Tunisia? Tunisian? That
sounds too simple. Maybe Arabic. Who gives a fuck? Whatever they
speak, I don’t. Are we heading out into the desert? I cannot with these
crypto nomads, their crackpot plans, and unlimited wealth.

“What am I signing in Zurich?” Andy asks.
“We have to join a guild. I don’t remember the exact name, but in

English it’s the Guild of Precious Metal Brokers. It’s the guild that



certifies our gold. We need to sign up or else we won’t be able to sell our
stuff on their exchange. Hans and Stefan say it’s the right move.”

“Cool. We’ll get to hang out with them again. Hans is cool. He’s from
Cologne unlike that fat fuck Fritz from Frankfurt.”

We don’t really have to fly to Zurich. We could sign those papers
anywhere, but I need a good reason to get out of Bizerte. If Andy’s really
on the edge of a manic episode, I need him willing to leave the party
behind. His money hunger is bigger than his drug hunger, so that will do
the trick. I’m not spending a weekend trying to talk Andy into seeing Dr.
Wendy. There was a time when I’d do that, where I’d try reason and
rationality, but that’s long since passed. There’s no benefit to it. I’ve
learned the only thing that matters is getting Andy to the other side. He
never acknowledges how it happens, so I’ve stopped caring about the
methods used to do it. We’ll leave Bizerte, sign papers in Zurich, then
we’ll sedate him until we get to Maui.

“Andy, we are going to race jeeps and swim with dolphins in Tunisia.
You should see the place we’ve got there. Wicked sound system, heavy
duty hashish and the sunsets. The whole world lights up red for hours. You
are gonna love it.”

Joe is sitting next to Andy, hugging it out with him. He’s playing to
Andy’s mania, putting me on the outside of them. I know that move, Andy
taught it to me. He also taught me how to counter it. Cut the usurper off at
the legs. There’s no way Joe is getting to him on Maui. Once Andy’s inside
the facility, I’ve got to hunker down with Nikola and go over the books.
Andy’s been known to do some funny things with our money when manic.
I want to make sure everything is where it’s supposed to be.



CHAPTER FOUR /
BIZERTE

Maybe Deacon Joe was right, but maybe I've lost track of time. Those
aren't mutually exclusive. This sunset has gone on forever, the reds
running from high sky orange to deep disappearing purple. The Days Run
Away Like Wild Horses Over the Hills. I read that once, there's a copy of it
inside on the bookshelf. If I ever get off this couch, if I ever leave the
balcony again, I should pick it up and thumb through it. This place is
great. Some sort of a hipster homage to bad boys on retreat in North
Africa. The Stones, Bukowski - no not him - Kerouac yes Kerouac, the
Black Panthers stranded in Algeria. Now us, the numbnuts of crypto
decamped to the edge of the desert, our jet set caravan come crashing
down to Earth for some much-needed R&R.

Our attraction always brings us to the edges. What strange atomic
configuration charges us? Was it the same that compelled the man who
built this place? There's a kinship out here, this colony for the lost. I dig
his style dude. Strange ceramic geometries tiled on the walls, magic
carpets, stained glass panes in low lit lanterns. The sound system is simply
extraordinary. Miles man. Miles fucking Davis. Sketches of Spain. He did
his best work with Gil Evans. All that orchestral stuff, expansive, so much
air to breathe. Not like the rapid staccato of hard bop or his electric work,
those echoes that carry you off in dark directions.

Will O' the Wisp, that sly call and response of the horns. The clack of
the beat, this song so in tune with the moment, with the call of the night on
the sands of time. Dust devils, steam devils, djinns play in the sands,
swirling, seducing, trying their best to trick me off this couch, away from



our retreat. I know better than to answer them. There's nothing out there
for a boy like me. I'd be alone, wandering between the dunes without water
or direction. Saint-Exupéry warned me about the desert at night. Vol de
Nuit. Lost among the wind, sand, and stars dependent on a chance
encounter with Bedouins for survival.

I wonder if they are still out there, those nomads of the night sands. Do
they still wander free, or have they been turned into house cats like so
many of us? The Mongolians might be the only ones who refuse to have a
fixed home, wait there are still Gypsies, Tinkerers, circus folk, and there
are us. Cryptopian fools, digital nomads, idiots trying to overthrow all the
conventions. Who says governments should control money? What gave
them the right to mint? Why should they deny that to us? Value is a
determination made between two parties, two private parties. Get these
official ogres out of there. Toss those doofus dodos in the dumpster.

"I almost don't want to disturb you. You look content for once."

I hear Andy. He’s right. I am content for once. After the drama in
Barcelona, I popped a double dose of Klonopin. Then there was that
hookah Joe packed on arrival here. It was more hashish than flavored
tobacco. I am biblically stoned and letting my mind run free. Andy’s close,
but he sounds so far away. I could open my eyes, sort this out, but I'm
enjoying the inside of my eyeballs. There's this great gradient of light
flickering through the windmills of my mind.

"I am so content. Think I'm just going to fall asleep out here. Call this
place home for the night. Do you ever miss home?"

"No man. I make myself at home. Wherever I go, there I am."

Ha, he's as stoned as me. That's great. Andy needs to chill out a bit.
Deacon Joe was right. This is good. This is so fucking good after
Barcelona. Just a bit of a recharge, check out for a bit while the brain hits
reset, and then we are all as good as new.

"So, that thing with the plovers...what was up with that?"

"I don’t know Ryan. I took something. It didn't go off right. Call it a
Peruvian hotshot."



"What's in a Peruvian hotshot?"

"Ayahuasca and speed."

I open my eyes to get a look at Andy, to read his face and see if he's
serious.

"There's no such thing as a Peruvian hotshot. You're fucking with me,
taking advantage of my weakened mental condition."

"Didn't I call an Uber out to the airport and try to take Joe's plane to
Peru to check in on birds?"

"You did."

"Doesn't that sound like the sort of thing a Peruvian hotshot would
make you do?"

"It does, but you're fucking with me Andy. It's okay to tell me you've
been feeling manic. I'm here for you. I got you. We're a team bro."

Andy tumbles onto the couch. I feel myself being pushed up as his
weight presses down on the cushions. His hand grips my thigh, squeezing
it, forcing my heavy lids to open and look square at him. This is truthful
Andy, the one that puts all the bullshit to the side and embraces you with
such totality that you feel the force of his words deep in your soul. I know
that what he says next will be the honest truth because no one can muster
up such conviction and not have it come from the heart. So, whatever he's
going to say, I must believe it, accept it. This sanctity exists between us, a
trust of looks, the not fucking around face. It's brotherhood, partnership,
what we owe each other.

"It was a bad ride Ryan. The Peruvian hotshot? That's what I called it,
how I gave shape to my experience. I don't know what it was. I was out
with the chemistry crowd. Vilnius told me to try this pill. A couple hours
later nothing had happened, so he said it was a dud. Flipped me a couple
dexy. Anyway, I'm heading home about four in the morning and it all just
comes on like a freight train. I'm not manic Ryan and I'm sorry for leaving
you on your own with Juntos. That was some weird shit Joe did, and it was
all my fault. I should have been there for you."



He's speaking to me on the level. There's no doubt about that. Thank
fucking God too, because hearing he was manic would really harsh this
most excellent of mellows. I collapse back into the deep cushions. A car is
pulling into the courtyard below. Music, the laughter of women, a good
time ready to continue into this early endless evening.

"Hey so how do I do this Nikola thing?" I ask.

"You don't know about the birds and the bees? Let me explain it to you.
When a man and a woman love each other very much..."

We burst into laughter. The courtyard echoes from below, the call and
response of happiness from us to them and back again. This is going to be
such a good night. It's already been such an amazing afternoon. The world
balances itself out like that. Every awful has an equal and opposite
awesome.

"I'm serious. I got it bad for her."
"I can see the way she looks at you Ryan. You two should totally go for

it."

"Yeah, but the money. She's our controller Andy. All our little schemes,
the way we juice that cash and earn a bit on the side, it runs through her.
We can't fall out with Nikola. We'd be fucked. You know what they say
about a woman scorned."

"Bro, Ryan. You are not the type to scorn a woman. You're a good
fucking dude. A really good dude. That's why you're my partner. If I were
into dudes, I'd fall for you. I'd totally let you fuck me. I'd fall head over
heels for you and if the time came when you didn't love me anymore, I
know that you would let me down gently, that you would do it in a way
where after everything was said and done, I'd have to respect you even if
my heart was broken in a million billion pieces because it lost someone as
perfect as you."

Whoa. What the fuck was that? Did Andy really just say that? That was
some heavy heartfelt shit and he meant it.

"Thanks Andy, that's really, really nice of you to say. I mean, I don't
think a man has expressed his non-sexual love of another man as



beautifully as that since the Bee Gees wrote To Love Somebody. There's a
light, a certain kind of light, that's never shown on me."

"I want my life to be lived with you. Lived with you."

We are up standing, singing, serenading the courtyard. Our hashish
high falsettos reach up to the heavens. The group down below calling it
back to us. "You don't know what it's like, baby you don't know what it's
like, to love somebody, to love somebody."

Deacon Joe is out of his Crocodile Dundee costume and in his kimono.
He's waving us down. We've been alone up here far too long, being bad
guests holding up the party. Andy and I turn for the stairs. He grabs hold of
me. We walk like old Renaissance men arm in arm. Slow and intimate, in
hushed conversation.

"Go for Nikola," he advises.
"But if it all blows up?"

"This is a shot at love, real love baby. Chase that dream. You have my
permission. Don't worry about the business."

"Thanks Andy. That means a lot to me."

"I know brother, I know. By the way, we closed on Kila. They are
placing a huge order. Two hundred million in coins. That sort of
commitment should be enough to convince First American that we are
serious fucking players. We are going to crush that pitch. Absolutely
fucking kill it."

The twisting stone stairwell opens into the courtyard. Miles Davis is
gone and the music is pumping. I recognize some of these people from the
circuit. Some of them are friends of friends. Joe wraps his arm around us.
A bottle of champagne pops. Everything is so perfect. I will never die. I
will never grow old.



CHAPTER FIVE / SHUT
OUT

Where do we go from here? Axl asks the question, and I don't have an
answer. Andy doesn't either. One of us always does. That's what makes our
partnership work. I fill his negative space, and he covers mine. Together
we are whole. Except today, there's a huge hole in the heart of our
company and neither of us has an answer. We have upside down shot
glasses instead. People say Manhattan isn’t affordable, but those people
don't day drink in dive bars. Buy two, get the third free is very much a
thing here. Thank God, because we need to dull the pain that killed the joy.

Axl gives way to a wicked solo from Slash. The absence of his voice
allows me to hear the one in my mind. It is picking apart the difference
between doubt and realization. Doubt is something that can be put aside.
You can dump it in a corner, cover it with a cloth, and go about your day.
Doubt is a necessary vehicle, a positive thing. It makes you pause,
question, and come up with solutions. Realization is a different story. It is
the death of doubt. Once you realize something, that's it. It’s over, done,
finished.

Today, we realized that no bank on the planet will do business with us.
Zip, zilch, zero. New York, Panama, Hong Kong. Closed doors in all the
great banking centers. Today was the final straw. After months of working
our way up the chain, we presented to the risk committee at First
American. Turns out, we were the sacrificial lambs in an exercise where
bankers tried to think outside a box. There was never a chance of approval,
only we didn't know that. We thought we were oh so close to cracking the



nut, being the first stablecoin to have legitimate deposits at a respected
bank.

Where do we go from here? Axl is back. The jukebox won't leave us
alone. It asks repeatedly, getting louder, more insistent on an answer when
there is none.

"Flip it over Ryan," Andy commands.

"I need water first."

"Flip it over."
Katy, our bartender, gives us all her attention. She’s working her body,

big smile, soft understanding eyes. She is trying to get us filthy drunk.
Trying to trade buybacks for a big tip. It's not a bad gamble, considering
we're a couple of sad sack suits during the deadest time of the day. She's
working the booze too, heavy pours of top shelf. Woodford Reserve on the
house. Why not? No one’s here to notice, to call her to account. It’s that
sort of bar, the kind with a tree growing through the backroom window and
a staff that robs the register blind.

Andy holds the glass up. I raise mine in return. We lock our eyes,
staring hard at each other. We've done this toast a million times. Happy,
sad, the ritual is the same. Today, it's a grim display of brotherhood.

"Fuck em."

"Fuck em."

Shot glasses clink. Heads tilt back. The brown goes down smoothly.
We are past the burn, glassy eyed and starting to forget this morning. This
isn't the end of us, something else is waiting, but this afternoon is a wake.
We've come to bury the dream of being big wheels in the crypto
community. We were so close to turning our stablecoin into the industry
standard. All crypto trades would have settled in ICA. That doesn't sound
like much to an outsider, but the industry needs a bank backed stablecoin,
or the future of money doesn't have a future. We came close, but like
others before, we can't break through. Banks aren't about to let fake digital
money disrupt their monopoly. Andy and I need to start thinking about
alternatives.



"I promised you that we would be filthy fucking rich. We are sitting on
five hundred million dollars and have nothing to show for it. We are going
to put that money to work motherfucker."

Katy's eyes flash at Andy's words. Pretty purple ones. Contact lenses,
long lashes, glitter in her eye shadow. She's not dressed for here.
Something bigger, better is waiting later. You can always tell who's stuck
and who's just passing through a place. I wonder what her hustle is. Is she
a creative type or is she here to cash in? New York is filled with each. The
very best do both. Andy and I fancied ourselves among the best, but I'm
starting to have doubts. We need some creative ways to make cash,
because our current one isn't working out.

"We'll bounce back, Andy. We always do."

"Damn fucking right."

Andy pulls a slim Juul vape from his breast pocket. The red-light
flashes under his nose. No breaks today. Katy reaches into her bag and
pulls out a yellow pack of American Spirits. She gives them a shake and
him a smile.

"Can I buy one off you gorgeous?" Andy asks.

"How about we split one?" she offers.

"Now you're talking."

Andy slides off his stool, pats me on the back and staggers towards the
door. They disappear out into the godawful daylight of Houston Ave. She's
good. Reeling him in bit by bit, but he's happy to be played. This is how
the game goes. Andy just wants to feel better. He doesn't mind how long
that feeling lasts or how fake it was to begin with. Tomorrow is another
day. The pain is here now. He needs it to go away.

Besides, we aren't out of business yet. We still have Frankfurt. We have
all that money sitting in an account a mile from this bar. Those dumb
fucks think we are a precious metals hedge fund. They think Andy and I
are some sort of whiz kid traders cornering the market on obscure
commodities like palladium. Today's defeat means we must keep playing
our cat and mouse game with Frankfurt. That’s going to be hard. Crypto is



taking off. Bitcoins and blockchains becoming household words. One day
someone at Frankfurt will see Andy and I at a conference, doing business
among the monetary anarchists, and they'll connect the dots. When that
happens, everything comes crashing down. That's why we needed that
other account. We need to come in from the cold or get out of the game.
You can’t live forever in no man’s land.

Andy and Katy are getting cozy against the outside wall. Looks like
I’ll be a third wheel if I stay. Better to be out on the street where my brain
can be distracted by the traffic lights, advertising, the rush of pedestrians.
Problems fade away when I’m playing real life Frogger. In here, they’ll
just loom larger. Time to give this place the Irish goodbye. Andy won’t
miss me. He won’t even notice if I borrow his sunglasses.



CHAPTER SIX /
FRANKFURT BANK

This fucking bank. This regional, basic bitch, mercantile bank thought
it could crash the club and swim with the sharks. Morgan, Barclay's,
Goldman, UBS. Those institutions spent decades, centuries in some cases,
prowling the murky depths of money. They knew where to eat, where to
shit, and how not to eat where they shit. Most of all they knew how to do it
quietly, discreetly. They banked generational wealth and when they took on
new business, it was good business, clean business.

This bank? These fuckers from Frankfurt. They spent their days
lending to sprocket manufacturers. Good steady business, but no glitz, no
glamor. Globalism changed the game. Late capitalism opened the doors to
monetize the entire fucking world. The sharks were ready for it, because
they erased the borders. They ran laps around the bank that stayed in
Germany. That bank preached patience. Strength at home. Secure business.
Steady returns.

Money filled the belly of the sharks. The Germans ate fine, but they
didn't eat like the others. Silver chopsticks, silk napkins, sushi spread
across naked flesh. Endless unlimited expense accounts. These were the
pleasures of London, the table stakes of New York. Frankfurt ate boiled
sausage on long picnic benches. That had once been enough, but not
anymore. They were being left behind. Patience was at an end. There was a
world to plunder, if only they were a shark.

The temptation impossible to resist, the order inevitable when given.
Leave Frankfurt. Cross the Channel, cross the Atlantic. Swim with the
sharks and show them that the Germans can do this too. It was the Go-Go



Era of the Aughts when anyone with money could make money. Frankfurt
got fat. They filled their belly. The Germans thought they were a shark, but
they didn't know where to swim. They didn't know what to eat. They ended
up with the leftovers. They scooped up the toxic fish others left alone.
They ate down the poison, only it took them a decade to realize it.

Poison is starting to gut them, and they are retching up one bad
decision after another. Synthetic Swaps. Russian Money Laundering. The
Trump Organization. Ponzi Schemers. Libor Rate Fixers. An audacious
display of idiocy. Staggering levels of stupidity. All banking with
Frankfurt because no one else would touch them.

They were so fucking stupid, they even signed us. They took us on
after paying billions in fines. I guess they were too busy to do their
homework, or they hadn't fired all their idiots yet. Give credit where credit
is due, Andy sold them good. How easy it is to make up an imaginary
hedge fund. Especially one that handled an obscure corner of the market
and only worked with family offices. Truth is, before crypto we were a
convenient work around to get money into online sports books. Bettors
bought coins from us that could be used to wager on games. If they had
anything to cash out, they did it through a website that used PayPal,
Venmo and a dozen other ways to pay them back. The ones with the real
money, the online casinos, set up trusts that acted as fund shareholders. It
was all so easy.

"These wire transfers, our risk desk has flagged them."

Fritz, our latest banker, holds a stack of printouts in his pudgy right
hand. He is our fifth relationship manager since we opened the account.
They are culling their ranks. No more Hot Shit Erica from Wharton. Her
boss, the older guy that lived out on the island, is gone too. He hated this
bank, but they still paid after the real sharks fired their elder middle
managers. The Germans eventually caught on and let Vikram in his late
fifties go. After the names left, we lived a few blissful years with interim
paper pushers overseeing our accounts. Those nobodies were in so deep
they barely reviewed our balances.

We should have been smarter. We should have stayed smaller. We
tripped a threshold, too much money. Flagged as a risk, so the account was



transferred upstairs. When everything filling turns out to be laced with
poison, success becomes looked at with suspicion.

"Fritz, I’m disappointed that this is where our relationship stands,"
Andy begins. “It used to be that people here understood our business. We
spent extensive time with Erica, then after that Vikram, explaining the
unique nature of our precious metals fund. Please, tell me we don't need to
do that again with you. This is not how we are used to being treated."

Andy was on the offensive. This move, all bluster and bravado.
Assume we know more than he does. Use the unknown to our advantage.

"You are a commodities trading firm. I have it here in the notes." Fritz
speaks in German accented English. Frankfurt keeps getting closer to
home, closing ranks, sending trusted lieutenants to hold what little
remains.

"Precious metals hedge fund." Andy corrects him. "Your notes are
lacking."

"We don't have a code for that. Commodities are what the system
accepts." Fritz was a true systems guy. I could see it on his face. Bald,
smooth, slightly plump but lacking imperfection. He never needed hair.
What an odd thing to be beyond.

"Fritz, why are we here?"

"Because your recent account activity is highly irregular."

I look up from my laptop. As a signatory, I'm required to be present,
but this isn't my side of the house. Andy manages relationships, he rides
the money train. Neither Andy nor Fritz cut over to me. I return to
managing our operations.

"Nothing is regular about cobalt, palladium, or vantium. You
understand what precious means?"

The balls on Andy. He's pushing Fritz, trying to find the point at which
he flusters. Andy needs to know where a person crosses into the irrational.
That's where he really runs wild. Get a man to stop making sense and the
possibilities are endless.



"Mister Andy." Fritz is not having Andy's shit. At least not yet. Fritz is
following his own script. He has a protocol to complete. I can respect that.
Dump harmless errors, continue executing the program.

"It's Doctor Andy."

"I don't have that in the files. You are a doctor?" Fritz asks.

"It's an honorific, from the University of Nairobi. Our charitable work
in the region is well recognized. Honestly, it is a shame we cannot bank
more in places where we are known and respected. Of course, this bank
used to treat us that way. Fritz, perhaps we should go out for lunch and try
to get back on the right foot?" Andy asks.

Ah yes, the old let's be friends. Maybe Fritz just needs an invitation to
love.

"My apologies, Doctor Andy, but my schedule does not permit lunch.”

Fritz does not want to break bread. A shame, it’s easier to kill with
kindness. He continues, “Let's just get to the heart of the matter. These
wires to Kinshasa, the recipient companies have connections to militia
organizations. The US government has flagged them for review. We need
explanations."

Fuck, fuck, fuck. Our side hustle, the blood diamonds. I knew we
shouldn’t have sent that from Frankfurt. Money was supposed to go to
Cyprus and Nikola was going to funnel it through her people there, but it
would have added three days to the transaction. Our man in Rotterdam
said they’d be gone by then. Act fast or miss out. Now we are fucked. How
is Andy going to talk our way out of this?

Andy has that look on his face. He's changing tactics, expanding
horizons.

"Fritz, have you ever purchased cobalt?"

"Of course not."

"Well you have, but you just don't know it." Andy reaches into his
pocket and pulls out a silver iPhone.  "It's in your phone, your computer,
and television. Tiny amounts in all sorts of critical machines. Cobalt



comes from precious few places in the world. That is why I asked you
earlier if you understood what the word precious means. Cobalt comes
from Sub-Saharan Africa and if we wish to purchase it for investment
sake, then that is where our money must go. I would love to take you there,
show you how it's done.”

He's acting disappointed in Fritz, gentle belittling shrouded as
education. Andy goes on.

“It’s very basic stuff. They got small boys in big pits digging with their
hands, trying to find blue chunks in the dirt. Those chunks end up in gold
rush towns where middlemen deal only in cash. That isn’t the safest
situation for our money, so we work with security firms to make our
purchases. Military men all have pasts, I am sure some were on the wrong
side once upon a time. Now though? They are all commercial. There is no
issue there.”

Andy pauses, waits for a reaction. Fritz is playing poker, using silence
as his offense. Andy continues, “Fritz, we are in competition with the
Chinese. They are the big buyers in the market. One reason is that their
banks don't haul them in for questioning like ours. They are free to do
business where we must be hesitant. It’s a disadvantage for us. We need
good banking partners to succeed, so if you wish to see us as a continued
growing customer whose reserves are buffeting this bank in its time of
crisis, then stop forgetting our fucking business and vouch for us to the US
government."

"Doctor Andy, we apologize for any past interruptions and
inconsistencies with our account management. I will endeavor to learn
your business better. Still, we will need documentation on these
transactions. The government needs assurances of your actions."

Ah, this is a promising line. Andy triples down now. "Fritz, I've
answered these questions too many times for you people. It all ends the
same way. We'll have Rotterdam send over papers verifying the metals
stored on premise. They will match our account activities. Will that do or
should I walk across the street to First American or someone sensible?"



Fritz is backed up, but he's not going to fold this easily. They didn't
kick us upstairs to have a softie rubber stamp our shenanigans. I feel his
eyes on me. He knows Andy has all the momentum, so he's going to try
this guy here.

"Ryan, you have been quiet."

"Just busy Fritz. Please don’t mistake it for rudeness. There's a pricing
irregularity in the Asian exchanges. Urgent matter. I need to determine if
there’s bad data or an arbitrage opportunity."

"Ryan, what are the fund's model parameters on vantium?"

Ha. This fucker thinks he's going to get me on technical matters.
Wrong avenue buddy. Technically, I'm hard as steel.

"We accrete until the price hits eighteen dollars an ounce. Our max
position is seven percent of holdings assuming the aggregate exchange
volume maintains or exceeds a baseline threshold of twenty thousand
metric tons."

"Is that daily, weekly, or monthly?"

"Monthly. Annual Vantium consumption is projected at one hundred
eighty thousand metric tons. The market can support another twenty five
percent in stockpile."

"Thank you, Ryan."

I look up from my laptop, eyes steady, but pulse up. I can feel my
insides tightening, if he continues, I’ll start sweating under my shirt.

"Are you satisfied Fritz?" Andy knows it's time to get out of here. I do
too. This sniffing of butts has run its course, and we aren't in a position to
pee on their fire hydrant.

"Almost. One more thing, what is your performance on the year?"

I don't have to look up to know that Andy has that king of the world
smile across his face. I don't have to look up to deliver the news either.

"YTD, we are up thirty-five percent."



"I see. That is very good. And this um, precious metals fund, is it open
to new investors?"

Oh my God. Fritz is a fucking idiot too. This fucking bank. This
regional, basic bitch, mercantile bank cannot stop shooting itself in the
fucking foot. Fritz wants sushi before they call him home for sausage
supper.

"Ryan," Andy asks, knowing the answer already, "when are we open to
new investors?"

"October 31st. Given our relationship with the bank, I am sure we can
waive any minimums for Fritz should he want to participate."

Andy smiles. "Of course, we can waive any minimums. We can always
make accommodations for friends."

Fritz walks us to the elevators. He is still waving his thick sausage
hands as the stainless-steel doors shut. It's amazing what dominance and
opportunity can accomplish. Once we put ourselves above Fritz, he began
looking to benefit from his submission. Gifts for compliance. Tale as old
as time. This is one of dozens of relationship dynamics Andy has taught
me. He studied them all in a book, but I suspect they had been handed
down to him before that. The book only codified what he'd learnt under a
master, it gave name to the manipulations that propel his everyday life.

I know the elevator is empty, that we are alone and free to talk, but I
turn and double check anyway. All it takes is one simple slip. Vigilance is
the watchword when in the belly of the beast.

"Vantium doesn't exist." I say to Andy, my eyes are studying the
weather on the elevator TV. I am helpless to resist a screen in action. How
I hate the endless attention theft that assaults me.

"Are you sure? Vantium sounds very real and very precious."

“Does it? Describe it for me. Sources, uses, value.”

Andy’s big wolfish face lights up. I’ve given him an opportunity to
prove me wrong. I’m rarely wrong and don’t invite questioning.



“It comes from the Ural Mountains. Crystalline structure, but similar
to other conducting silicates. The strength of vantium is its ability to
maintain transfer rates across huge temperature swings. That’s ideal for
use in control systems in foundries. Its rarity is due to the fact that the
richest veins are located in areas where the Soviets did underground
nuclear testing. Too many of the remaining deposits are radioactive.”

“Nice try. Vantium doesn’t exist.”

“Are you sure?” Andy asks again.

"I'm sure."

"How can you be?" Andy asks, fidgeting a bit, not ready to let me have
hold of the truth.

"As the Chief Investment Officer of a precious metals hedge fund, I
have a fiduciary duty to understand the reality of our investments."

"But we aren't a real hedge fund."

"That doesn't mean we can invest in fake metals."

"But we have. You just said so yourself. We are buying vantium until it
hits eighteen bucks an ounce."

"It's not real. The price will never get there. Since it's fake, we’ll never
hit the threshold either."

"So, we are going to spend the rest of our lives buying fake metal for
our fake fund? What poor fool mans that desk?" Andy asks.

“Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.”

“Do I know those guys?”

“They aren’t real.”
Andy didn’t have a strong humanities education. I let it go.

It would be so much simpler if we really did run a precious metals
hedge fund. There really are boys digging chunks of blue rocks out of the
dirt in the Congo. There really are heavily armed Chinese buyers carrying
duffel bags of cash through market towns. Rotterdam really does store
loads of the shit in secure, fully audited locations. For a variety of reasons,



metals are really purchased in Cyprus before being shipped to Eastern
European component manufacturers.

Instead, we perform fake banking services for fake money.

"We'll have to cut Fritz in," Andy says.

Back to reality. Andy needs to talk the lie through to completion or
else he'll forget our later obligations. I'm sick of Fritz, but I must respect
my partner's process.

"Definitely. Shouldn’t be much."
"No, he's a tightwad. I bet we'll get twenty thousand from him. How

many real people are in the fake fund now?" Andy asks.

I start counting them up. There's the guy in Rotterdam that verifies our
fake metals. He obviously knows there's no fund but understands how we
have to pay him through it. There's the commercial insurance broker.
Without him we couldn't open our bank account. There are the people in
Cyprus where the money pops in and out of. There’s the woman at the
other bank we briefly had. My poor father who sold some of his Lockheed
stock to back his boy. This is getting complicated. Thank God, we just
invent our annual return. Most reinvest their fake earnings back into the
fake fund anyway. Imaginary metals don’t pay out often.

"All told there's twelve. I'll alert Nikola of the possibility of Fritz," I
say.

"Of course, you will. Are you two still snogging?"

I can't remember if snogging is real English slang or not. This fucker
spent a year in London, mostly in a blackout, and managed to incorporate
all the dirtiest, oddest bits of the queens into his vocabulary.

"I've been busy with our end of the business. Right now, Niko and I are
just friends."

"Say no more squire."

I brace for the inevitable nudge-nudge from Andy. He catches me in
that high rib, the one I broke falling down a flight of stairs. It's a gentle



ribbing as they say, but it still stings like fuck. Another one of those
relationship dynamics. Remind people you know where it hurts.

Andy is thirty-eight, but his knowledge of pop culture goes back
decades. He's spent endless hours accumulating arcana and making sure he
knows exactly where my tastes and his quotable recall overlap. This is
how we bind ourselves together. As the inhabitants of an imagined reality,
things like Monty Python anchor us to the world we walk through.

"Are you coming to Deacon's FinFuture event or not?" Andy asks.

"After Fritz? I'm tired of adulting. That meeting took the wind out of
me. Are you guys partying later on?"

I reach up and release the choking button around the collar. My clip-on
tie doesn’t like that. It tumbles to the floor. I should have had my grownup
clothes shipped to Manhattan, I left them in Europe because we are due
back there soon. I wasn’t counting on multiple meetings with bankers this
week.

"It's a Deacon Joe event. I'm sure we will."

Even if they don’t, I know Andy will. He’s having a hard time making
it to happy hour lately. I’ve noticed a few days when he’s gone hard over
lunch.

"Let me know who and what the chems are,” I say. “I'll fire something
off in the hotel room and try to come in on the same wavelength."

The elevator doors open, and we are ushered into a lobby. Vaulted
marble, all red and speckled. Frankfurt Bank in polished silver letters.
This muted design is supposed to project confidence. The automated
security gates hold us for a moment, letting their cameras capture a nice
clean parting shot. Silent, the gates open and a green arrow signals
clearance to leave across the great glass concourse. There's a mobile
suspended in the air, the arms rotate slowly, abstract shapes hanging from
them. The bank spent seventy million on the piece. It's back on the market
for far less. Far, far, less.

"I'm going back to the hotel to change. You want to split a car?" Andy
asks, never wanting to be alone.



"No. I want to walk through ten thousand people and pretend I don't
exist. Catch you around."

Andy opens his mouth, but it's too late. My earbuds are in, I don't hear
his words. This morning has taken from me. I need solitude to recharge the
battery.

***

This room is cocaine. Compulsion, conversation, closed crowds one
wink from conspiracy. This is the new Brooklyn of one-bedroom condos
starting at a million five. The place is filling up with shitheads, their eyes
on art school majors. Fancy girls on a cleanse whirling around with
macchiatos instead of martinis. Andy's full of Bolivian booger glue. All
back slaps and high fives. Bro’ing the fuck out.

I don't see Deacon Joe. He doesn't do aggro chems, so the rats all play
while their hipster shaman is away.

I'm entirely wrong for this room. Buzzy and fuzzy, filled with benzos
and edibles. There was supposed to be a yurt tonight. I heard talk of a
cuddle puddle and tarot cards. The night took a hard-right turn somewhere
after I entered my Lyft. My driver wanted to go off shift, but I kept
changing the location. Five-star slavery. Sorry, but these lunatics take
priority over his family. Getting here now, I feel guilty. I would have been
better off saying my name was not at the door, grabbing another car, and
slinking back to the comfort of Netflix and room service.

We used to match our moods, but Andy and I aren't so good at that
lately. He's more. I'm less. It makes me nervous that our not-so-secret
secret will slip out into the wrong hands. There's a sea change coming, the
cryptocurrency party is just getting started, but we aren't meant to be the
big shots. We are the stable coin, the thing that makes the markets function
efficiently. Cocaine Andy and Benzo Blues Ryan are supposed to be surety,
a settlement service while you jump between speculative bets on Bitcoin
and Ethereum.

Every other coin can fluctuate wildly, but our coin called ICA always
equals one US dollar. If you want to turn a coin in, we redeem it for a



greenback from our account at Frankfurt. That's the deal. There should
never be more ICA circulating than there is cash in our bank. We pin fake
money to the floor of reality and earn only interest. That’s why the side
hustles. We thought being the picks and shovels of crypto was the smart
play, now everyone else is getting rich with their fake magic money, and
we are seeing our vision of bridging fiat cash and digital coins slip away.

“Ryan.” Andy’s hand is on my shoulder. He’s leading me through the
crowd, pushing me deeper into the room, not caring about the little people
in our way. His grip is too tight, he’s clenching, digging in. I try to turn and
look back at him, but we are bumping into people, about to cause a scene.
There’s a bottleneck as we approach the door to the terrace. He’s not
driving me through that crowd. I stop, lift my heel and when I feel his toe
against the bottom of my shoe, I press down, dig in and bring the crazy
train to a dead halt. A drink splashes against his back. Someone was using
us like an ambulance to get through the crowd.

Andy turns.

“It’s you,” he says.

I peer around Andy’s shoulder. It’s Katy the bartender from yesterday.
She grabs a beer out of some guy’s hand, rears back and splashes it all over
the front of Andy’s shirt. The hoppy suds blast past him and catch me
across the face. Quite the shot.

“I said I never wanted to see you again.”

She turns and storms off. I guess that’s how Andy and Katy turned out.
We didn’t talk about the rest of yesterday. I thought it was because the
Fritz meeting caught us off guard, I’m sure that was a big part of the
reason, but the rest is obvious now.

The slippery lather of suds coats the scabs left from Gabby in
Barcelona. Andy pushes me into the line out to the terrace. People are
getting out of the way for us. Bad news travels fast. No one wants to catch
our collateral damage. I can see the big men in black blazers putting
fingers against their earpieces, training eyes on us. This scene is thin ice
over curdled milk, and we are well past our expiration date.



The humid air welcomes our soggy sodden selves. We are dank as the
night. Andy leads me through a fog of vape clouds and glowing screens to
an emergency stairwell in the far corner.

“What’s so fucking urgent Andy?”

“Fritz called.”

Those two words make it clear to me how tenuous our position is. A
number of bad scenarios flash through my mind. The fake fund. The US
government. Blood diamonds. Account termination. Two hundred million
dollars from Kila that’s about to be wired in. Our crypto identities. We’ve
put a lot of eggs in that basket. Too many points of exposure. We’ve got to
get out of this position.

“What did Fritz say?” Word spittle escapes my lips, soft as a whisper
in this heavy aired night.

“He’s sorry, but our account has been frozen pending further review.”

“That son of a bitch,” I say.

“We need to see him tonight.”

“That’s a bad idea Andy. Look at us. We’re high, we stink of beer, and
it’s after midnight.”

“Right, right, right. Not tonight, but in the morning. We need to make
an ally of Fritz. This isn’t his doing. It’s coming from above.”

“How do you know?” I ask.

“He felt terrible about our situation. He could have done more, had we
just met earlier. Next time we cut people in from the jump. That was our
mistake here. Fritz needed to be working for us the entire time. He could
have buried that inquiry. Handled it before it was flagged for review,”
Andy says.

Next time? Defrauding banks isn’t something I plan on making a
career out of. How did it come to this? Scope creep. That’s what happened
here. We were doing a little sports book thing. It was a bit gray, pushing
the edges, but nothing all that serious. Then Bitcoin happened and all the
cryptocurrency speculation. We didn’t approach the early exchanges. They



came to us asking to use our betting coin to settle their crypto trades. Such
a small piece of the business at the time, but it grew quick. One exchange,
then another and another. It grew so quickly we tried to make something
big of it. Cash in on an opportunity. How different is that than Airbnb or
Uber? Break some rules and then come in from the cold. Same thing all
the tech companies do. Only it doesn’t work for crypto because banking
has strict rules with real consequences. Fucking drug cartels, tax cheats,
terrorists and money launderers. They ruined it for guys like Andy and me.

“Andy, this is starting to unravel. We need to consider the liquidation
plan.”

“Frozen assets don’t liquidate,” he replies.

He’s got me there. “You’re right. We’ll need to turn Fritz, and then we
need to head for the exits.”

“Let’s not go that far. This could be all cleared up once Rotterdam
confirms our activity.”

“Andy, you see how exposed we are and for what? Without legitimacy,
there’s no fucking money in this settlement business.”

Andy looks out at the East River, the Manhattan skyline bright and
endless. There’s so much money out there, and we are having the hardest
time getting a piece of it. Icarus needs to be legit, otherwise it has no
value.

“You’re right about that. A lot is coming at us fast. We need to solve
Fritz, unfreeze our account, and then take a hard look at the future.”

“Let’s call it a night Andy. This place is bad shit.”

“Yup. Know when to walk away, know when to run.”



CHAPTER SEVEN /
ROTTERDAM

He said he’d be easy to spot. He wasn’t kidding. Black trench coat, Op
Ivy t-shirt, unlaced Docs, high top fade. He’s wandering through the stalls
of the fanciest food court I’ve ever seen, just a skinny kid mawing down
on a huge baguette, picking at passing cheese samples, flicking toothpicks
at trash cans. I can’t tell his age, but it’s a lot younger than I’m
comfortable with. I pictured some grizzled guy in his fifties, salt and
pepper beard, face lined with decades of hard decisions. A morally
compromised man with a lot to lose. This kid? I bet Fortnite is the only
place he’s experienced loss. How the fuck did we find him?

A heavy hand falls on my shoulder, startling me. What is with people?
Can’t anyone approach from the front? I turn and there’s my central
casting stereotype of a crooked customs man. Leather coat, two-day scruff,
the cracked eyes of an alcoholic. He smells of smokes, has a newspaper
folded under his arm. So, the kid was bait. This guy was watching me
watch the kid. The old I was looking back at you to see you looking back
at me to see me looking back at you. I’ve never felt better about not being
trusted.

“That’s my son. He’s on the account.”

A man with something to lose, a son with something to lose. They are
in this together. Good. There’s a hint of the Congo in his accent. That
explains the Kinshasa connection.

“Ryan.” My hand extends. He won’t shake it, instead starts walking to
the escalator. The fucking Dutch, I can never figure these people out.



“Where’s Andy?” our customs man asks.

“New York. He’s handling Fritz. I’m handling you.”

“No one handles me. I provide a service, get paid a fee. That’s it.”

Okay, so today is going to be hard-assery Whatever. I look up at the
ceiling as we glide to the stalls below. It’s covered with fruits, butterflies,
still life smeared on giant panels. The market is one of those wonders of
modern architecture. The type of place they run international competitions
for. Gehry gone wild. I remember the first building of his I saw. Disney
Concert Hall. It took my breath away. This place is an extended horseshoe
of steel, glass, and ambition stuck in the middle of a square. Half Apple
store, half misplaced tunnel section. Funny how quick innovation passes
from marvel to commonplace.

We meet the kid in a quiet corner. He’s got us a booth and a round of
Heinekens. They speak in Dutch, quick murmuring punctuated by grunts.
The kid’s fingers pointing out sightlines. The father picks up a beer, turns
and holds it in front of me. He disapproves of something. I can see it on
his face.

“This shit tastes like skunk, but they paid a million euros for the
concession, so you are stuck with it.”

As he says this, his eyes are scanning, looking for cameras. That’s what
he and the kid were talking about. The dad didn’t like this spot, but it
looks like the kid was right because we aren’t going anywhere. The kid has
his laptop open. I pull a chair next to his, open my PowerBook, and login
to Frankfurt Bank. We spend the next fifteen minutes walking through
line-item transactions. Debits and credits from our bank matching to
entries in their system. After each concurrence, the kid shows his screen to
the father who pulls a certificate from a folder. Matching on three levels.
The certificates form the crux of proof. They contain customs stamps,
signatures, and have bills of lading stapled to the back of them. All of that
will be scanned and sent stateside to Fritz at Frankfurt with FinCEN cc’ed
as an interested party. Assuming everything checks out, our account will
be unfrozen.

“Satisfied?” the father asks me.



“Everything seems in order.”

“It is in fucking order,” he replies. Right, I forgot we are hard asses
today.

“What happens if someone calls the facility?” I ask.

The father gives me the stink eye. He doesn’t like me. I don’t give a
shit.

“Someone has a question about the paperwork or wants some
additional information. What happens when they call?” I repeat the
question.

Who works for who here? Last time I looked, we cut the checks.

“Everything is in the system,” the kid answers. They ask for your
account number; a clerk pulls it up in our CRM and answers whatever they
need.

“So, our fake shit is in your real system? Doesn’t that show up in the
books or an audit?”

The father stares at the son. More muttering in Dutch. These two have
very different opinions, but their conversation ends with a nod of assent
from the old man.

“You are in as a special test account. The terminals are coded to show
everything as real, but that information is filtered out elsewhere. I am the
system administrator. This is not a problem,” the kid answers.

“Tell Andy no one comes here. I don’t want to see that buffoon
bluffing someone to the front door of our employer. Now do you have
something for us?” the father asks.

Jesus, everyone is worried about Andy. Why do people get into
business with him in the first place? Never mind, that question hits too
close to home. I reach into my jeans and pull out a folded yellow Post-it. I
try to hand it to the father, but he points to the kid. This fucker doesn’t
want me touching him. Is this a fingerprint thing, a phobia? Maybe he is
just afraid of new money or disgusted by who he’s in bed with. I don’t



care. His thing, not mine. The kid unfolds it and begins typing. It’s the key
and password to a bitcoin wallet. Their commission for the diamonds.

The kid nods, the father gets up to leave. I grab him by the wrist. He
tries to pull away, but I’ve got a good grip on the leather. My turn to be the
hard ass. I stand, loom over him, and look down.

“Things are coming to an end on our side. We’ve taken the ruse as far
as it will go. We’ll be looking at new chapters in our lives soon. During
this transition, there may be some additional scrutiny of the business. We
expect your support in the matter.”

The father pulls on his sleeve wanting out of here. I don’t let go. He
nods.

“You seem to have an opinion of Andy as a volatile man. That’s not
incorrect. My job is to control him during the transition which means
minimal distractions. You are not to contact him about any additional
opportunities. We are in this shit because of those diamonds. No more of
that. No more Hans and Stefan types either. If I can’t control Andy, then I
cannot control what happens to you. All anyone wants is quiet. It works
both ways. Understood?” I ask.

He grunts, pulls hard at his sleeve. The leather slips out of my grasp
and he starts off towards a butcher’s case. Some stretch, I can’t remember
the last friendly meeting I’ve had. The kid and I spend an awkward minute
in silence before he heads the opposite way towards an elevator. That’s it.
The entirety of my business here. I flew eight hours in coach for a fifteen-
minute meeting. Well, that’s not all. I’m meeting Niko in Amsterdam.



CHAPTER EIGHT /
AMSTERDAM

We ride bikes. We go to museums. We smoke huge conical joints and
listen to jazz. Neither of us really love jazz, but this has become a thing we
do in Amsterdam. In the middle of a record, we make love then fall asleep
in the late afternoon. Each time I wake Niko is in the big bay window
overlooking the canal. She’s painting a houseboat. It’s an old beat-up
thing, long and skinny with cracked white wood and portholes missing
glass. There’s a ring of tires drilled into the side of the boat.

Niko works with a small set of watercolors. She’s set the easel facing
the wall, turning to the side to see the boat. I watch her. She’s hunched,
close to the canvas, holding the paintbrush like a pencil. I know little
about painting but can tell this approach is unorthodox. The sun scatters
across her copper hair setting off the natural highlights in her thick tangle
of curls.

On the canvas the boat is pristine, bright and welcoming. There are
flower boxes hanging off the sides. Green vines tumble down to the
waterline, pink blossoms sprouting from them. A cat leans over the side,
peering down at a fish. Outside the window a faded detergent bottle bobs
up and down. I prefer her version.

“You’re getting fat. You should take up smoking or start running,” she
says.

“Excuse me?”

“I lost weight for you, to seduce you that day with the diamonds. That
took work you know. Now, the next time I see you, you are all flab. That is



not fair or attractive.”

I look down at myself. The road has put weight on me. It’s hard to eat
right when you are on the go or in strange places. Your body calls for
comfort food, the only places to eat are out, then there’s the drinking, so
much drinking. After the drinking there’s the convenience store chicken.
Thank God they don’t have Nando’s in the States.

What’s with Nikola fat shaming me? That’s not cool. If we don’t like
someone’s looks, we are supposed to pretend it’s not that big a deal while
slowly disappearing from their lives. Only she can’t ghost me, we work
together. Remember the complications. Besides, she’s European. Maybe
they still speak their mind.

“Well, you’ve cut me, so let’s hear the rest of it while I’m bleeding out
on the comforter.”

“Your hair. Let it grow out some more and stay out of the sun. You are
getting too tan.”

“So, you want a tall, skinny, pasty kid with long hair?”

“It reminds me of London.”

“You should go raid the incoming class at university. I’m thirty-four
Niko, that look is more and more of an uphill battle these days. Besides, I
don’t want you starving yourself for me.”

“How chivalrous. Now keep an eye on your waistline and start using
SPF 70.”

She’s serious. No one has ever talked to me that way. People always
judge me for my brain. Never my looks. At least if they do, they never say.
I find myself liking it. There’s something very direct, very basic about it.
A fresh set of problems to worry about. That’s what it is.

“When were you in London?” I ask.

Her back stays turned to me. She’s busy with her watercolors.

“A couple of times. We spent six years there when I was growing up.
Left just before A levels. My father didn’t like the way business was
going. Too many Russians coming in, it stopped being family.”



“What did your father do?”

“He cooked books. Where do you think I learned all my tricks from?
How do you think I know how to run these little games of ours?”

“That was the family business?”

“Three generations. We worked for a Greek shipping magnate. My
father followed one of his sons to London, but like I said, dad was
traditional and didn’t like the new ways.”

I stand up and admire myself naked in the mirror. I am sucking my gut
in, my thumb and pointer finger grabbing at flesh just over my hip. She’s
right. This isn’t my best look. More walking, less beer. Salads. Time to
switch to vodka sodas.

“And the second time in London?”

“Six years ago. Part of me missed it. I didn’t feel Cypriot enough,
wasn’t sure there was a place for me at home. I entered the management
training program at HSBC. That’s where I met Andy. He was in sales, I
was in finance, but we were in the same year one group. We ran around in
the same circles.”

“He didn’t last long,” I say.

“No, he was hustling Paddy Power on the side. Did a lot better at
talking punters into the app than he did selling bonds. That’s what got him
started on the whole sports betting thing.”

“Did you two?” I ask.

Ha, I finally got her to turn around and pay attention to me. All I had to
do was ask if we were Eskimo brothers, not that she knows the term. I’m
back on the bed, goose down comforter wrapped around my gut, curious
but not really caring which way the answer goes.

“I was engaged at the time.”

“That’s not an answer.”

“No.”



Niko pulls back, turns her attention to the painting, but that’s just an
avoidance tactic. She’s not really looking at it. The past is a minefield, and
I’ve stepped on something.

“I didn’t mean to pry. Sorry if that was coarse.”

“You coarse.” Niko laughs, husky and dismissive. “You’re a pussycat
Ryan. You have no idea.”

She stands up from the easel, lights another joint and puts on Coltrane.
She’s had enough talking for the day. I’ve taken from her, and now she is
about to take back. 



CHAPTER NINE /
LIQUIDATION

Fritz at Frankfurt has unfrozen our account but capped the balance at
three hundred million. Good and bad news. Good because we’ve had a
delicate forty-eight hours stalling out redemptions. I fed our clients a story
about a corrupt database preventing trading. Bad because Kila is a couple
days away from sending us two hundred million dollars. With the cap in
place, we have nowhere to direct the money to.

“Can’t you open an account for us in Cyprus?” I ask Niko.
Our pillow talk has turned to shop talk. It was bound to happen, to

make it to our last day in Amsterdam is an accomplishment.

“No.” Niko is quick and crisp with that answer.

“Why? You know everybody there.”

“That’s why. No one will touch crypto and there’s no fooling friends if
you plan on working there a long time. My daughter will bank there one
day. What are you compared to that?”

“What if I am her father?”

Nikola is not amused.

“Can’t we park it in a mutual fund?” It’s Andy. “Did you shave your
junk Ryan? You look rather smooth down there.”

Jesus Christ. He’s on Facetime. With us. In bed. Is there anywhere this
man won’t go? I grab the down comforter and cover myself up again.



“I used Nair on him. We were on mushrooms. It made sense at the
time.” Niko turns crimson.

“Very naughty. The two of you need to get out of Amsterdam before
the piercing starts,” Andy says.

“Can we get back to the two hundred million we don’t have a home
for?” I ask.

“A money market won’t be a problem. There are a few funds that will
take us tomorrow. The money cannot move around though. This isn’t a
surrogate bank. We have to park it and leave it. Putting it there means we
are starting the liquidation plan.”

Nikola brings up the elephant in the room. No one has wanted to talk
about the inevitable, because no one has any better ideas. Kila’s two
hundred million presents a real complication. If we refuse it, word will get
out and everyone would know we have a banking problem. That might
trigger a rush to redeem and cause Frankfurt to lock our account again. All
it takes is one irate customer calling Fritz, telling him to hand over their
money, and we are really fucked. So, we have to take the money from Kila
even if we plan on closing the business. It’s a real game of knucklehead
chess. Every idiot with a crypto coin is making millions, here we are
struggling to return money and get out of the game. Capital L losers.

The liquidation plan is simple. At the end of the quarter, our auditor
will do their usual check. They’ll publish a client report saying our
reserves equal the value of all outstanding coins. Then we’ll announce we
are shutting the fund down. At that point, customers have until the end of
the year to redeem their coins. After that, we shut Icarus down. Frankfurt
and Fritz won’t be a problem, because we’ll tell them that we took a big
loss on a trade and are getting out of the precious metals game. They’ll
think all the money flowing out is going to LPs. Once that’s done, we’ll
move on to the next thing.

Whatever that is.

“Where do we go from here?” It’s Andy channeling Axl Rose.

“Crypto hedge fund. We trade coins. This thing is a bubble, timing is
everything. We get in, we get out. There’s a killing to be made, especially



as insiders. You two know everyone. Get in on the pump and dump action
that’s happening,” Niko says.

She is decisive and determined. She’s thought this out already.

“There’s a conflict of interest. We can’t launch until we close Icarus
down.” That’s me acting as a big wet blanket.

“That’s fine. Have Andy use the time to raise money and we’ll trade on
the quiet with the money we’ve got.”

“What money?” Andy asks.
“There’s that million in gold in Basel. Tell Hans and Stefan our

diamond thing has fallen through, and we need to free up some cash. They
made money on us. It shouldn’t be a problem.”  Niko answers.

“What if we took the two hundred million from Kila?” Andy floats the
idea.

“No fucking way. It’s not negotiable.”

“I’m just spit balling Ryan. We don’t have anything else?”

The sad fact of the matter is that we don’t. We are playing fake it til
you make it. We don’t really have a private jet. We are part of a fractional
program, and only book dead heads, super cheap flights when a plane goes
to a destination and has no one to take back. That private security? They
belong to a friend of ours. We rent them during off hours. Our back office?
A bunch of Serbians moonlighting themselves. This entire thing is smoke
and mirrors. We took all our sports betting earnings and plowed it into the
crypto version of Icarus. That gold is all we got.

“Nope,” I say.

“Well, a million is nothing to sneeze at. Sell it and wire the money into
Gemini. We can double, maybe triple it if we play the game right.”

Nikola is right. Timing is everything and we are wired in. The nice
thing about crypto being so new and unregulated is that there’s no such
thing as insider trading. It’s the wild fucking west. We are about to run and
gun. If the party can hold out until Icarus shuts down, then we can take
other people’s money and gain some real leverage. I feel good about this.



We needed to shit or get off the pot. Goodbye pot. Well, the metaphoric
kind.



CHAPTER TEN /
SPECULATION

Strange how they smell it on you. How in tune they are with the energy
of opportunity. Hungry operators know the small signifiers. First, they spot
the royal purple ribbon wrapped around our necks.  Speaker’s badges -
we’ll be up on stage, so we must matter. Once marked, they watch us work
the room. How important are the people who approach us? Who do we
choose to talk to? How familiar do we act? Are we laughing, hugging,
having a good time? Yes, there’s that relaxed swagger of success attached
to us.

These men, women, jackals are waiting to descend on us. Crypto has
attracted their attention the same way dot coms, house flipping, and
mobile apps did before. This isn’t the only next big thing these people are
onto. Cannabis is booming. CBD, recreational, cultivation, derivative
products. Massive markets emerging from dime bags. Many in this room
are staying for the Weed Works show that’s here after this.

We cut through the massive conference hall, rolling three-deep,
avoiding eye contact but still managing to smile wide. You never know
who is out there. While there’s too many hustlers, there are serious people
here too. Money does its own legwork. A good investor loves the thrill of
the chase, getting their nose in the nooks and crannies, digging up
opportunities. There’s a sport to it, the returns sometimes matter less than
the personal satisfaction that comes from finding a ten bagger.

The show circuit operates a hidden sifting mechanism, a series of
selective screens that filter out the jokers and pass the heavies deeper into
our world. Miss Serious Money talks to someone in a booth, gets invited



to a lunchtime networking event. She uses that to impress her way into
cocktail hour. There she meets someone who knows us, who knows what
we are up to. If everything aligns, a couple drinks later Miss Serious
Money is leaning against the bar chatting us up. She’s played this game a
hundred times herself, never a doubt it would end on the inside where
things actually happen.

I’ve just taken you through the last six hours of our lives. The milling
around, the musical chairs, the waiting for shit to get serious. Now Serious
Money is here. Her name is Cynthia Dixon, and she and I are talking shop.

“How is the settlement business?” she asks.

“Challenging. I’m afraid there are deep rooted issues that may prove
difficult to overcome,” I say.

“Regulatory, cultural?”
She knows the answer. I know the answer. This opening is just a check

to make sure we are on the same page. I stir my Ketel and soda, feel the
napkin around the base growing damp from condensation.

“This business fell into our lap. We saw growth, decided to pursue it,
but to achieve scale you need partners on the finance side. Sure, there were
structural challenges, but also the speed of change scared many off. What
can you do?” Translation – Shit happens. We are moving on.

“But there are so many opportunities here. What Icarus has done puts
you right at the crossroads of an exploding industry. There must be some
way for you to capitalize on that,” Cynthia says.

What she really wants to know is what are we doing next? Am I worth
her time?

“I’m sorry, but what did you say you did again?”

What I want to know is why should I tell her what’s next? What’s in it
for us?

“Private equity. I’m a managing director at Ursa Major.”

Ursa Major. Interesting. They bought the defense contractor my father
worked at. Laid off a quarter of the company, underfunded the pension



plan, then did a massive financial restructuring that earned them huge
fees. Dad’s company went bankrupt three years later. Real pieces of work.

“This doesn’t seem like your type of industry. Everything here is so
speculative. If I recall, you like businesses that make real money,” I say.

“We’re not getting into crypto. I’m here because our investors keep
talking about Bitcoin. There’s an excitement building around it. I wanted
to see what all the fuss was about, maybe make some introductions
between your world and mine.”

Ah ha. She’s in this for the deal flow. Now we are talking. You see
Cynthia’s job is to buy companies and suck money out of them in ways the
previous owners were unwilling to. The first step is knowing what’s for
sale. Cynthia needs to be in the loop, get those early calls, but phones ring
in both directions. She needs to feed her circle, and they are hungry for hot
tips, cool connections. Quid pro quos. Sounds like they want insider access
to crypto. That is very worth our time.

I lean in. Her head follows. We are low over our drinks nearly nose to
nose. Her nose has freckles on it, like mine. We share the same hazel eye
color. I whisper into her unoaked chard.

“We are launching a hedge fund.”

“I know.”

I laugh, “Then why all the tap dancing? We could have skipped that
part.”

“The flirting is my favorite part. Business is my love language.”

Interesting. She’s a funny one, “Okay, so who told you?” I ask.

“Deacon Joe.”

“Of course, he did. So, what's the next step?”

Her eyes light up and she smiles ear to ear. This really is a game of
seduction to her, a surrogate for the bedroom. Or maybe, this is what
really turns her on. Not everyone gets off the same way. I should be more
expansive in my thinking.



“I’m scouting talent for a dinner this weekend. It’s an informal
roundtable connecting influencers and investors. I’d like the four of you to
come. Are you still in the city?”

I was going to go home, to visit my apartment for the first time in six
weeks. Nikola is curious about where I live. She wants to see what Ryan
has beyond his carryon bag. Make sure I’m not into death metal and
plushies or whatever weird shit, but that will have to wait awhile longer.

“I can’t speak for Joe, but we’re in town.”

“Excellent,” she says. “Give me your card and I’ll email you details.”

The intimacy of our conversation is over. I pull away, straighten my
back, reach in my pocket. Blood rushes to my head, making me a bit dizzy,
little crackles and pops up the length of my spine. I have an amazing
mattress in my apartment, a Tempurpedic my folks gave to me. It would
have been so nice to sleep on it again. Instead, it will be another stint on
the Majestic Mattress at the Denver Marriott. Lumpy piece of shit. I wish
they put more effort into the mattress and less into the marketing of it.

“Do you want to meet Andy and Nikola before you go?”

“Oh, I can’t. I’m running late. There’ll be plenty of time on Sunday.”

With a swish of red hair, she disappears into the crowd. I think of
Chicago and an apartment a cleaning service visits once a week and finds
untouched. The cleaners must fight to have my place on their schedule.
Five minutes wiping off dust, a quick change of the fish feeder, and then
watching TV for three hours. I wonder if my fish are still alive. I have a
dozen red and black mollys. The boys are all named Bill Brasky and the
girls are all named Robyn. Not that I can tell them apart. Not that they
would recognize me.



CHAPTER ELEVEN /
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH

We are in Aspen or Telluride, Vail maybe? Cynthia sent us an SUV
instead of an address. She’s a coy one. We’ve been heading deeper into the
mountains. The windows are tinted so dark it’s difficult to read the
highway signs, but it’s impossible to hide the ascent. My ears have popped
a couple times from the altitude. Andy’s breathing has picked up a bit. He
doesn’t like it here, I can tell. The roads are too twisty, too turny. He’s
prone to car sickness.

“Can you open some windows back here?” Andy asks our driver.
“I’m not allowed to,” the driver replies.

“Why?” Andy asks.

“Security.”

“Open a window or you’ll be squeegeeing vomit for the next hour. You
wouldn’t believe how many wings I ate for lunch,” Andy says.

The window on the passenger side comes a third of the way down.

“We’re the entertainment tonight, no one is going to shoot us. Put the
whole thing down.”

“Mine too,” I say.

Windows go all the way down on both sides of the SUV. The driver
relaxes. We should have told him earlier that we were cool, not dickhead
VIPs. He puts on the Broncos game. It’s deep in the fourth quarter and the
Patriots are killing them. I’d forgotten about the NFL. In the old days, we
kept a close eye on the scores. You got to know which games had the



action on them, which results could trigger a run of coin redemptions.
That’s so far behind us now. Everything is, and I mean that literally. We
aren’t in a ski town. We are out in the middle of nowhere heading down a
two-lane road with ranchland on either side of us. The sun is starting to dip
below the horizon. It’s early October. Daylight savings will be on us soon
enough.

“Where’s the cattle?” I ask the driver.

“East. Not a lot of working land around here. You’ll see some horses,
cows, a few exotics like buffalo or alpaca but it’s all for show.”

“Where are we going?” Niko asks.

“Sorry, I can’t say. Security,” he answers.
“You know we have phones. They have GPS. This isn’t the Stone Age.”

Niko says.

“Yeah? Try them.”

All three of us reach into pockets, purses. The back of the SUV lights
up. There are no bars out here. Google maps isn’t going to help us.

“It’s on purpose. This is sat phone country. These people value their
privacy. You’re the entertainment huh? What’s your act? Singers,
comedians, or are you Ted Talk brainiacs? I’ve driven a couple of them out
here. The goofball with the Muppet hair who has all those books in the
airport and the blonde lady. She had that blood testing company. I think
she went to jail or something.”

“We are in cryptocurrency.” I answer.

“Crypto what?” He asks.

“Blockchain, bitcoin. Digital money.”

“Is that like the wallet on your phone thing?” the driver asks.

“No, that’s mobile money. Crypto is different. It’s a permissionless
ledger system backed by cryptographic proofs that ensure distributed
concurrency and immutable transactions.” I answer.

“Unless there’s a 51% attack.” Andy adds.



“Yeah, but that’s exceedingly difficult on any network with scale. No
single entity can achieve that hash power and if you expect the mining
consortiums to collaborate at that level, then you’re crazy,” I reply.

“So, that’s tonight’s entertainment? What a treat,” the driver says.

Niko is trying hard to hold in her laughter. I can hear her stifling it, but
it’s building up, ready to spill out. The driver got us good. She bursts into a
deep belly laugh. Laughing so hard she’s starting to wheeze. It’s
contagious. Soon Andy is going and a couple moments later we are all
doubled over.

“God, we are such dorks,” she says, bringing herself back under
control.

The car pulls off the black top. There’s a crunching of gravel under our
tires as we pass through a gate with a bucking bronco over the arch. A half
mile up the road, there’s a great lodge lit bright against the side of a hill.
The car comes to a stop. The driver chats with the gateman and a moment
later an intense white flashlight shoots into the back of the car blinding us.

“Step out of the car. Hand over your bags.”

A woman pats Nikola down, while flashlight man gets up close and
personal with Andy and me. He’s very committed to his job. My balls are
stubble itchy, early growth after the Nair incident. The pats make me
squirm, but we all need to sacrifice to protect our way of life, right? He
moves on to Andy while I watch the woman run a mirror on a pole under
the SUV. She’s checking for bombs. Who the fuck is out here? I wish
Cynthia had prepped us a bit. If there are big wheels up at the barn, I’d like
to have done my homework.

“Welcome to the Double Y. Sorry for being so thorough, but that’s
what the boss wants.”

Gateman and the driver nod at each other. We get back in the car and
head for the lodge.

Cynthia is waiting at the top of a stone staircase, torches blazing on
either side of her. The SUV pulls around a fountain, circles the driveway,
stopping at the foot of the stairs. She’s wearing a plunging black velvet



gown, silver beaded necklace, and heels. We had no idea this was a formal
occasion. Andy and I have the official uniform of tech on - jeans, hoodies
and black tees. Niko is just a step up from us in black leather pants, a
cheetah print top, and suede Stan Smiths.

“If you ever tell me how to pack again, I’ll dig my nails into your chest
and rip your heart out,” she snipes at me before putting on an enormous
fake smile and bounding the stairs to introduce herself to Cynthia. 

Note to self – never, ever tell Nikola how to pack again. It’s not much
of a heart, but it’s the only one I have.

Andy and I follow after her. Cynthia is apologetic.

“I’m so sorry that I couldn’t give you more details. Our host is a bit
secretive, but he also likes to keep people off-balance. It brings an energy
to the night.”

“Are you sure we are dressed okay?” Niko asks.

“Really, you are fine. There are all sorts here tonight. A real mixed
affair. I’m overdressed myself. Need to slip out in a couple hours for a
charity event. That’s why I’ve got the countess costume on.”

We are walking through the double doors into the lodge. This place is
all windows, log beams, stone and fire. In the center of the room an indoor
fire pit the size of a sarcophagus blazes blue, green, and red over crushed
glass. A waiter hands us champagne flutes. I recognize half the room. A
quarterback, news anchor, Nobel laureate, casino magnate, the lingerie
store founder, and my congresswoman. The list goes on. Quite a crowd. 
I’m not sure what Cynthia’s definition of an informal dinner is, but this
seems like a serious affair. There’s a good hundred people here.

I spot the Crocodile Dundee hat in the corner of the room. A plume of
marijuana is rising from it, lofting towards the ceiling. Joe gives us a
wave.

Cynthia pulls us close, starts giving us the rules of engagement.

“Here’s how we are going to play tonight. I need at least two of you
sticking to me until I leave. It can rotate, but there are lots of very curious



people here and I’ve told them that you are wired deep into the crypto
scene.”

“Okay,” Andy says.

“I don’t want you soliciting anyone. You can tell people that you are
putting together a fund, but that’s not what tonight is about. This is all a
meet and greet. Let people get to know you, answer some questions, come
off as sharp, but play it cool. In a month send me the number you want to
raise. I’ll reach out to this crowd, bundle it up, and make it all happen.”

“Sounds a little too easy peasy.” Andy has his antennas up. He’s not
used to open checkbooks. When you’re a player, the biggest worry is
getting played.

“The lamb here is great, the wine top notch. If you don’t like what you
see, don’t send me a number. Simple enough?” Cynthia asks Andy.

She’s got her hand on his back, a big smile dripping from her lips.  I
think Cynthia is genuinely capable of killing with kindness.

“Oh look, here's our host. Anthony, it’s so nice of you to come over. I
want you to meet Andy, Nikola, and Brian. They are the Bitcoin people
you were so curious about.”

“It’s Ryan,” I correct her.

“Of course, of course, Ryan. This is Anthony Erskine. He runs a hedge
fund out of Miami. Always looking at new investment opportunities, and
he’s quite the thinker.”

“Cynthia please.” Anthony’s hands are out. He’s got a deep tan, white
teeth that match his half-buttoned cotton shirt. There’s a casualness to this
man. Faded blue jeans, loafers, comfortable lines across his face. He looks
like he just stepped off a yacht and is ready to be everyone’s best bud. “My
friends at MIT have been telling me all about the blockchain, but they are
just eggheads. I want to hear about it from someone who’s out there, doing
it. We’ll chat after dinner?”

“We’d be delighted to Mr. Erskine.” Andy says.



“Please, it’s Anthony. I was just in Basel and everyone there is so stiff.
It was Mr. Erskine this and Mr. Erskine that. Drove me nuts.”

“Basel, huh? I was just there myself,” Andy says.

“No shit, who do you know in Basel?” Anthony asks.

“Hans and Stefan from…”

“Cologne Hans?”
“Looks like it’s a very small world.” Andy answers.

“No shit, you know Cologne Hans. You must be cool then. Are you a
cool guy Andy?”

“I’m the coolest Anthony.”

“Good. I’ve got something to show you later.”

A young blonde woman, legs for days, places her arm in Anthony’s.
She gives him a tug. “Sorry, my assistant says I’m needed elsewhere.
Really looking forward to later. That’s so great that you are cool Andy.
You’re going to dig this place. Really dig it.”

Cynthia reaches out, wraps her fingers around mine and gives me a
squeeze. I look over at her, she’s beaming, absolutely fucking delighted.
Things are starting to make a bit of sense. I’m seeing the logic in this
world. How important it is for her to please the right people. This Erskine
cat is the big kahuna of the great lodge. He’s the ringmaster and she
brought just what his whip called for. I’m starting to believe her about the
fundraising. This world can be very simple at times, very transactional.
Favors for favors, nothing more complicated than that.

***

Anthony leads Andy and Joe out of the main room, down a spiral
staircase tucked in the corner of the room. Thank fucking God. He seemed
like a decent guy, but I’m all talked out. The questions were easy. No
different from the usual noob stuff we answer day in and day out. Most of
the time, I can do it on autopilot, disengage myself from the conversation,
but it’s different when you are talking to honest to God celebrities. This



entire night has been people I grew up watching on TV, politicians who
shaped the world we live in today, founders of companies I use every day.
Double weird because they are also potential investors. There’s some real
heavy-duty firepower here tonight, to have them in our fund would be
massive. The cachet we’d have. The doors they could open.

I raise my glass to Niko. “You were fantastic tonight. Everybody loved
you.”

“Not everybody.”

“Huh?”

“Erskine made a crack about me not being his type. He doesn’t go for
full grown women or something to that effect. The guy is a creep.”

“I didn’t pick up on that.”

“You were busy blowing smoke up his ass.”

“Where do you think money comes from? You kiss ass, eat it if their
wallet is big enough.”

“Gross. I’m stepping out for a cigarette.”

For the first time, I’m glad to be freed of Niko even if only for a
minute. I wasn’t expecting the eighteen-hour days, the mixing of business
and pleasure, sharing hotel rooms. Not having anywhere to escape to.
There’s a definite strain starting to form, but it’s the environment not our
feelings for each other. We got to get off the road. I’m getting tired of
sneaking down to the lobby bathroom to do my morning business.

Andy and I have done this life together, but it’s different. We have
separate hotel rooms. We don’t share the same air, our bodies aren’t
wrapped across each other while we dream. Andy and I can fight like
brothers. We can break the other in pieces and blow it off the next day as
nothing at all. There’s a different intimacy there, a familial one cemented
over five years. Nikola and I are just getting started. We have to gently tug
on the rope because we have no idea how hard the other side will pull
back. There’s so much to learn about her, so much I want to know, so many
things we can experience together. The fact that we can start out this way,
under these conditions, bodes well. It’s a lot to take in all at once. I’m



falling for her, but we’ve got to pace ourselves. I want a marathon not a
sprint.

Cynthia walks over with Jimmy Touchdown on her arm. She’s almost
his height in her heels. He tosses me a Coors Light. I can now say I’ve
caught a pass from an NFL quarterback. Not that this counts, nor do I
expect Jimmy to last long in pro football. Besides the height, he’s a party
boy. This guy would have been great in the seventies, but the game has
moved past the renegades. There’s too much at stake now. Money is killing
personality. I lift the can in appreciation and toss a big swig back.
Anything this cold tastes good. Let’s see what this one needs from me.

“So, you’re the crypto guy?” he asks.

“Yeah, my name is Ryan. Nice to meet you, Jimmy.”

“Cool bro. Can I pick your brain? Happy to sign for it if you're a fan.”
I am not a fan, but not a hater. It’s good to see some characters out

there. Following football has been like rooting for the Vietnam War lately.
The whole thing looks bad, but we’re supposed to do our duty and cheer on
the slaughter.

“I’m a Sun Devil, so I’ll pass on an autograph out of principle. Happy
to chat though.”

“You know Fifty Cent?”

“Personally? No.”

“I didn’t mean it like that. You know that thing he did with Vitamin
Water? Endorsement for equity.”

“I saw that. Real smart move on his part.”

“Super smart. I’m looking for something like that, only I want to be
like Nas too. He’s heavy in the Valley now. Hasn’t had a hit in years but
doesn’t care because he’s got that VC game running. I’ll get to it. You
know all the big guys in crypto right?”

“Big is a relative term in our world. The real size moves in silence, but
yeah, I know all the players. You want to be a face for someone?”



“I am a face, Ryan. A great face. Look at this mug. People fucking love
me. I’ve been super picky about what I put it on, but emerging tech is a
total passion of mine. I’ve been saving myself for crypto. You think I
could do a deal with Ethereum? Get some coins for doing promos.”

I laugh inside at the suggestion. The Ethereum Foundation are a bunch
of nerds up to their eyeballs in sharding debates. I’d be surprised if one of
them knew who Jimmy was, and Jimmy here is not picky about what he
puts his name on. The dude sat out his senior year bowl game for signing
posters at a used car lot. Still, there’s a place for him in crypto. We’ll take
any help we can get.

“Ethereum doesn’t get down like that, but I know some of the
exchanges are looking for celebs. A few of the ICO projects too. Are you
alright getting paid in coins?”

“My man, I only want to be paid in coins. You got the hookups, let me
shine some of that Jimmy magic on your buddies.”

I feel Andy’s hand on my shoulder pulling me. I know it’s him by how
he hooks his nails in first before jerking me back. How he doesn’t bother
interrupting our conversation. Even with Cynthia here, he just barges in
and grabs me like his ragdoll. 

“Where’s Niko?” Andy asks.

He looks shook. Joe is behind him. He’s no better. He’s jittery,
ashamed, looking around the room a lot. They are ready to run. Something
is deeply wrong here. This isn’t rudeness. It’s urgency.

“She’s out smoking,” I say.

“We’ve got to go. Let’s get her and get out of here,” Andy says.

“What happened?”

“Not, now. We’ve gotta get out of here.”

“You want to just up and leave? No goodbyes to anyone? I’m in the
middle of something with Jimmy and Cynthia.”

“Fuck these frauds. This money isn’t worth it.”

“You’re freaking me out Andy.”



“Let’s go,” he says.

I turn back and hand Jimmy my beer as Andy pulls me away. Andy and
Joe are already rushing through the crowd, it’s hard to keep up as we
weave through the plastic smiles. Deals, deals, deals, the chatter of the
room fading as we pass into the night air, leaving whatever spooked them
behind. We are out front. Niko is nowhere to be seen. She must be on the
back terrace. I pull out my phone. There’s no signal here. Right. Andy has
found her around the corner. He’s yelling for us, walking towards a service
entrance. There’s a fleet of black SUVs here. Tinted windows, matching
models. It’s hard to make out any details.

“What is our driver’s name?” Andy asks.

“I can’t remember.”

None of us can. God, how we take advantage of people. We spent an
hour in a small, enclosed space with this man, talked to him, and none of
us bothered getting his name. Andy’s up with the valet, gesticulating, the
description he gives could match anyone. Black pants, navy blue fleece,
baseball cap. There are a dozen guys wearing that outfit. It’s the uniform.

“Who did the pickup from the Denver Marriott?” the valet asks.

Our guy raises his hand, places his cards on the cheap folding table,
and gets up.

“That’s me. Are my entertainers back?” He walks to the top of the
driveway.

“I see you picked up a Crocodile Dundee impersonator,” the driver is
friendly, remembering how cool we were earlier.

None of us are laughing. We aren’t cool anymore. There’s a bitter taste
in my mouth. I wish Andy would just tell me what happened down there
with Anthony. My mind is starting to go to all sorts of terrible places.
Anthony didn’t make a pass at him, because Andy wouldn’t react to that
like this. Andy has seen a lot, done a lot. Joe even more. It’s not a drug
thing. Bondage, cruelty, pain? Nikola’s remark about full grown women
runs through my head. It can’t be. Not that. Not here. There are so many



people at this party. How old was his assistant? She looked twenty, at least.
Right?

“Andy, are we done with Hans and Stefan?” I ask.

“Yes. Sell the gold tomorrow,” he answers.

“Is it because Anthony thought you were cool in a way that is not cool
at all?”

“It’s the furthest thing from cool.”
“Should we do anything about that?” Nikola asks.

“We should get the fuck out of here. I’ll file a report from the hotel.”

“That’s not going to do any good.” Our driver says, “When you get a
signal again, look up your host. This isn’t his first rodeo. Now, get in the
truck. I’ll take you back to the hotel. You don’t have to worry about me.
Nothing is going to happen to you. Just think of this as a bad night and
move on with your life.”

The driver opens the doors to a different SUV. There is a thick
plexiglass partition between the front and back seat. All the windows are
blacked out. You can’t see a thing from the inside. None of us move. What
are our choices? We have no clue where we are. He’s our ride, but it feels
like getting inside makes us complicit. It’s getting cold out.

I find it odd and disturbing that Erskine is some big open secret. We
wouldn’t have come had we known what he was about, but that didn’t
seem to bother anyone else here. The party was packed with A-listers,
many of them well known for their virtue signaling. Morals are a thing the
rich pay lip service to. The hollowness and hypocrisy send a shudder
through me. Andy takes the first step into the SUV. Joe follows. Whatever
happened, happened to them. This is their call, and I don’t see another way
home. We are beholden to our host for a basic necessity, and I realize now
that is by design. This is the problem with living out at the edges. There
are some really bad people out here. Absolute scum.



CHAPTER TWELVE /
WORD IS BOND

Oxford shirts, logoed Patagonia vests, khaki pants. MBAs minted from
Northwestern, Wisconsin, Notre Dame. Michigan Men riding bikes,
walking to the El, leather satchels over their shoulders. Wrigleyville.
Home of the Cubs. The fake address on Elwood Blues’ license. My home,
if I can call anywhere home.

The apartment is spotless. My fish are alive. Robyns and Braskys
schooling in circles across the tank, oblivious to my entrance. Nikola
walks through the door, takes a look at the Crates and the Barrels. She
examines my bookshelf filled with Xbox titles, FIFA, Call of Duty, Halo.
She scans walls covered in black and white prints of skyscrapers and
models. I study the look on her face. She is disappointed. There’s so little
of me inside.

“No one lives here,” she says.

“I do.”

“Who are you?”

“Ryan Declan.”

“You are no one. Nothing. This is the apartment of an empty man. A
composite. How long have you been here?”

“Four years.”

“You’re not from here, are you?”

“Arizona.”



She walks over to the large window and looks at the street below. It’s a
sea of whiteness, pulsed with the cadence of Fitbits. Across the street is a
salad place named LivGrn. A long wooden bar and glass partition divide
the store in half. People of color stand behind the glass in white aprons,
scooping greens into clear plastic bowls. Ponytails and yoga pants bustle
in and out. There are no chairs inside, there’s no need. Ninety percent of
the orders are for delivery. I’ve ordered from them dozens of times, have
the menu memorized and never stepped foot inside.

“Let me guess,” Niko says. “You like this place because it’s close.
There’s a gym around the corner you don’t visit enough. WeWork is a ten-
minute walk through a nice neighborhood. Plenty of bars, but you don’t go
out to them like you used to. Still, you want to be close to the action in
case you get that hankering. Then there’s the dating, the Netflix & Chill.
Wrigleyville is filled with girls you think you are compatible with. Coffee
shops you both know the names of. Safe spaces for quick encounters.
Everything is so casual here, easy.”

That was me, that is me, but it’s also not. I flash crimson and am quick
to temper. My impulse control is failing me in this delicate moment.

“Shut up, bitch.”

Nikola slaps me. I take a deep breath, hold it. Count backwards from
ten, my fists balled tight, eyes flooded with rejected rage. She doesn’t
know. She has no idea. So dismissive, flip. Miss Worldly London and
Cyprus. Like the neighborhoods she’s lived in are any more cosmopolitan
than this. She could have waited. Could have let us settle in, have a good
night's sleep, maybe a morning fuck, then done this over a cup of coffee?
No, straight away with the judgment. Who did she think I was? What
hopes did she harbor for my home life?

“You have no idea. No right to judge,” I say.

I walk down the hall, slam the door to my room like a twelve-year old.
Pop my ear buds in, put Future on. How do you tell your girlfriend that
you’re a highly sensitive person? The term alone is emasculating for a guy,
but the symptoms are near incomprehensible to a regular person. I hear too
much. I see too much. I take in everything. My apartment is basic because



I process too many things. I don’t like distractions. Cannot stand things
out of place. This is my world where everything is in its right place.
Where the cognitive dissonance fades away. I live in Wrigleyville not
because I like the people, but because I look like the people. I am invisible
here, anonymous. No one bothers me, no one looks at me twice.
Sometimes I cross the street to avoid strangers. Not because I’m scared,
but because people drain me. Even the smallest interactions.

Niko is the opposite of me. She is loud, noisy, and stomps when she
walks. She has the maddest style, style for days capable of pulling off
costumes I can’t believe. She slides through countries, exotic enough to
look like she’s from anywhere, similar enough to look like she’s one of
them. It must be nice to be able to make friends anywhere, to be able to
speak your mind and not repel people, to smile and turn the whole room
on. It must be nice to think the entire world is there for you to discover,
instead of thinking it is there to poke and jab at you with a million tiny
needles.

I’m raw, on edge. The auditor’s report is going out tomorrow. Along
with it is a letter announcing the end of Icarus. We are officially closing
the doors. Exchanges have until December 31st to redeem their coins.
That’s why we are off the road, back in our non-home home. It’s time to
shut it all down and then move on to the next chapter in our lives.

Nikola is rapping on the door, light and soft, her nails brushing across
the wood that separates us.

“I’m sorry Ryan. That wasn’t fair of me.”
I am tired. I don’t want to do this right now. I don’t want to do it later

either. My last real relationship ended over this. That was before the
therapy, when I didn’t have the vocabulary to explain myself, when I
didn’t have the tools to recognize triggers or how to insulate myself and
recover to face the difficult days. There was a lot of hurt in that
relationship. A lot of confusion. She thought I wanted her to be perfect, I
didn’t but I had no idea what was wrong. I just wanted little things not to
bite at me. I just wanted to move through a room without needing to tidy
it.



“I texted Andy. He told me about your thing.”

Jesus. My thing. It has a name. She doesn’t want to use it. Doesn’t
want to be with a highly sensitive person. She’s run to Andy already.
Maybe this whole thing is a put on. Maybe he’s programming her. Now
that we are wrapping Icarus, there’s no benefit to her pretending to like
me. Maybe that’s why she tore my place apart. Maybe this is just a part of
the job, and she’s ready to get back to Cyprus. Cruelty is a quick path to an
exit. Who is this woman other than someone that likes to boss me around,
laughs at me, wants me waif thin? She walks into my apartment, criticizes
my décor two minutes in, and then slaps me. The fuck is that?

“Talk to me Ryan.”

There we go with the bossiness again. She grew up a rich girl with a
villa and a household staff. Maid, cook, driver. The maid didn’t even
sweep the floors. They had a different servant for that, a washer woman.
Poorer, less status than the maid. She did the floors, did their laundry.
Maybe if I had an army of people making my food, folding my laundry,
cleaning my apartment. Right, never mind. I’m surrounded by anonymous
people who fetch and drop and scrub without ever giving me their name,
sharing a joke, getting a tip at Christmas. I live in an app world.

“Please, let me in. I am so sorry. I don’t mean to be a bitch; I just grew
up hard. Open the door, sit with me, and I’ll try to explain.”

I open the door. Her enormous dark eyes are filled with puddles,
behind that they are filled with love. We are all so lost and alone in this
world, why do we make it so hard to come together? I pat the carpet. Niko
sits next to me, leaning back against the foot of the bed.

“I grew up in an environment where a man could fail a thousand times
and a woman only once.  Being tough is a form of self-defense. Women
were given superficial approval. We were supposed to be good wives and
daughters. I didn’t want that. I wanted real approval. I wanted to be seen as
an earner, the future heir to the family business. They kept waiting for my
uncle, brother, and cousin to step into that role, but I was the one.”

Niko breaks eye contact with me. She’s looking down the hallway. Her
eyes are far from mine. They are traveling to a wounded place in the past.



She continues, “There was this point where the men no longer found it
cute that I was hanging around and helping out at the office. They started
to wonder why I cared so much about bookkeeping and not teenage girl
things. My father took me aside and told me point blank that I’d never
take his place. The people we worked for could never trust a woman to
hide their money.  It was devastating. I thought I was special. No, I am
special, but that was my first failure, not knowing my place. My reaction
sealed my fate. Mother found me in her bathroom passed out next to a
bottle of sleeping pills. Thank God, she found me in time.”

“The second and last time I tried to harm myself was pure spite. I
thought my absence would show them how stupid they were. As soon as I
swallowed them, I realized I was being the bigger idiot. I put my finger
down my throat and never said a word about it. After that, the only
approval I ever cared for was my own. That’s why I went back to London. I
decided I was going to control my own destiny.”

“Jesus Niko, that’s heavy. I can’t imagine that frustration, being denied
an opportunity like that.”

“No, you can’t. You’re a white man. Sure, somewhere you were told
you weren’t good enough, but that wasn’t a look you saw every single day.
I moved to London to establish my independence and answer to myself.
Being on my own and in finance forced me to adopt a certain posture to
the outside world. It’s a weapon I draw on when I’m scared.”

“I didn’t realize my apartment was so scary.” I smile and run my hand
through her hair.

“I like you so much it scares me sometimes. I’m sorry, but what I said
to you earlier was a very twisted form of love. Let me make that up to you.
Let me show you my soft side.”



CHAPTER THIRTEEN /
GOODBYE FRITZ

Remember me in Wrigleyville on my perfect mattress wrapped around
Niko? That was yesterday. Today is New York City, again. A quick hit and
run, I’ll be back in her arms tonight. The thing is this trip couldn’t wait.
Fritz does not get the long goodbye. He gets the news broken to him, hard
and fast.

“Where’s Andy?” he asks, disappointed to get your boy here.
Like Andy has interest in you anymore. You’re lucky I decided to do

this in person. I could have called, but I thought coming here was the right
thing to do. Andy is a million miles away. He’s on to the future, out trying
to raise money. You’re the past Fritz, a closing door. A chump who got
played. There’s sausage supper waiting for you.

“Andy is meeting with some of our larger LPs. He apologizes for not
being able to make it.”

No, he isn’t. Andy left that task to me as well. After Fritz here, I need
to swing over to MercuryOne and walk them through the wind down. Then
I’ll be up first thing tomorrow doing video conferences with Europe.

I’m worried about Andy. The Erskine thing shook him good. There
was a girl in a room down there. She was a friend of Anthony’s, a special
friend. She was cool. There was no need to worry, Erskine said. Everything
is cool, but she was too young. There was no doubt about that. Andy filed a
report. The cops in Denver were reluctant. Andy didn’t know where we
were. He couldn’t name the place. He couldn’t name our driver. The SUV
picked and dropped us at the edge of the Marriott. We didn’t think a thing



of it when it picked us up. We were all too aware of it at the drop off. The
only footage they have is us walking out and walking back. The cops
pressed Andy hard about the girl. Was he sure she wasn’t eighteen? He had
to admit it was possible. She wasn’t that young, but it wasn’t right at all.
The entire thing was deeply wrong. Fucked up.

Andy insisted on paper. He got his report. A cop humored him with a
suspicious incident report. We’re not even sure that’s a real thing. There
was the matter of the girl of course, but there was also a matter of
blackmail. He felt eyes on him. Joe had the same feeling. They were being
watched, being recorded. It happened in a lounge downstairs. Anthony
wanted them to take a tour with the girl. She had so many things to show
them. That’s when they left. They wouldn’t go for a walk with her. They
wouldn’t check out the other rooms. What did that leave the cops to file
on? A girl who could have been underage, in a place Andy couldn’t name,
hanging out in a lounge at a party.

Erskine though? He’s a real piece of shit. There’s paper on him. Plea
bargains, house arrest. A very lenient sentence. Andy is sure of what was
going on down there. Joe too. I trust them. They have excellent instincts;
both can read people on a level I find remarkable. Andy’s been sending us
Google Earth links. Asking us if ranches look like the place. There’s no
Double Y listed in Colorado. That’s not surprising. I’ve offered to call
Cynthia, to put the question straight at her. We aren’t touching that money.
There’s no bridge for us to burn, but Andy is nervous. He thinks it might
trigger something out there. Word might get around about us. Doors could
close.

I don’t like that paranoia one bit. I’ve seen it in Andy before. It leads
to dark places and bad behavior. Manic episodes. He’s out on his own,
chasing money, fixating on a boogieman. That’s a worrying combination. I
need to get the Icarus shutdown rolling, then I need to be by his side.
Someone has to watch over him. His health is at stake, so is our next
chapter. Nikola has a million dollars from the gold sale. She’s started
trading it, but it’s not enough money. Crypto is exploding. Bitcoin is on a
tear. Timing is everything. There’s a window we need to slip through
before it gets too late.



“You went long when you should have gone short?” Fritz asks me, a bit
incredulous.

“Simple as that.”

“But surely you could have recovered from that trade. It wasn’t
catastrophic, was it?”

“It was Fritz. The market has been static for the last couple of months.
The new iPhone isn’t selling like it was supposed to. Samsung had that
thing with the exploding batteries. Tesla hasn’t been able to scale as
promised. There was a lot of expected demand that never materialized.”

“And?”
“I got greedy. Tale as old as time. I levered up on futures bets in the

basics. I thought lithium had room to run, lost a hundred million instead.”

“Ryan, this is very disappointing.”

Fritz is not going to have any sushi. We need to see this from his
perspective. Poor guy. I am devastated for him.

“We had no intention of closing shop, but we lost the support of a few
key family offices. A series of calls, a very long weekend. It happened like
that. Redemptions have drained the other accounts. The only money left is
here, and this will all start moving soon. Expect a steady stream of money
out from our account as positions are closed one by one.”

Fritz is standing, showing me the door. This fat fuck from Frankfurt is
giving me the high hat. Fifteen fucking minutes and I flew all the way
from Chicago to meet him?

“I am sorry Herr Ryan, but I have urgent matters. This meeting was a
special carveout from a busy schedule. You understand, don’t you?”

“Of course, Fritz. One last thing. There will be no further oversight of
this account, correct?”

“As long as the money is leaving us, no. Now good day Ryan. I wish
you the best.”

Auf wiedersehen indeed. I’ll try not to let my ass hit the door on the
way out. Maybe MercuryOne will treat me better. Maybe this is my first



shit sandwich of the day. Only one way to find out.

***

Office buildings with open floor plans. Huddle huts. Fast casual
chopped salad stations. Coffee shops offering almond, cashew, oatmeal,
cricket and macadamia milk. Spin classes. Power yoga. Google, Facebook,
Chiat Day. The Flatiron District. Feel the Bern.

I’ve just signed in to the WeWork location in the Flatiron. The one on
18th, not the one on 25th. Yes, the Flatiron has multiple WeWork locations.
This building is prewar, probably late nineteenth century. Big brick,
granite, glass. Steel fire escapes running the exterior like lattice work.
Imposing, industrial, the sort of building the Triangle Fire happened at.
Immigrants pulling twelve-hour shifts cutting cloth, stitching patterns,
getting burnt to death because the doors were locked to prevent workers
from taking breaks.

These sorts of buildings are WeWork’s specialty. Strip everything,
polish the cement floor, expose the brick, put in some cool light fixtures
and then enclose all the go getters in glass coffins that cost three times a
square foot more than a normal space runs, but hey no lease and there’s the
power of community. All that hustle to inspire you. DO WHAT YOU
LOVE. I’ve heard their founder tell me that on planes, trains, escalators,
elevators, magazines and podcasts. He is inescapable. If I ever meet him,
I’m going to back him into a corner and shout catchphrases at him for five
hours just to settle the score. I hope to fucking Christ that St. Peter at the
pearly gates is keeping track of the time these assholes take from us. You
can’t even pump gas without a screen trying to sell you beef jerky and a 72
ounce soda. When I lose my mind one day and believe me I will, it will be
because Steve Wynn welcomed me to Vegas from one too many screens in
the back of cabs.

What you don’t catch in the marketing material, what you only learn
from visiting multiple WeWork locations is that these buildings cannot
handle the flow of people in and out of them. They weren’t designed that
way. There are two elevators here. I’m twenty-deep in a narrow lobby



getting jostled this way and that as people push their way out and others
push their way in. This isn’t cool. Even worse is that I’m only allowed up
to WeWork’s lobby on four. Then I hang around another ten minutes while
Kelvin Cho from MercuryOne makes his way down to retrieve me and
takes me up to their office space on eleven.

Remember stairs? I do, and I’ve long since learned there’s no point
trying to take them. Every floor is locked with keycard access only. Even
the lobby. Try taking the stairs, you’ll end up in the basement of the
building staring at a door with a fire alarm on it wondering whether the
security guard will fetch you before you lose your shit and set the damn
alarm off just to get out of there. Modern day work force control packaged
up as protecting us.

Oh God, it’s getting a little tight in here. Hot too. I’m having a hard
time breathing. Fuck, this is not a good moment for a panic attack. Breathe
in slow, breathe in deep, count backwards from ten. You have a Klonopin
in your wallet. Just reach down, squeeze a hand into your pocket. Yup,
that’s it. Bring the wallet up against your chest, now open it, fish into the
little compartment. There it is, just slip that into your mouth and breathe.
Ok, you're cool. Nothing is going to escalate. Check your iWatch, heart
rate at 155 BPM, breath in, breath out, see it falling. This is just the
lunchtime rush, look the elevator doors are opening, walk ahead with
everyone else and there we are inside. By the time you make it to the
fourth floor, everything will be just fine. It’s been a year since your last
panic attack, and that’s because you’ve handled all these scares so well.
Doors are open, step out. Check your iWatch, see that BPM is at 140 and
falling now. There’s Kelvin waiting for you. Step right back in, look down
at the floor and we’re on our way up to eleven. Everything is fine. This is
fine.

You need to stop thinking all those negative thoughts. Even if it’s just
shitting on shared office space, don’t do it. Stinking thinking can spill
over. Stay positive, Kelvin’s a good guy, this will be a nice easy meeting.
He’s probably brought you by to offer you a job.

Thanks voiceover Ryan, can we get back to thinking of ourselves in the
first person again? I don’t like it when you disassociate from me like that.



We are in this together, a single homogenous unit. Right?

Right.

***

Kelvin Cho is indeed a good dude. Our meeting gets off on the right
foot. He understands what happened with Icarus, knows there’s no upside
anymore, and just wants to say thanks for having provided a critical
service to the market. MercuryOne wouldn’t be here today if it wasn’t for
Icarus. I got a nice round of applause after his little speech. It’s a good
feeling being wanted, appreciated. It’s been awhile since I’ve been in a
room this warm. The rest of the hour turns mechanical, moves quickly.
Operations, timetables, workaround solutions. Like most of our clients,
MercuryOne isn’t sure where to turn next. There are a few other
stablecoins out there, including a huge one in Hong Kong, but none of
them open their books like we do. There’s risk ahead for these guys, as the
volume flowing into crypto explodes, managing their day to day has taken
on an increased level of risk.

Afterwards, Kelvin and I retreat to his tiny glass enclosed office. It’s
time to talk shop.

“You guys going hedge fund?” he asks.

“Is that what you’re hearing?”

“Word around the grapevine. I don’t blame you. Bitcoin has quintupled
this year. What have you seen from that?”

“Personally? I had twenty-five at the start of the year, so a hundred-
twenty thousand. Enough to pay those student loans off.”

“Do it.”

I give Kelvin the side eye. No one in this space says sell. That’s the
hallmark of crypto. We are all going to the moon together. There’s never a
downside. To hear the head of an exchange tell me to sell is something
new.

“Where’s that coming from?” I ask.



“Paydown debt whenever possible. It’s the smart move.”

“I suppose. Surprised to hear that coming from you is all. Aren’t you
handling record inflows?”

“We are working nights and weekends. There’s a three-day backlog to
process a new account. On the one hand, it’s great. Every board meeting is
amazing. I haven’t had a bad call with a VC this year. On the other hand,
the money is starting to get dumb. It’s stopped being true believers, now
it’s late retail. Uber drivers, housewives, Joe Six Packs.”

“You know what’s funny Kelvin?”

“What?” he asks.
“I’m in crypto because it’s a ground floor opportunity. All I want is

something I can call my own, where I can control my professional destiny.
My goal is to not get laid off as soon as someone younger and cheaper can
take my place. That’s why I am running a company, job security. We could
have been the brick business for all I care. While I am warming up to
crypto’s ideals, the newness is what drew me in. I just went with the flow
and look where it took me.”

“You aren’t a true believer, and you are launching a hedge fund?
Doesn’t that seem a bit dangerous?”

“Rising tides Kelvin. Rising tides lift all boats. You’re handling record
inflows. This thing is just getting started. Plenty of time for us to get in,
get out, and take a piece of the pie.”

“There’s either a real naivete or a real cynicism underneath that Ryan.”

“Why not both?”

“Now you sound like Andy. With Icarus shutting down, have you ever
thought about breaking up with him?”

Funny. Kelvin is going to offer me a job just like that voice in my head
said he would. The guy could use the help and I suppose it never hurts to
ask.

“Kelvin, are you trying to hold my hand?”

“All you have to do is reach out.”



“That’s mighty sweet of you, but I’m spoken for. Now here’s a thought
for you. Why not settle in bitcoin? Don’t even bother swapping fiat for a
stablecoin.”

“Couple reasons. First is the downside. One day bitcoin is going to go
down. You know it, I know it, our new accounts may not, but what goes up
must come down. We can’t find ourselves on the wrong side of the ledger.
It would be catastrophic. The second thing is even if we are long term
bullish, and we are of course, there’s the issue of impartiality. How do we
sell off our BTC without competing with our own customers?”

“Sort of like how we need to shut Icarus down before we can launch
our fund,” I say.

“Yup, you can’t trade the market while backstopping it. I hope the
party makes it to January.”

“Kelvin, there’s ten weeks between now and the New Year. We’ve got
time. I however don’t. This is a one day hit and run in New York. I just got
back to Chicago and need to be in my own bed for a bit.”

We get up, lean in and hug it out. Kelvin is a big dude, played lineman
in high school, I feel it as he presses his shoulder into mine.

“Alright brother, if you ever need that job.”

“Maybe someday, but not anytime soon. We’ve got a good thing going
on, I just need Andy to be nimble, Andy to be quick.”

“If Andy is raising the money, then who is your trader?”

“Sorry Kelvin, that’s our secret weapon. No names there, but she’s
good, real, good.”



CHAPTER FOURTEEN /
SERBIA, MIAMI, SLACK

We are working across space, across time, across realities. Virtual
business, virtual insanity, virtual money. There’s a pulse, a groove, a
slipstream that you fall into when shit is really getting done. Action items
power you deep into the night. Problems spin across your dreams, turning
puzzles in your unconscious until you wake with the thread of a solution
that tugs at you in the shower and all through breakfast.

The kids call them swim lanes. Agile speak for capacity, projects in
motion. For normals, it means that Andy, Nikola, and I are all managing
separate tasks in the business. Past, present, future.

I’m history, the face of the Icarus wind down. My time is spent with
the Serbs. They are good people with families and mouths to feed. They
take their work seriously even if they are not the best at it. There’s a
tendency for them to program by Google because they aren’t at the level
we really need. Looking shit up, copying and pasting. That’s ok. We get by
using an open-source software package called BckOffice which runs our
fake hedge fund. The program does the same work that a hundred portfolio
administrators did twenty years ago. If you ever wondered how three
jackasses could run a stablecoin through a fake hedge fund, it’s because of
BckOffice and our friends in Serbia. If you’ve never wondered that,
congratulations you clearly have better things to do with your life.

While I’m home in Chicago, I spend most of my time on video
conference with Novi Sad, Serbia. Poor Milos keeps having to bring his
laptop over to the white board so that I can follow fund flows and make
corrections. Most of the exchanges have chosen to get on a drawdown



schedule. That means they’ll redeem a set amount of coins each night until
their balance hits zero just before we close our doors on December 31st.
Even though we just released an audit showing we have the cash in the
bank, our clients have a small suspicion that money might go missing at
the eleventh hour. No one wants to be holding a ton of coins on their end
without any dollars on ours, so they’ll take a bit out each day. Risk
management is all. I understand, I’d do the same thing.

Our task is to make those nightly redemptions as smooth as possible.
The fake fund never processed a high volume of transactions, so
everything was done manually before. There was no point in automating it
because the Serbs charged us so little per hour. With the wind down upon
us, our transactions are going to ramp up. This crew won’t be able to
handle that much on their own, and I don’t want to bring new people in
just to shut things down. Too risky. Instead, we are spending this week
automating a lot of our tasks. If everything goes right, I’ll be back on the
road with Andy by the weekend.

Niko and the Serbs have been trading insults at each other in Greek
since she moved into my apartment. Longer than that it turns out. She says
it’s a year-long battle, but Slobodan says it’s been going since the first
Serb made the mistake of visiting Cyprus. It’s fun to watch them go at it,
but I cannot understand the humor. Even when they take the time to walk
me through the layers of nationalism, city vs. villager stereotypes,
historical events, and Balkan versions of your momma jokes, something is
lost in translation. At the end of the day, I think the joy is just in the back
and forth, the give and the take. Sometimes you just want to tell someone
they are so ugly a pig wouldn’t fuck them, only to be told that you are so
stupid you’d fuck a pig. If it keeps them happy and working deep into the
night of the Central European Time Zone then great, insult away.

My phone rings. It’s Andy from Miami. I hold the phone towards my
laptop camera, let the Serbs know I need to take this, and wander up to the
roof of the building for privacy.

“How goes it?” I ask.
“I’m on a boat. I’ve got a nautical themed pashmina afghan,” Andy

answers.



“Nice. Whose boat?”

“Fuck if I know, but it’s gun metal gray with tinted windows and gold
trim. All of the boats are down here. I think it’s some sort of a Russian
money laundering look. Ryan, the yeyo is off the chain.”

I check my watch, it’s 11:20 AM Central Time. Jesus Andy, that’s way
too early for you to be powder skiing across Biscayne Bay.

“So, are you just calling to gloat or is there business to talk about?” I
ask Andy.

“I need you to look into an Amy Wu, aka Madam Wu. She’s the
proprietress of several day spas in West Palm.”

“Is she a potential investor?”

“No. She’s got a pipeline of women coming into the country. There
seems to be an Erskine connection there.”

Facepalm. I hoped his Erskine obsession had passed. He’s investigating
rub and tug joints? That’s the polar opposite of where we need his head
right now.

“Andy, you are down in Miami to raise money. Remember?”

“I know Ryan, but Esrkine is big down here. He’s got a spot in West
Palm Beach. All sorts of dots are connecting for me. I’m starting to know
what each tremor on the web signifies.”

“The web? Like the internet?” I ask.

I’m having a hard time following Andy. He’s on a different wavelength
than me, plus it’s noisy out on the water. There’s a lot of wind shear and
music in the background.

“No man, this whole thing is a spiderweb. An entire tangle of
scumbags. Erskine, Hans, Cynthia Dixon. I mean once you get into Ursa
Major, who knows where this goes. My guy says all sorts of people come
through here. Names you would never expect. I can’t be having this
conversation right now. I’m being watched. Look Ryan, get me some dirt
on Wu. I’ve got to go.”



Great, Andy is going manic. Perfect fucking timing. Erskine. Detective
Andy. I can’t remember this being a trigger before. Has he ever tried
playing private investigator? I don’t have time for this. The Serbs cannot
manage the wind down on their own and I don’t trust them to be
unsupervised. Niko could do it, but she’s putting our million bucks to work
in a white-hot crypto market. It’s hard to hunt and farm at the same time.
Totally different mindsets. I need her to have that killer instinct, blood
lust. I want her out there pushing the limits of risk, insulting Serbs and
flipping shit coins.

We are handing back a half billion dollars over nine weeks, just a tiny
amount of that could change lives in Serbia forever. The temptation to
misdirect a wire, to have a rounding error or two, to buy instead of sell.
There are many games that can be played. Ones I haven’t even thought of.
The Serbs need to be kept on a short leash and incentivized not to steal.
I’m going to issue them a completion bonus if the books balance at the
end. The equivalent of three months’ salary should be enough to keep
them in line.

Now back to Andy. The fuck am I going to do about him? He’s not
coming home on his own. That much is clear. No one gets off a tinted
yacht full of coke on their own, unless of course it’s to head up to West
Palm Beach to try to infiltrate the inner circle of a hedge fund billionaire.
That is not going to end well. Got to get Andy out of there. I’m going to
need a jet, some guys, and Dr. Wendy. We don’t have private jet money
anymore. Nope. Never had that to begin with. Joe does though. He’s got
that sweet Blockstar ICO money. His net worth in fake internet money is
over a billion dollars, which means a private security detail assigned to
him, and he cares about Andy. The drawback is that he hates Dr. Wendy.
That’s okay. I just need a week, and then I can babysit Andy, the Serbs, and
Icarus. I just need a week to get on top of everything.

Pick up the phone Joe. Please pick up the phone.

“Ry, good to hear from you. What’s up?”
“I’ve got a real oystercatcher situation.”



“Something’s wrong with the birds? And why do you two care so much
about this one species?”

So much for speaking in code. Just spit it out, dumbass.

“No. I mean Andy. He’s losing his edge. This Erskine thing has dug
into him and he’s acting erratic.”

“Ryan, if I can level with you, it’s got me twisted too. I could feel the
corruption, the power imbalance, the injustice. Where’s Andy?”

“Miami.”
“On his own?”

“Yes.”

Joe thinks he has me on mute, but he doesn’t. I can hear him cursing
me out, calling me all sorts of horrible names. The part that hurts most is
him saying I don’t care about Andy and am just using him to get rich. It’s
not true, but it cuts because I’ve failed my friend. My motivations are all
out of balance.

“Joe, I heard all that.”

“Good, you were meant to. Where’s your head man? Andy is your
brother, and you were supposed to protect him. He is special.”

“Joe, I need help not a dressing down. He was fine a couple days ago.
We’ve got so much coming at us right now. I need a week to get Icarus
under control. Can you go to Miami and look after Andy for me? Get him
out of there, park him somewhere chill and I’ll meet up with you guys on
Sunday.”

“Of course, anything for Andy. Give me some background, what’s he
into right now?”

“Cocaine, expats, yachts.”

“No, no, I mean on the Erskine thing. That’s what got you worried
right?”

“Yeah, he asked me to check out Amy Wu in West Palm. She runs day
spas. Andy says girls flow through there.”



“Amy Wu, West Palm. Got it. Where’s Andy staying?”

“The W in South Beach.”

“I’m in Mexico City. The arts scene is fantastic, but Andy is the
priority. I can be there by eight tonight. Don’t worry, I’ve got your back
Ryan.”

Great, now what to do about Niko? She’s turned our million into a
million four in three days of trading. That’s absolutely bananas if you
think about it. A big chunk of our money is in “safe” coins like BTC and
ETH. You could just trade the two of them and see astronomical returns,
but then there are alt coins which are moving even wilder, sometimes
tripling in value in a day, then plunging the next morning. That’s not by
accident either. There’s a world out there lingering in private Telegram
channels trading information, working in tandem to pump and dump shit
coins. If an alt coin is something that isn’t Bitcoin or Ethereum, but has
real blockchain aspirations, then a shit coin is something that is hollow,
empty, without a real purpose other than to be filled up with hot air, look
pretty for noobs, then collapse like a house of cards when everyone who
bought early gets out right as the price peaks.

In the real world you can get arrested for pump and dump stock scams,
but this isn’t the real world because this isn’t real money. There are no
rules here, and Niko has made herself at home in this world. Crypto is very
bro-centric, a lot of dudes chasing easy money. It’s a vast and shallow pool
where women are rarities. Crypto skews young too. Kids in their early
twenties. Never seen a bubble before. Fuck most have never seen money
before, so they’ve never taken a fall, have no idea what hurt is. They think
they can shit gold, and for now they aren’t wrong.

Here’s Nikola, born into a double-ledger family, growing up playing
games of money, having to hold her own in a chauvinist world. It’s not
even fair. She is preying on these kiddies, using her charm to get on the
inside quickly. A sexy smile, a cheap joke, acting like one of the boys only
with boobs. She has them eating out of her spoon. How shallow we are on
the edges; how base our operating parameters are.



This is who we are now. Outsourcing mental health responsibilities,
snorting cocaine at noon, trading tits for tips. The things we do when
money is just sitting there on the table begging to be taken. I’m older than
the Telegram kiddies, I’ve been around. I graduated college in 2007, right
as the Great Financial Crisis hit. Thank fucking God, I went to ASU
instead of USC like I wanted to. In a way, I need to thank Cynthia Dixon
for that one. Had my father not been laid off, he would have covered
enough of my college tuition to get me behind student debt eight ball at a
private university. I dodged a bullet there, only lived two years in my
parents’ garage before I saved enough to get to Chicago. Nikola? Her
family lost ten percent of their savings overnight. That was after five years
of austerity, inflation, and contagion. Turns out little Miss Rich Girl is
broke. Thank God, I never shared those words with her. How little we
know about each other. How dangerous a wrong step can be with young
love.

I’ve decided to keep the Andy news from Niko for the time being.
Maybe this is like Barcelona. Maybe Joe can intervene before things
escalate, level him off, and this will all blow over. Maybe I am
overreacting. Am I transferring my anxiety about our situation into an
overreaction about Andy’s well-being? I don’t know. Whatever happens, I
want Nikola laser focused. She is fucking killing it right now and there’s
no need to upset the golden goose.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN /
MISSED CALLS

Niko is a deep sleeper. She’s also a blanket stealer and a tunnel builder.
My bed has bulked up with four new pillows and a weighted blanket since
she moved in. In the dim light of almost dawn, I can detect the curls from
her hair spilling out from gaps in her pillow defenses. There’s a curve in
the covers which looks like her bottom. I give it a gentle shove and get a
swift kick in reply. She thinks I’m coming for the blankets, but I am a
furnace when I sleep. A tiny sheet is all I need, even in the dead of a
Chicago winter.

I try again and this time she mutters something in Greek. She had been
going for nineteen hours before her trades got sloppy and the results
turned more red than black. I talked her into a couple NyQuil gel caps,
closed the laptop, and canoodled her into bed for an episode of Downton
Abbey. Niko has been trying to ship Carson and Barrow, but we all know
Carson is destined for Mrs. Hughes. Niko passed out before Edith ruined
everything…again. That was five hours ago. She needs a couple more
uninterrupted hours to be fresh for today’s trading session. That makes me
question whether I should wake her or not. She’ll be confused if she finds
herself alone without explanation.

My phone lights up again and I stare at the lock screen. The first
missed call was Andy from jail. He wants me to be careful, because he’s
getting close, too close. I could have used some details, but we work with
what we get. The second missed call was jail telling me that Andy has
been moved to West Palm Beach Memorial Hospital for psychiatric
evaluation. They also have Kim Haggerty in custody and are prepared to



release them on my remand. Who is Kim Haggerty? Why do I want some
woman in jail? If she put Andy in the hospital, then I want as little as
possible to do with her.

I need to get moving. My flight from O’Hare to ATL leaves in ninety
minutes, then it’s a quick shuttle to Palm Beach. Time to change tactics. I
whack Nikola with a pillow and give her a wet willy. She burrows deeper
into the bed. Fine. She can find out via iMessage.

***

We are walking out of jail, down a narrow cement path, around the
back to the parking lot where my rental car is.

“You played that cool.”

“Seemed like the way to play it. Why do you have a New Zealand
passport with the name Kim Haggerty on it?” I ask.

“That’s my name. I’m a kiwi.”

You learn something new every day. Deacon Joe is a New Zealander
named Kim Haggerty. Why not? Nothing makes much sense anymore. I
might as well give myself over to the currents and get carried out to sea
with these people.

There’s nowhere to put the key into the ignition. There’s no key on the
keychain. Right, I sorted this out in the airport. Just press the start button
and put the car into reverse. As we back up, the car starts beeping, the
tempo picking up, the intervals diminishing until all I can hear is a solid
constant warning sound. I’m in a tight spot, the coppers took all the good
ones. These stupid fucking machines and their smart technology. The
steering wheel spins and the beeping stops, but my nervous system is
crackling. If I get any free time today, I need to figure out how to turn that
obnoxious fucking assist off. My guess is that it’s a safety feature and I
won’t be able to. I’ve never used the term ableism before, but something
in that ballpark applies here.

I’ve got to get online and find some resources. Maybe there are rental
agencies that are friendly to highly sensitive people, maybe there are car



makes and models that aren’t so over the top intrusive. This shit is really
starting to affect my life, especially since my current situation is nothing
but agitation. Are we so distracted, tied to our devices, that we can’t be
trusted to back a car out anymore?

“Houston. I was born in Houston.”

Right, it’s Deacon Joe telling me how he’s really Kiwi Kim Haggerty.
Sounds like a wrestler. Joe would be an awesome WWE manager. We
should talk about that sometime when we aren’t revealing true identities
while on our way to a psych ward.

“So, you grew up here?” I ask.

“Dad is from South Island. He’s an engineer, went to school in
Edinburgh, then got work in the North Sea fields. After that he was
transferred to Houston, fell in with my mom, and three years later he
hightailed it off to Saudi to work for Aramco. Do you have any idea what
it’s like to be a boy named Kim in Texas?”

Am I the only person who grew up in Arizona, had parents from
Arizona, went to school in Arizona, and then made the big move to exotic
Chicago as an adult? All these people with their continent hopping and
weirdo backgrounds. Maybe it’s crypto, like I’m on the island of misfit
toys or something.

“Ryan, hello? I’m trying to complain about my childhood.”

My bad. Joe is still here. He’s actually bitching which is a rarity. Funny
what a night in jail does to people.

“Sorry Kim, yeah that must be hard. So, Deacon Joe? How did that
come about?” I ask.

“I was the youngest deacon at my megachurch. You should have seen
me work my youth group. I had the power of the Lord inside of me. Joe is
my middle name. I tried going by KJ, but kids always asked what the K
stood for and then it was all over. Hey, turn in here. I need to eat.”

I make a sharp turn off the main drag into a Jamaican jerk place. The
car does not approve of my aggression. It lets off a series of warning beeps
that reminds me of a torpedo homing in on a submarine. If this car keeps



at it, I’m going to turn it into a torpedo and crash it into a brick wall. I’m
fully insured, this vehicle can go fuck itself.

“Where’s your security? Why did I have to get you?” I ask.

“They’ve gone undercover. They are in the Bahamas working some
leads.”

“Bahamas, leads.”

“Erskine man. He’s like a looming cloud down here. You can feel him
in the air. We are going to get this fucker and get him good.”

Fucking aye. Andy has gotten Joe into the case. Why did I think to
send him after Andy again? Because my priorities were shit, and now I
have to clean up the mess I made. First, Joe needs to eat. We can break the
broom out after lunch.

***

We arrive at the hospital and take the elevator to the fifth floor. It’s
been a bit since I’ve seen the inside of a hospital, but it all comes back to
me. The fluorescent lighting, waxed hallways, dull pastel paint. Doors that
don’t lock. Half present patients, unkempt, drugged up. Zombies walking
back to their rooms after a session of slobbering on bingo cards. There’s a
sadness here that hits you deep in the belly. A broken-down collection of
humanity stuck in a system that doesn’t work for anyone. Overtaxed
nurses trying to hold it together for another day, orderlies wondering how
many more buckets of shit they have left in them before they up and quit.

Joe has never been in a place like this. I can see it in his face. The first
time is always a shock, that we can systemize the broken, lock them away.
I’m not going to pretend I have the answer, only that I have answers for
Andy. We have Dr. Wendy and I have Andy’s health care proxy. This gives
me the power to direct his care when he is unable to do it himself. Not a
very common arrangement for people our age. Andy was once trapped in a
hospital for a month while ill-equipped interns yo-yoed psych meds
searching for a chemical balance good enough to justify his release. That
Andy was there a month says everything about the shape he was in.



Insurance companies always want to boot patients too soon and there are
so few available beds.

After that ordeal, he drew up proxy papers. That and Joe’s jet are going
to get him shipped off to Maui where we have a trusted relationship with
mental health professionals. Small miracles, such privilege and even then,
it will be a grind. I’ve already reset my expectations on fundraising. Niko
will need to next, but she knows nothing thanks to me. One good look at
Andy is all it would take. Too bad she’s not here. It would explain more
than any words I can conjure. Better she’s not though. Seeing Andy here
sedated in his hospital bed is hard. He’s dead behind the eyes, one black
and swollen, scars across his knuckles. He took a swing at the wrong
person. Paid dearly for it.

“Joe, what happened?”

We talk softly even though nothing could wake Andy. Quiet is the
nature of the room. No lights on inside, hallway fluorescence spilling in,
Andy’s roommate out cold. Matching IV stands, saline drips, heart rate
monitors.

“We were blowing off some steam after a day working the case. I was
in a shit mood, low, on the whiskey. Just bad juju. Andy’s running a mile a
minute, working angles, drawing connections together. He was using the
dart chalkboard to write on. A couple guys wanted to play and asked if
they could clear it off. Sure, not a problem, Andy said. I went to the loo
and when I came back it was a problem.”

“Andy got in a fight with those guys?”

“Nope. Bouncer did that to him. Have you ever seen Andy look down
his nose at the wrong guy? He started goading him, toying with the line,
all the time thinking he was safely behind it.”

“Yup.”

Shudder, I’ve been there before. Beyond mortifying to watch your
friend act like the most colossal ass in the world.

“Well, now you know what happened. There’s more of course. The
police came and Andy talked their ear off about Erskine, the Deep State



Pedo Conspiracy. His role as the sword of purity. Honestly, I think
mentioning Erskine is what landed him here. I think they’ve shot him up
with crazy meds to take him out of the picture.”

I take Joe by the hand and lead him into the hallway. I scan the
reception area, sit us down near an older guy with his hospital gown
untied. He hasn’t been shaved in a week, smiles at us with rotted teeth.

“You understand that I need to take him to Dr. Wendy, right? After his
arrest, they won’t let him out on his own. Andy either stays here or he goes
to Dr. Wendy's. If you really think this place is in on the conspiracy, then
we need to get him out of here and with friends.”

Joe is squirming, uncomfortable. He’s smart enough to know what I’m
doing to him, but he’s too shocked to realize it. That’s what I wanted, why
I staged the conversation in this spot. Andy taught me this trick, how
poorly people think when in extreme discomfort. I’m using it to get Joe
onboard. I need his jet, so I need to show him just how ugly mental health
issues can be, how ill-equipped he is to handle it. Everyone has a plan until
they get hit in the mouth. I’m hitting Joe with everything I got.

“Is Dr. Wendy’s like this?”
“Not at all Joe. It’s nice, small, and peaceful. Their facility is halfway

up a mountain overlooking a sunny valley. Patients spend the afternoon on
a lanai surrounded by plants and flowers. Hummingbirds dart in and out.
There’s a lot of running water too. It helps with the healing.”

I’m laying it on very thick. Maui Lutheran looks a lot like this
building, but it does have a private wing that accepts Andy’s insurance.
The neuro psych staff is top notch, and they understand his history. I need
Joe’s jet. I’ll tell him anything to get that plane.

“Let’s do it,” Joe says.

“Good man Joe. I need to have Dr. Wendy’s people call the hospital and
work out the details. Should be a couple days to get everything together.”

“You don’t mind if I stay behind?” Joe asks.

He’s really on this Erskine thing. I might need to start giving it some
credence, stop dismissing these two. Did something happen at that party



they aren’t telling me?

“Not at all,” I answer.



CHAPTER SIXTEEN /
VOLCANO

We are halfway up a volcano, sitting on the porch, watching it rain.
Water gushes out of the porous black rock and channels itself into
impromptu streams. So much water is falling from the sky. I've never seen
rain like this. The rain flattens the giant blades of grass that grow here. It
rushes down the twisty asphalt road that S curves down the valley.
Somewhere down there is the Pacific Ocean, but we can't see it. The rain
knocks everything down. There's only gray and water here.

“This is Hawaii?” Nikola sips a cup of pure Kona coffee. Steam rising
from the rim of the mug.

“This is my favorite Hawaii, on the wet side of the volcano.”

“My first time here. You could have taken me to the beach.”

“We’ll get out when the rain breaks. Give it a couple of hours. Sun will
come out, everything will dry up, and you’ll be thanking me for picking
this spot.”

She rolls her eyes at me and goes back inside the little rental cottage. I
pulled her away from her laptop, her trades, just to take a moment and
drown in the rain with me. It’s lost on her. Her life is tunneling down to a
series of candle charts, algorithmic stop loss orders, judgment calls about
usernames and whether to follow them into a position. I’m losing her to
the hunt, she’s answering to a number, a hunger growing inside of her as
our balance creeps towards two million. We are in a unique moment in
time, the inflation of a bubble. Cryptomania is in full force, and she’s been



bitten by the bug. This is what we set her out to do, this is what she’s
wanted to do her entire life. Shot caller, decision maker, risk taker.

The front window facing the porch is covered in sticky notes,
annotated with dry erase markers. ETH, BTC, IOTA, XRP, BSTR. Prices,
ratios, a new language being spoken. We now talk about the flippening,
all-time highs, lambos and mooning as if they were common terms that
existed our entire life. Real money is no longer cash, dollars, bucks. It is
fiat, distinguishing it as government issued currency subject to the control
and oversight of central banks. Coins are the future. They are
permissionless, immutable, transparent. No third party can stand between
you and another. Eliminate the gatekeepers, secure the chain, decentralize
the future.

I toss the cold remnants of my coffee off the porch into the rain, walk
inside and fiddle with the TV. Joe is on CNBC. I nearly forgot. There he is
coming in live and direct from Miami Beach in his Crocodile Dundee
costume. Crypto Jesus and Whale Ape are in the studio. Maria Bartiromo
is moderating a discussion between the three. She’s used to serious CEOs,
bankers like Jamie Dimon who speak with guarded words. This group is
freewheeling, wild in their speculation, optimistic on an incomprehensible
level. Nikola shoots me a dirty look, takes her laptop, and walks into the
bedroom. She has no time for this. Markets are in motion. If any news
breaks on the TV, she’ll get it morsel fed to her in Slack from some kid in
Korea.

“Joe, if I hear you right, you’re saying that Blockstar will be more
important than General Electric in three years.” Maria is trying hard not to
break character.

“Maria, you’re not listening with your heart. I’ve been saying that
Blockstar is already more important than General Electric. What is
happening now is an elevation of consciousness. The public is waking up
to what we are doing. The enthusiasm is transformational. What you are
witnessing is an evolution that’s not just financial but also spiritual. We
are elevating to a higher plane.”

“And the blockchain is allowing this?” She’s very good at her job,
trying to ground this conversation in something her viewers can use. Her



audience are middle-aged money managers, financial planners who are
going to start answering calls asking about Bitcoin from retirees looking
for a little excitement in their life. Guys hankering to get out of Amazon
and into Ethereum.

“Blockchain, hyperledgers and tangles. All of these technologies allow
for direct settlement between two parties in a manner where there’s no
need to establish trust. That’s the brilliance here. The system is the trust,”
Joe says.

“Whoa, whoa, hold on there. You talk as if all are created equal when
we know that there’s Bitcoin and then there’s everything else…” That’s
Crypto Jesus. He’s a maximalist. Another new term we throw about as if
crypto maximalists were as common as conservatives.

A rush comes over me. Not déjà vu, not disassociation, something
similar to both but neither. There’s an unreality to this as conversations
we’ve had before transport themselves from corners in conferences to
national cable networks. Joe, Jesus, Whale Ape, Vitalik Buterin, Brian
Armstrong, Kelvin Cho. My friends, colleagues, clients are becoming
celebrities, market movers, revolutionaries in the stodgy world of money.
Is this thing really happening? For the first time, I feel like crypto is more
than this odd thing we provide a service for. These fanatics, nut jobs, true
believers might actually be right. Their faith is being rewarded. I watch
the BTC ticker locked to the right corner of the CNBC scrollbar. It’s gone
up three hundred dollars since the interview started.

“Niko, are you seeing this?”
“Shhhh.” I’m being hissed at. She’s hunched over, swapping across

screens, punching in orders. I watch her buy a hundred thousand bucks
worth of PotCoin. Wait, there's a pot coin? The price jumps from $0.36 to
$0.42 on the move. She drove that price spike. The bottom bar of her
laptop is flashing with notifications. My friend and business partner is in a
hospital four miles from here, alone, forgotten about. Nikola is trading up
a storm. Her eyes are huge, she’s mainlining money, fake money. Deacon
Joe is on CNBC arguing with Whale Ape. Somewhere in Serbia a batch of
nightly transactions is being prepared for my approval.



Fuck, fuck, fuck. I forgot about the Serbians. Did I approve the wires?
Yes. I did, but did I review them? NO. Goddamn it, get your head on
straight. You have one responsibility with the business right now. Make
sure Icarus’ books balance. Stop rubbernecking on Niko. Stop watching
Joe on TV. Stop worrying about Andy. Make sure no one is robbing the
fund. Close the door on the past, let Nikola make our future.

My fingers drum the kitchen table as I boot up my laptop. Ninety-six
hours have passed since I last audited our Frankfurt account. There was the
thing in West Palm beach that stretched across the weekend, then there
was the flight out here and Andy’s intake. All during that time there was
the chats with Niko. Short staccato messages. Trading positions.
Explanations of Andy’s state. Travel arrangements. Airport pickups. I
dropped the ball after dropping the ball. First Andy, then Serbia. What was
the point of leaving Andy with Joe if I wasn’t going to do my job?

There were two hundred and forty million dollars in our Frankfurt
account last Thursday. Today is Tuesday. Why is the internet so fucking
slow? Goddamn this rain, this satellite connection. I should have picked a
place in town with real bandwidth. Breathe in, breathe out. Count back
from ten. Old McDonald Had a Farm. Two hundred twenty-eight million,
that sounds right. Get into Google Drive, check the redemption schedule.
Six million out Friday, six million out Monday. Okay, we are okay. Don’t
ever fuck that up again Ryan. Set reminders now. Three times a day, every
day. Reconcile. Trust but verify. This won’t be a problem if crypto wins
out. I won’t need to be in the middle, but for now we are a bridge. This
whole thing is a bridge between the present and the future.

The future. Could this really be a thing? Deacon Joe in his Crocodile
Dundee hat on CNBC directing the future of money. Nikola raised the
market cap of PotCoin by fifty million dollars based on one trade. She’s
going to crash that fucking coin later on too. Make a nice profit in the
process. Somewhere in the world, wherever these PotCoin jokers are
based, they are watching the price spike and holding their breath. Their
office is hoping, praying, that someone really believes in them, but there’s
that voice in the back of their heads that knows exactly what is going on.
They are getting pumped. That voice is saying sell, sell, sell. Cash in



before it dumps. Flip your own shitty coin. Get in on the action. Sell
yourself out before a shark chomps down on you.

I’m out of the house, stepping off the porch into the rain. It is raining
so hard I need to open and close my eyes to clear the water off my eyelids.
I have to move. I have to walk. My feet need to keep pace with my brain.
My brain, my brain, my brain. What are we a part of? What have I gotten
into? On the asphalt now, part of a rushing stream of water racing down
the side of the volcano. So much water, so many thoughts. Am I crying? I
can’t tell, I don’t care. No one can see me. Let it all out. Scream. Rush
down the mountain, follow the yellow brick road down, down, down into
the gray wall of water. Just disappear for a moment. Wind the engine
down. Oh God, what is happening?

“Is this the real life or just fantasy? Caught in a landslide, no escape
from reality. I’m just a poor boy…” I’m singing in the rain, singing
Bohemian Rhapsody as I slide down the side of a mountain of fake money.
Keep moving, singing, dancing. Let the rain wash over you. Drown in this.
Accept how crazy things have become. If you try to fight it, if you try to
make sense of it, you are going to lose your shit. Let go Ryan, just let go.

***

Dr. Wendy’s office is a small windowless affair in the middle of the
hallway. It is filled with folders, overflowing with files. Paperwork, charts,
and unopened sample boxes are what occupies this space, not Dr. Wendy.
I’ve been here fifteen minutes waiting. She’s popped in three different
times to assure me that I have not been forgotten. The pace of a hospital
floor is staggering at times. When she is here, everyone vies for her
attention. She is the source of approvals, signer of forms, decipherer of
conflicting data. Interns and younger doctors seek her opinion on tricky
matters, hoping for concurrence on a prognosis. How different the daytime
rhythm is from the night. I’ve been on this floor at ten PM when there are
two nurses working. One on rounds, the other holding down the desk. Ebbs
and flows.



Dr. Wendy is quick, to the point, always in motion but never bothered
by another disturbance. I don’t think she views them as interruptions,
rather her duty. She is at home on this floor, not trying to be somewhere
else. This is why I like her so much. Not that she’ll make time for me, but
that she’ll make time for everyone. That this is where she’s supposed to
be. Perhaps that’s more common than I realize, but in my experience
doctors scuttle in, scuttle out, only operating on half the time and half the
information needed to do the job.

She is in a maroon hospital coat, Maui Lutheran stitched in white on
her chest. Small, birdlike, hair pulled back. Her face creased in pleasant
wrinkles across a mixed platter of features familiar to old Hawaiian
families.

“I’m sorry Ryan. This is how it is on a Monday morning. A weekend’s
worth of stuff to catch up on. Let’s see, where is Andy’s chart?”

His manila folder is on top of her desk, she grabs at it without needing
to look. Andy is a working case, active and promising, not stubborn and
buried. These are the cues I look for as the doctor speak is a mystery to
me.

“He’s getting there.” She opens the folder and runs her eyes up and
down the length of it. “He had a lot of stimulants in him when he came in.
It’s taken us a bit to flush that out and reduce his agitation. Serum levels
are still off, so we are re-introducing his mood stabilizers. Ryan, I can go
on with the diagnostics, but that’s my job not yours. Is Andy on a
schedule? What’s his routine been like?”

“He’s had no routine. We’ve been going through some changes with
our company. Closing it down, starting up a new opportunity. Our niche in
finance is experiencing rapid growth at the moment.”

Wendy puts her pen down, looks up from her note taking.

“What niche is that?”

“Cryptocurrency.”

“You mean Bitcoin?” she asks.

“Among other things.”



She takes her reading glasses off, pauses, and processes my response.
“My son talks about it over dinner all the time. He sold his Pokemon cards
off to buy a fraction of a bitcoin. That’s not a healthy space to be in for
someone like Andy. Cryptomania is what they call it. Mania is literally in
the name.” Another pause, “Ryan, we need some better judgment and life
choices around Andy.”

She’s saying that to me in a rehearsed neutral tone. She’s speaking flat,
keeping any emotion out of her voice. This is a doctor's trick. I know it
from the last time we were here, and I know what she means.

She’s talking to me about my judgment, my life choices. She can’t say
that, but I am his partner and his proxy. What do we owe each other? At
the least, I should be keeping him out of the next tulip bubble. Why didn’t
I say anything when we decided to pivot into being a hedge fund? Why did
I send him out on the road alone to raise money after that Erskine party? I
don’t think I even care that much about being rich. Why couldn’t I have
put my foot down and been the adult in the room? Because Andy, because
Niko both wanted this. Because that was the direction of things, the
momentum of our lives. Here we are with such an opportunity, possibly a
once in a lifetime opportunity. They say no risk, no reward. We took a risk.
This is Andy’s reward.

“He had been managing so well for so long. A part of me thought
maybe he was behind it or that he’d grown enough to handle things for
himself,” I answer with the easiest response. The lie sounds better than the
truth.

“Psychoeducation is an important component of what we do here.
Andy has taken part in plenty of sessions, but anyone can get carried away.
Ryan, I’m not about guilt. That’s not going to help anyone in this situation.
I’m just reminding you how important it is to stay inbounds.”

So, this is what Dr. Wendy wanted to see me about. Staying inbounds.
Getting out of crypto for Andy’s sake. If that’s the case, then we need to
work together on this. It’s not happening with just me on the case.

“Dr. Wendy, how much do you know about Bitcoin or crypto?”

“Only what my son tells me at dinner and what I’ve Googled.”



“Andy and I aren’t your son, and we aren’t someone who stumbled into
this thing because our friends at a party were talking about it. We are in
the inner circle of this bubble. Andy’s here because we borrowed the
private jet of a crypto billionaire who considers Andy among his nearest
and dearest. When you turn on your TV and someone is being interviewed
about Bitcoin, that’s someone we are on a first name basis with. This isn’t
a typical scenario. I need you to understand how little distance there is
between crypto and us.”

Dr. Wendy takes a moment. She puts her fingers together, turns
thoughts in her head.

“That can be very problematic to Andy’s recovery.”

BINGO. I think we are getting on the same wavelength. Let’s see if we
can tune this in a little tighter and get that frequency crystal clear.

“I have no idea how long this bubble is going to last, but our company
will be closed in eight weeks. Once that’s over with, I’ll have a lot more
resources to devote to Andy and chances are this Bitcoin thing will have
peaked. Even if it hasn’t popped, it won’t be as new and exciting.”

She’s looking at me a bit sideways. Perhaps we aren’t getting on the
same wavelength.

“Ryan, I’ve taken an oath. This isn’t a storage facility for the
inconvenient.”

“Has Andy’s brother called? How about his sister? I doubt you’ve
heard from his father Hank. He’s the most heartless son of a bitch I’ve
ever met. Any chance you’ve heard from him? Does Andy get any calls,
any visitors besides Nikola and myself? What about his insurance, any
pressure from them yet?”

“No,” she answers.

“I’m his support system and I’m not in a great place myself. Anxiety,
history of panic attacks, a highly sensitive ball of stress. As I’m sitting
here, I realize that I don’t even know what I want in life. You know what
I’ve wanted for the last five years?”



Dr. Wendy puts her pen down, gives me her full attention. “What?” she
asks.

“Whatever Andy has wanted. He has more charisma, drive, and
ambition in his pinky than I do in my entire body. I’ve been modeling
myself on Andy. He’s the object of my desire, what I want to be. That’s so
stupid, so shallow, and that’s something I am just realizing now. How can I
help him if I want to be him?”

Holy shit. I do not think Wendy expected that out of me. I don’t think I
expected that out of me. Maybe she’ll think twice before issuing her next
neutral judgment. Maybe she’ll realize how little help I’m going to be if
Andy gets let out in the middle of this bubble.

“Ryan, perhaps you should talk to someone.”

No shit, I should talk to someone. I’m talking to someone right now
and it feels good. Maybe my old therapist is still accepting new patients.
Are you a new patient if you haven’t visited in over five years? Is
cognitive behavior therapy even right for me? Maybe I need something
beyond that. Here I am admitting to Andy’s doctor that I am a blank slate,
a puppy who followed the wrong dog around. I happily yapped while Andy
chased the crypto car, bit onto the tire and got dragged down the block.

“I would love a referral,” I say.

“Of course. Andy may be here for a while. There’s someone on the
island I can get you started with, Dr. Mayasaki. He’s a good fit for you.”

Yes, now you are getting it. Andy may be here for a while. Let’s see
how long we can leave him in here while I clean up everything on the
outside and start working on my inside.

There’s a light tapping on the door. A man in scrubs holding a stack of
papers. Wendy gave me ten minutes she didn’t have to begin with. I
wonder how much of that he heard. He probably walks in on dozens of
slow-moving crises a week.

“I’ll go see Andy now. Thank you for your time doctor.”

“Make sure you see me before you leave, I’ll have that referral for
you.”



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN /
HOMEWARD BOUND

“Ryan, I need to go. I was supposed to be home two weeks ago. I’ve
been in the States for over a month. I’m tired of not knowing.”

Niko looks up at me from her laptop. She has tired eyes, that lost look
burnouts get when they are too far removed from familiar comforts. She
shuts the screen, takes my hand and leads me to the porch. We sit down
next to each other on a wicker sofa. It’s sunny this morning. From up here
you can trace the curve of the island, see the ocean on the south and the
east side. Sailboarders are cutting fast across the bay below. Her hand is on
my cheek, turning my face towards hers, focusing the world down to the
two of us.

“Not knowing?” I ask.

“Not knowing where things are. Not knowing what these ingredients
are. What is lilikoi anyway? Am I supposed to put it on bread, in my tea?
It tastes funny no matter how I use it.”

“Maybe you don’t like it.”

“Everything is too sweet here. Even the onions. I miss my places, my
routines, my people.”

This is the part where I’m supposed to be hurt. Where I’m supposed to
ask if I am not enough, but I know I am not enough, and I’m not supposed
to be either. I’m not enough for myself. I’m not enough for Andy. I’m not
enough for Nikola. We are all strung out in our own way. She’s right. She
needs to go home. I can see it in her eyes. I can see it in the cottage. This
place is a wreck. Takeout wrappers, ashtrays, saucers with spilt tea



everywhere. There’s a line of ants from the back door to the kitchen
counter. They are eating all the fruit we bought before it spoils. Nikola
doesn’t know what to do with papaya, guava either. Better the ants eat
them than see it all rot.

We’ve been here five days. We have not been to the beach yet. We have
not gone out to dinner. I have to fight with Nikola to get her to come visit
Andy. When she does, she’s in there fifteen minutes then she’s out in the
lobby, laptop up working the markets. Not that she doesn’t care about
Andy, but she sees him and feels compelled to make us more money. Her
way of helping. I can’t be her support system because I’m supposed to be
Andy’s. I can’t tell her that I’m losing my edge, because I need to keep an
eye on her too. I can’t have her trading and be worried about me. There’s a
cognitive dissonance to this place that needs to be eliminated. She’s right
about not knowing. It’s taking a toll on all of us.

“Do you want me to come with you?” I ask.

I know I can’t. She knows I can’t, but I have to offer. This is how the
scene needs to play out.

“That’s sweet of you, but Andy needs you. I need to be with my family
and friends for a bit. I’ve asked my auntie to move into the villa and watch
out for me. I miss having tea the right way. I miss my shows. This place
smells amazing, but it doesn’t smell like the Mediterranean. This isn’t my
sun. I’m losing myself in this laptop. I need to change the scenery or
something bad is going to happen.”

I give her a very alarmed look. There’s been all the time to talk, but the
mood hasn’t been right. This has been a red line week, pedal to the metal.
We’ve been charging hard and not in a place to be vulnerable. Nikola
taking herself out of the game is a red flag.

“Bad like?”

“Bad, like me messing up our stack. I made a half million this week, I
think we can hit pause for a couple days and start again with fresh eyes.”

“So not like self-harm?”

She smiles, touched at my concern.



“Ryan, I did that because I measured my life against other people’s
expectations. I gave other people the power to control my self-esteem. I’m
never making that mistake again which is why I need to go home for a bit.
I can’t find myself in a situation where it’s just you and me in a cottage on
the side of a volcano. I can’t be in a place where I measure myself only by
how much money we make.”

“Even though you grew up hard, you still miss home?” I ask.

“Of course, it’s who I am. The mistakes of past generations shouldn’t
ruin the present. They don’t change where you are from. The family
business folded in the global financial crisis. I take care of my mother
with my money. I’m needed there. I’m the earner and I’m the future of my
family.”

***

Andy and I are playing Uno. We are also watching Mission Impossible:
Ghost Protocol. This is what Andy and I do. We play Uno, we watch
Mission Impossible movies. If there’s a scene set in a place we’ve been,
then we talk about that. He’s been to the Burj Khalifa, I’ve only seen it
from the airport. There’s a list of things I’m not supposed to talk to Andy
about: crypto, Erskine, drugs, money, women, our friends in crypto. All of
them are potential triggers. They are also ninety-five percent of our usual
conversation topics. We are left with music, movies, and sports. Andy
knows sports, but it’s not a passion of his. That leaves us with music and
movies. Board and card games too, but not Monopoly. When it boils down
to it, playing Uno and watching Tom Cruise movies is about all we are
good for.

That’s okay. It reminds me of childhood. My best friend had cystic
fibrosis and spent long stretches in the hospital having his lungs worked
on. Most people don’t realize how hard being inside is, how critical it is to
have someone there every day for you. I’m here for Andy. He’s my brother.
This is beyond what I owe him. It is simply what is good. Even if the card
playing, movie watching routine reeks of the mundane, there’s an
importance to our time together. We stick together through thick and thin.



Our loyalty to each other has carried us this far. On our own, we’d be eaten
alive.

Bitcoin gained $450 overnight. Our stack has increased two-hundred
fifty grand while Nikola’s been traveling back to Cyprus. I can’t tell Andy
that, nor can I suggest we abandon the hedge fund idea. It’s hard to let the
air out of a balloon when you cannot talk about the balloon. Instead, we
play Uno, watch Mission Impossible, and drink apple juice out of little
plastic cups with foil lids. I try to spend four hours a day here. I try to time
my visits so that lunch is in the middle. It helps to break up the day. Still,
it’s the longest four hours.

My phone rings. It’s Fritz. What does that fucker want?

“Sorry Andy, I need to take this.”

Andy gives me a nod. He’s doped up more than usual today. I’m not
sure if he heard me or even cares. It sucks when he’s this sedated, it makes
it hard to play cards. He can’t plan his hands for shit and forgets when it’s
his turn. I get worried about the downers, worried he’ll spill into
depression. While I want him in the hospital, I’m not cynical enough to
want the blue wall to descend over him.                        

“This is Ryan.”

“Ryan, it’s Fritz over at Frankfurt Bank. I’ve been trying to reach Andy
and cannot get hold of him.”

That would be because I have Andy’s phone along with his laptop,
iPad, smart watch, and second phone. He can’t be on the internet. Now
what am I telling Fritz here? Other than Deacon Joe and Nikola, no one
knows Andy is in the hospital. I’m the day-to-day contact for most Icarus
work and the industry has been too busy riding Lambos to notice our
absence. With Icarus winding down, better no one knows what shape Andy
is in until we return all the money. There’s also a matter of privacy. While
many people assume Andy’s crazy, most think he’s crazy like a fox, not
clinical. Anyway, back to Fritz. He’s not connected to crypto, it’s safe to
tell him Andy is unavailable.

“Fritz, is there an issue?”



“Yes, there’s a matter I need to speak to Andy about.”

“I’m sorry Fritz, but he’s not available. Can I help you?”

“The matter concerns Rotterdam and those papers. When can I speak
with Andy?”

Fuck, fuck, fuck. Rotterdam again. You buy blood diamonds once in
your life and they follow you around like, I don’t know, war crimes. Andy
cannot talk to Fritz about that, or anything else for the matter. Time to tell
Fritz the vaguest version of the truth.

“Fritz, you won’t be speaking with Andy anytime soon. I’m in Hawaii
at Maui Lutheran Hospital. Andy has been admitted here for a head
injury.”

“I am terribly sorry to hear. Is he okay?”

“He’s critical but we are optimistic, at least that is what they are telling
me. He was hit while riding a bike. Didn’t have a helmet on. I’m afraid the
swelling is bad. They removed a piece of his skull to relieve the pressure.”

Hmm, that lie escalated quickly. He couldn’t have just been hit by a
car, he had to lose a piece of his skull too? Now I’m going to have to
research my story, make sure I understand where the skull goes. I think
they put it in your stomach which sounds totally gross. The lies we tell this
poor fool.

“Maui Lutheran? We will send over a basket. You have our deepest
sympathies.”

Bank sympathies. Deep. Okay Fritz. Can we get rid of you now?

“Thank you, Fritz. I’ll keep you apprised of the situation. Now, I need
to get going.”

“Ryan, sorry to press like this, but I am afraid the Rotterdam matter
must be addressed.”

Fuck, fuck, fuck. Can we not? Seriously Fritz, I just told you that my
partner got brained riding a bike and is missing a part of his skull. Sure,
none of it is true, but you believe it and ought to be giving me a break.

“What is the matter?”



“FinCEN has some additional questions about your account. It seems
that the processing agent in Rotterdam has been arrested and they want to
take a second look at your business together. As a friend, I felt Andy
should know this.”

“He’s been arrested, what for?”

“They did not tell me that, only that there has been an arrest and they
are requesting additional information about the account holders. As the
bank, we have the discretion to hand those over or to ask them to compel
us.”

Where is this conversation going? I cannot be having this in the
hallway of a hospital where my partner is being treated. There’s a terrace
on this floor, at the other end of the hall. Start walking. Squeaky shoes on
waxed floors. Conniving Germans in Manhattan banks.

“Just a moment Fritz, I need some privacy.”
He’s trying to shake us down, right? He’s figured out that we are dirty,

that there is no such thing as vantium. He’s checked into the destinations
of the wires, done a bit of digging and realized those are not family
offices. Could be he knows nothing. Play this cool Ryan, play this cool.

“Okay, I’m back. You were discussing discretion.”

“Yes Ryan, we have discretion in this matter. Our response is a
judgment call. This is the first incident for your firm. We as the bank do
not like to hand information over to the government willy-nilly. That is not
a reputation the bank wants. We could ask FinCEN to produce a subpoena.
That process typically takes ten weeks but with the holidays, probably
longer.”

“Andy would very much appreciate that. He’ll be better by then and
able to clear up any issues that arise.”

“Your account will be closed by then, Ryan. It won’t matter, what
matters is the period between now and December 31st.”

“That is true Fritz. It would seem then that a push back on FinCEN
would clear everything up. Can you do us a favor and handle that?”



“Why don’t you come to New York so we can discuss it?”

Fuck, fuck, fuck. He’s shaking us down. That fat fuck Fritz from
Frankfurt is blackmailing us. Don’t answer him now. Find out if there’s
any truth to his story. See if our man in Rotterdam has been arrested. Use
Andy as an excuse to buy more time.

“I cannot come to New York right now. As I said earlier, Andy is in
critical condition. He’s not close with his family. I’m his only support out
here.”

“Andy has many friends. He’s a very popular guy. Why don’t you ask
Deacon Joe to fly out and visit him while you come to New York? Maybe
you could take his jet over here when you come to see me?”

FUCK. Fritz knows and Fritz is shaking us down. I cannot believe
those Dutch shits in Rotterdam sold us out like that. When I get done
dealing with Fritz, and when I get my partner out of the hospital, I am
going to come after those assholes. Or Google. Fritz could have just
Googled us. He’s not an idiot, even though we treat him like one.

“Joe is a busy guy. It will take him a few days to come out here.”

“Saturday works for me. We can meet at a coffee shop. This isn’t the
sort of discussion we want to have at the office. I’ll be expecting you to
teach me about this Bitcoin business. Bring a demonstration wallet with
five hundred BTC in it.”

I nearly gag on the number. Five hundred bitcoins are beyond our
means without touching client money. If we dip into client money, we’re
committing the sort of crime they really come after you with. FinCEN
getting their hooks in us likely means a big fine, a suspended sentence, and
being banned from the banking system, but stealing from customers is a
go directly to jail offense.

“Fritz, that is far more BTC than is necessary for a demonstration. I
think one hundred would be more appropriate, don’t you?”

“All one hundred demonstrates is that you think you can still get one
over on me. No, it is not an adequate amount by any means. I have needs
which must be met and one hundred is insufficient.”



“Five hundred is out of reach for us. I think you’ve overestimated what
we are capable of teaching you. If you insist on that number, the only way
we can get it would be to conduct a transaction that violates Frankfurt’s
internal policies and has much deeper implications than that. You of
course would be a party to that transaction. I doubt you want that sort of
liability hanging over you.”

“What is the largest demonstration you can give me without causing
unwanted second order effects?”

“Two fifty.”

“It has to be bigger than that. You do want me onboard the blockchain
train. It’s important to build bridges into trad finance.”

“Of course, Fritz. Alignment is the key to our success. Three hundred
is the no bullshit, all we can do, number.”

“I will think it over. Given recent price trends, that amount may be
adequate. Expect a call from me tomorrow.”



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN /
THE MEET UP

We are thirteen hours apart. My morning, her night. She is on the city
streets, I can hear the honking of horns, the chatter of passing crowds, and
a waiter at their table. Her aunt, cousins, friends teasing her in the
background. Switching into English when they want me to hear what they
are saying about us. Niko is answering me in a low voice with clipped
responses. I can picture her squirming in her seat.

“Let me speak to your Aunt. I want her to know I am suitable.”
“She doesn’t care about your prospects. This is Europe. People fuck on

the back of mopeds because they are forty and still live with their
parents.”

“That is savage. Niko, I need to speak with you alone, something
important has come up.”

“I’ve just gotten back. This is the first-time people have seen me in
weeks.”

“It is of the absolute utmost importance.”

There's silence on the other end of the line. The street noise is gone. I
can no longer picture the outdoor café, her table with its bottle of red wine,
lipstick-stained glasses, the cackles and teases. There is just an emptiness
on my end.

I drink coffee and look out at the morning mist. It’s starting to burn
off. There’s an echo of a rainbow in the clouds. A stray cardinal takes
flight. The bees are getting back to work. I’ll need to see Andy soon. I
need Nikola to agree with me or else I am going to have to tell him what’s



going on, then I’ll need to leave him alone with the news while I pay off
Fritz. That’s not a good idea.

“I’ve gone to the car. We can speak now,” Nikola says.

“I’m going to call you on Signal.”

We switch over to the app, end to end encryption. If FinCEN is looking
into us, then we need to start taking precautions. She answers on the first
bong. There’s no background noise on her end.

“What is it, Ryan?” There’s a trace of fear in her voice. She should be
afraid. I didn’t sleep last night, paced the cottage waiting for Fritz to give
me an answer. No point in telling her until he did. Even after banging him
down, it’s still a lot to swallow.

“Fritz figured out there’s no fund. He knows what we really do,” I say.

“That’s bad, but we can manage. Emergency liquidation. Send
everyone their money. The bank will bury it. They don’t self-report
stupidity.” She’s quick with an answer. She’s thought this through.

“It gets worse. FinCEN wants information on us. The customs guy in
Rotterdam got busted. I spoke to a lawyer. Bank fraud would be a slam
dunk if Frankfurt chooses to cooperate.”

There’s no answer from her side of the line. She has not thought this
part through, or she has and she’s thinking of cutting bait on us. Her name
is not on that account. Her name is on nothing. She’s holding almost two
and a half million in coins. Fritz was not the only reason I didn’t sleep.
Niko is back in Cyprus. She’s a long way from here. She could hide at
home. Play dumb. She has no reputation to lose. She was raised to bank in
the shadows. I’m sure there’s a playbook for this situation and it doesn’t
involve cooperating with foreign law enforcement.

Would I even give her up? After all she’s done for us, after what we
asked her to do? We aren’t rats. She knows that. She could hunker down in
Cyprus. This entire affair could be just a bittersweet memory of something
that almost was.

“Niko.” Please speak, the silence is deafening. The longer it grows, the
more likely she goes. “Nikola…”



“How much does Fritz want?”

“Three hundred BTC.”

More silence. She knows the math. She knows that’s almost our entire
stack. It was worth two million when he asked. It’s worth two point one
now. We’d be left with three, four hundred thousand dollars. I’m asking
her to give up her work, her trading wins, and start over again. We are such
losers. Everyone in this market is making a killing and we cannot catch a
break. She’s thinking we are Jonahs. Ryan and Andy need to go overboard
to lift this curse on her.

She’s back, “We need him on tape. We need to incriminate him as well
for insurance. He cannot come back on us for a second bite of the pie.”

Thank fucking Christ. Niko is still with us. She’s not going to hang us
out to dry.

“Does Andy know?” she asks.

“No. I’m not supposed to talk shop with him.”

“He should know. It’s only fair.”

“And if it sets him off? If we lose him to depression. Our share of this
is two thirds. We are a majority. If we both agree to pay off Fritz, then
there’s nothing he can object to later.”

I’ve thought about this. I’m protecting Andy.

I continue on, “There’s a risk if we tell him. There’s a risk he threatens
Fritz and escalates this entire situation. We need to eat shit on this and
keep quiet to Andy. I don’t like it, but it’s necessary.”

“When are you meeting him?”

“Saturday in New York City at a coffee shop.”

“That gives me two more days to work. Maybe I can squeeze a little
more out before then.”

“Niko, please don’t take chances. I have twenty-five BTC I can give
you to trade, but we need three hundred BTC for Fritz. No losses.”



“Understood. Some welcome home. I’ve got to get back now. I told
them you missed me, if we linger longer, they’ll think I had something
more serious to deal with than puppy love.”

“Puppy love sounds better than blackmail. Call later?”

“We’ll see. I’m still jet lagged, but maybe I won’t be able to sleep after
this. Three hundred BTC.”

“Sorry Niko.”

“I’m sorry too Ryan. We’ve got bad luck. Just bad luck.”

***

Fritz is walking across Washington Square Park. He’s wearing a fedora,
camel hair coat, wire rimmed glasses. There are two orange cups of coffee
in his leather gloved hand. MUD written in hippy script on the sides of
them. We were supposed to meet over on 9th street in the East Village. We
changed the location to a spot that appears on an NYC public camera feed.
He didn’t like that, but in the end, greed got the better of him.

“Since you did not come to the coffee shop, I will bring the coffee to
you.”

I take a cup, pop the lid off, look into the milky brown foam.

“Don’t worry Ryan. Just coffee and cream. No sugar, just how you like
it if I remember.”

That is how I like it. Fritz is astute, a careful observer. I wonder how
long ago he pegged us. I wonder if he asked into the fund because he
wanted to get his hooks into us. Such arrogance on our part. Such
ignorance too. Too many drugs, too many parties, too disconnected from
the rest of the world. It’s easy to make assumptions, live in your own self-
delusion when you travel through life in a bubble. Now, it’s popped and
here we are.

“Thank you Fritz.”

I hold the cup up, give him a small salute. He’s beaten us, might as
well be a gracious loser.



“This place is from the films. Where the guys play chess. Searching
for Bobby Fischer, some cop movies. Very public. You didn’t need to be
worried Ryan. This is very simple. No danger to you. Afterwards, I will
walk by the house from I Am Legend. It’s right over there.”

Fritz points to a row of townhouses. I recognize the one Will Smith
barricaded himself in. That poor dog of his. When we are done with the
Mission Impossible movies, Andy and I should start in on Will Smith’s
better stuff. Enemy of the State feels appropriate, actually that’s not a
good idea. We’ll see I Am Legend for sure, then maybe switch to Vin
Diesel and the Fast and the Furious series. Brotherhood, family, fast cars.
Getting one over on the man. That’s the vibe we need.

The German sits down next to me. We are on camera. Niko is capturing
this on tape. This is the part where we do the deal, where I tell him that
he’s one of us now. He’s a bloodsucker. A vampire. Welcome to the
brotherhood of crooked con men and financial swindlers. Enjoy the stink.

“Fritz, I want you to look up and wave.”

“Ryan, this is unnecessary.”
“Take your hat off, look up and wave. We are on camera. We are doing

this deal in front of the entire city of New York.”

“What deal?”

“The one where you are blackmailing us. Where you are accepting
three hundred bitcoins worth approximately two point two million dollars
in exchange for stalling out a FinCEN investigation into potential bank
fraud and customs violations.”

“Ah, we are doing it this way.” His eyes light up at the realization, “Of
course, Ryan. There will be no second bite. Fritz has filled his belly. I am
going to have such a fine meal tonight. Are you staying in town? Care to
come out for sushi with me? My treat. If you’ve never been to Yasuda, you
cannot say no. It is sublime.”

“Sorry Fritz, I’ll be at Zum Schneider having sausage supper with
friends.”

“Then next time. Now, please hand me the address.”



“Tell me you will stall any further investigation into our accounts.”

“Of course, that is the arrangement. Bitcoin for cooperation. New twist
on an old scheme. Look, I take my hat off and smile. Hand me the address
and this will be over.”

I pass him a sticky note. There’s a hex key written on it. He pulls his
phone out, types the numbers and digits into an app. It fails the first time.
It fails the second time. The address is some thirty digits long. While it’s
possible that Nikola has screwed me over, it’s more likely that Fritz cannot
read my handwriting. How endless this feels. What humiliation.

“Is this a zero or an O?” Fritz asks.

“Zero.”
He tries again. A smile crosses his face.

“Are we done?” I ask.

He waves at the camera.

“Ryan, did you know where I worked before Frankfurt Bank?”

“No.”

“BASF, in their chemical division. There is no such thing as vantium.”

“I know Fritz, I know.”

“Good day Ryan.”

He walks off over two million bucks richer and we are back at square
one. I feel like such a loser. My body rises off the bench. One heavy foot
follows another. I pull the recorder from my jacket pocket, put it to my ear
and listen to the conversation. My phone vibrates. Niko has sent me a
thumbs up emoji. I return the same to her. Thumb up my ass is more like
it, but we’ve got Fritz on audio and video, so that chapter of this debacle is
closed. I’m heading towards Houston Ave. back to Katy’s bar. That’s where
we go when Manhattan banks fuck us. A tradition unlike any other. I’ll
have one for Andy if Katy’s serving me. I’ll have a half dozen no matter
who’s serving. It’s going to be hard to hang with Kelvin Cho and the bros
tonight. Everyone else is crushing it, only we are getting crushed.



***

I’m drunk. I shouldn’t be out. I should be at the airport Hyatt sleeping
this off. I’m flying thirteen hours tomorrow. No one is here yet. Everyone
is busy killing it. I’m the only loser in crypto with nothing to do. I bet
there’s fake billions being made at this very moment, and I’m alone at a
wooden bar under a cement tree branch drinking something called
Aventinus. It tastes of cloves and spice. It is a wheat beer.

“You should be careful with that. It’s strong.”

That’s the big lederhosen wearing mother fucker behind the bar.

“I can handle my liquor.”
“I’m sure that you can, but it seems you’ve been out a bit. Maybe try

something else?”

He pulls my beer away from me. I try to grab it back. It spills all over
the bar. My wheat, clove, too strong beer running away from me, down the
stained wood, splitting into channels as it meets coasters, women giving
me dirty looks as the spill reaches their shirtsleeves.

“It’s time for you to go friend,” the bartender continues.

“I’m not your friend.”

“I’m just trying to be friendly, friend. There’s no need to be mean.”
The bartender is calm, placid, this is one of those bartender tricks. Fuck
this guy and his fake friendliness.

“Fuck you.”

“Okay, now we go.”

He yells into the kitchen. Three athletic guys in chef whites come out.
Do I really want to get my ass kicked? A part of me does. A part of me
wants to get beaten silly. It wants to wake up bruised and sore, bleeding
inside my mouth. It wants to feel pain, to be punished. A part of me wants
to hit the self-destruct button.

That part of me is an asshole. He’s a loser. He wants to get taken out of
the game just because we lost the last round. Fuck that baby. We’ve got



work to do. Andy needs to get better. Icarus needs to wind down. Niko
needs to rebuild our stack. We need to strengthen our relationship, turn
puppy love into something deeper, lasting. I need to find out what I want
from life. What I don’t want is to get my jaw wired shut because someone
took my beer away from me.

I step back wobbly. Put my hands up and smile.

“We don’t need any trouble. Do we Fritz?”

“My name is Andres.”

“Okay Hans. You tell that Anthony Erskine that he’s a fucking asshole.
You tell him that he’s fucking everything up,” I say.

“It’s time to go friend.”

“I’m not your friend.”

“Do you want trouble or not?”

Turn around, walk outside and puke in a trash can. Walk into a bodega,
buy a bottle of water and call a Lyft to your hotel. Stop being an asshole.
Stop trying to hit the self-destruct button. Get the fuck out of here before
any of the bros show up and see you like this.

“You do me a favor Andres. You tell Kelvin Cho that I’m sorry. Tell
him I lost my edge tonight and I’ll see him next time. Can you do that for
me?”

“Kelvin, jah. Now get out of here.”

I lurch towards the bar wanting to take one of the empty mugs.
They’ve got these cool mugs, big fucking things. It would be nice to have
one as a souvenir. I feel a hand pulling on the back of my collar. It’s a big
hand, strong as an ox, my shirt is tight against my neck. It stops me dead
in my tracks, starts pulling me towards the door. I need to start walking
backwards. If I don’t start walking backwards, I’m going to fall. If I fall,
I’m going to puke. I’m going to puke on the floor of Zum Schneider. I’m
going to puke on myself. They’ll never let me back in here. I’ll be
wandering the streets of Manhattan covered in puke. Back the fuck up.
Spinning, spinning, spinning.



“Ryan, where are you staying?”

“Airport Hilton. No Hyatt.”

“I’m calling you a car. First, let’s get our shit together. It’s not even
eight yet. Are you okay buddy?”

“I’m not your buddy, pal.”

“Ryan, it’s Kelvin. Get your shit together.”
“Kelvin, Kelvin, I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. I’m such an asshole.”

“No, you’re not. You’ve just had too much. Let’s get you back to the
airport.”

***

The second leg of the flight is endless. My edible wore off somewhere
mid-Pacific and the idea of drinking turns my stomach. I’m hungry, but
the sandwich they gave me is disgusting. We are almost to Maui. I can see
the Big Island to the south of us. Boats look like little dots in the water,
the clouds are low, big cotton balls kicked off by the moisture of the
islands, the elevation of the volcanos. My phone vibrates. It has caught a
signal. Dr. Wendy is texting me.

“Call me as soon as you land.”

That’s not good. Andy must have had a bad reaction to his meds.
Maybe he had lashed out at an orderly. A number of things could have
happened. I can feel adrenaline shooting through me, waking me out of my
hangover pity party, priming the decision-making center of my brain. Our
signal is spotty, the plane is on descent. The Big Island is fading from
view. Out the windows on the opposite side of the plane, I can see my
temporary volcano home, Haleakala.

“What is it?” The signal cycles in and out. I watch the little wheel twirl
next to the word ‘Sending’. The message shoots off, a little check box
showing Dr. Wendy has received it.

“Cannot tell you via text. HIPPA.”



HIPPA. Right, you cannot text patient information. Something has
happened to Andy. It would be nice to catch a break for a change. To not
come out of a dead zone into another crisis. I hope he’s okay. The plane is
banking. We are on descent now. I can see the middle section of Maui, the
flat crossroads between the two volcanoes that form a figure eight on this
island. The airport is in the north, we are descending over cane fields. One
day I’ll come back to this island, the cane will all be gone and replaced by
condos. They’ll ruin this place just like they ruin everywhere else. I am
counting backwards from a hundred. My ears pop as I chew gum. There
are butterflies in my acid turned stomach. Ears ringing when they are not
popping. Tinnitus. I slept like shit last night. My hangover. My pounding
head. My body is coming back to life in the aftermath of the edible I took
to get through this trip to Hawaii.

We touch down hard. Crosswinds. The plane bouncing up, bouncing
down, flaps open. We decelerate fast as the pilot is heavy on the brakes. I
feel my stomach pulling out of my body. It’s going to hit the seat in front
of me, go splat. It’s so hot in the cabin. Look out the window. Count to ten.
We are slowing down, slowing down, slowing down. That jet looks
familiar. I’ve been on that jet before. Is that Deacon Joe’s jet? It is. What
is he doing here? He’s leaving. Number three for departure. Is that why
Wendy called? Did Joe come by for a visit, start talking about Erskine and
crypto and get Andy all worked up? Did she ask him to leave? Who is that
in the window? Oh shit, that’s Andy. Our eyes meet as my plane passes his
on the runway. He’s smiling at me, waving goodbye. Jesus fucking Christ.
Who let Andy out? I’m going to kill Joe. That fucking asshole.

“Did I just see Andy leaving Maui on Deacon Joe’s jet?”

Dr. Wendy is on the other end of the line. I don’t say hello to her, just
go right into where the fuck is Andy talk.

“We don’t know where he is,” she answers.
“Did he have a visitor? Weird smelly guy named Deacon Joe.”

“Yes.”

“Did he disappear right after?”



“No, Joe came yesterday. Andy was there in the evening, then gone
when we did our rounds this morning. He’s been missing all day. I had
hoped he would reach out to you.”

“I’ve been up in the sky over an ocean all day. How did you let this
happen?”

Other passengers are turning and looking at me. My voice is hard,
urgent, accusatory. Rising above socially acceptable levels. I am losing my
cool and making people uncomfortable. I can feel my stomach turning.
Slow down, cool out. Don’t blame Wendy. Don’t burn your support
system.

“I’m sorry Dr. Wendy. Do you know how he got out?”

“It looks like he hasn’t taken the last two days of pills. You know what
weekend staffing is like. No one was keeping a close eye on him because
he’s been a model patient this entire time. He just slipped out when no one
was looking. You said he’s on a private jet?”

“He just flipped me the bird. The guy he’s run off with is not a good
influence on him. He’s the reason Andy was here in the first place.”

“Oh dear, this is bad.”

No shit. It’s very bad. Downright horrible. I wipe the sweat off my
brow. I’m hunched over in my seat, speaking low and slow. People have
stopped looking at me, the excitement of being in Hawaii stronger than
their urge to rubber neck. That first blast of air when you walk off the
plane, such a different atmosphere here. It’s magical. I wish I could
experience it for the first time again. It was better than losing my virginity.
Anyway, back to Andy.

“What’s his condition like?” I ask.

“He’s been doing well. We’ve stabilized him, but he’s not ready to be
unsupervised. He doesn’t have his meds. He needs to come back here.”

“That’s going to be difficult.”

How am I going to keep up with the two of them? How can I track
them down? They’ve got the advantage over me. For starters, they just



took off. I just landed. They have a private jet. I’m stuck flying
commercial. They have money for days. We just got shook down. Finally, I
have no idea where they are going. Fuck, I’ve got all Andy’s electronics
too. I can’t even call to ask him where he is.

“Can you write him prescriptions? I can give you Joe’s contact
information, maybe you can talk him into hiring a nurse to keep Andy on
schedule.”

This is so naïve of me. The last time these two were together they were
trying to catch a predator who happens to be a connected hedge fund
billionaire. Before that, Andy was nose down in a mountain of cocaine.
Their jet is flying right into the heart of cryptomania. The next time I see
Andy, he’ll probably be on CNBC raving next to Joe about changing the
face of money forever. That poor nurse. Can you imagine having that gig?
Again Ryan, you did have that gig and look how it turned out. Yet another
fuckup. How many times have you left Andy alone while you attended to
other parts of the business? How many times has that turned all into shit?
Maybe the problem here is you, not Andy. Where is your head man?

“Ryan, are you there?”

Oh god, I’ve been ignoring Dr. Wendy and listening to myself. Pay
attention idiot.

“Sir. Sir? Sir!”

Huh? Oh, the flight attendant. Am I the only one still on this airplane?
Is that the sound of vacuuming? They are trying to turn this plane over.
Grab your bag and get off.

“Sorry.”

I start packing all the little shit from my flight into a bag. Dr. Wendy
starts speaking again. I cannot handle both of these things at once. Please
stop, please stop. Need to focus on getting out of here. Okay Ryan, you are
losing your shit. Just start walking and ask Dr. Wendy to repeat.

“I’m sorry. I missed that. Can you say it again? Just airport noise is
all,” I say.



“I was saying we don’t usually do those things. I can coordinate with
Andy’s doctor, but I can’t just hand Andy a batch of psych meds without
supervision. That’s not going to work.”

“Okay. Let me get back to my cottage, call Joe’s jet and see what I can
do here. Thanks Doctor.”

“Sorry about this Ryan,” Dr. Wendy says.

“My fault as much as anyone else. I’ll be in touch.”

“Ryan, before you go. Have you spoken to the doctor I referred you
to?”

“Mayasaki? No. Sorry, I’ve been a little busy.”

“Make the time for it. This is when you need it most.”

“Will do Doc.”

The smell of the island hits me as I step off the plane and into the
open-air terminal. That mix of sea and air. The fragrance of humidity,
abundance, vegetation. The thin minerals in the atmosphere that flick out
from the volcanoes. This is what I want. I want to stay out here. Make this
my home. Live a peaceful, easy life. Stop running so much and start
listening to the world. I could find myself out here for sure.



CHAPTER NINETEEN /
ALWAYS ON MY MIND

My phone rings five hours after touching down on Maui. It is Joe. He’s
decided to return my calls. I don’t know how reception works on jets, but I
doubt this is the first time he’s been able to reach me. Maybe he feels
guilty enough to have to call me back, maybe he’s just bored. I step out
onto the porch, look past the acres of grasses and out into the infinite blue
of sea and sky. The world can be so huge when you think about it. We are
such small creatures traversing it.

“Joe.”
“Hey Ryan. Sorry man, I really did want to call you sooner, but Andy

was up. I wanted to wait until he went to sleep. There’s not a lot of privacy
on the jet. You know how it is.”

“No, I don’t know how it is. I’ve never dealt with a kidnapping
situation before.”

Fuck Joe. He’s getting nothing from me. Coming on like a friend. Yeah
right, he’s made my life exponentially more difficult.

“Kidnapping?”

“What do you call this?”

“I call it helping my brother out. Andy called for me, asked me to help
him. I answered the call. Where were you?”

“New York, handling business.”

“What is so important in New York that you left Andy by himself for
three days?”



“Three days. I was barely on the ground for eighteen hours. It’s not
easy shuttling back and forth between Maui and Manhattan.”

“Ryan, what was so important in Manhattan?”

My hand grips the porch railing in frustration. I cannot tell Joe about
the payoff, but he’s going to think of me as a piece of shit friend. This isn’t
the first time I’ve left Andy alone. This isn’t the first time Joe’s flown in
to watch over him.

“I can’t tell you Joe.”

“And you couldn’t tell Andy?”
“Not in his present state.”

“Why are you babying him? Andy is a full-grown man. It’s not on you
to say what Andy can or cannot hear.”

“No, that’s his doctor’s job not mine. I didn’t make up these rules. She
did. I’m just following them so that Andy can get better. You know what
one of those rules was?”

“What?” Joe asks.

“That you can’t take Andy before he’s finished his treatment. They are
still trying to stabilize him and balance his medication. Turn around and
bring him back.”

“That’s not happening Ryan.”

I’m pacing up and down the porch. Arguing with Joe is maddening.
He’s so single minded, such a righteous little prick.

“Where are you going? Better not be back to Miami and that Erskine
shit.”

“We are going home to Chicago. Andy wants to go back to his place.
Maui wasn’t working for him. You weren’t working for him.”

“You don’t think I was working for Andy? Everything I’ve been doing
is for him.”

“And look where that got Andy. Locked up in a psych ward,” Joe says.

Did he just blame me for that? He did, right?



“Asshole, do you remember how this started? He was locked up in a
psych ward thanks to you.”

“Ryan, you are holding Andy back. You’ve been jealous of his success
and are trying to keep him from his moment. His time is now. He needs to
be in position on the field. Andy is manifesting, rising to the occasion.
Miami was just a setback on his hero’s journey. You are a close friend who
is betraying him. He is overcoming that now, in this moment, his moment
of manifestation.”

Hero’s journey, moment of manifestation? Oh shit, I’m about to get
Deacon Joe’d. If he didn’t have Andy with him, I’d hang up now. What’s
coming next is going to be stupid cubed.

“What are you talking about?”

“I came to visit Andy because he called me. When I saw what sort of
shape he was in, I decided he needed to go to Willie’s to feel some love, to
be surrounded by compassion.”

“Willie’s?”

“Willie Nelson. He has a place out there. We are old Austin friends.
My mom did the ceramics for his house. Anyway, at Willie’s we ran into
Ram Dhawarjan. He had a consultation with Andy. Andy came out of that
transformed. He’s leaving you Ryan. He’s emerging from his chrysalis to
enter onto the stage at this most transformational moment. Andy is the
agent of change for money. Your earlier attempts were a test of character, a
test of wills, a proving ground. Andy has been proven. He’s been chosen.
You, Ryan, have failed. He is leaving you behind.”

“Go fuck yourself Joe. Andy wouldn’t do that to me. You’ve taken a
delicate man at a vulnerable moment and filled his head with funny talk.
You are preying on Andy, and I am not going to let that happen to him. I’ll
see you in Chicago and we’ll sort this entire thing out.”

“Ryan, resentment is a natural reaction, especially among lower forms.
I do not hold this against you. I forgive you. Before you come chasing
after Andy, go and visit with Ram. Speak with him. Hear what he has to
say, let the words sink in. Let his message touch your soul. Perhaps you



can still serve Andy, perhaps you’ll gain the clarity to let him go. Talk to
Ram, look within.”

Click. Did he just hang up on me? That little piece of shit. What the
fuck was that? I’m not good enough. Andy is leaving me behind. This
Svengali is manipulating Andy. He’s filled his head up with nonsense, he’s
feeding his mania and hiding behind spiritual enlightenment now. We are
talking about money here. There is no god in money. Who is Ram
Dharwarjan anyway? A friend of Willie Nelson. Someone on the island.
Someone I need to talk to before heading back to Chicago. I cannot deal
with these people.



CHAPTER TWENTY / RAM
A DAM

I am in Paia Town. Andy is in Chicago. Nikola is in Nicosia. We need
to hold it together for seven more weeks. I’m doubtful we can. Andy is on
the lam from me. Niko has grown homesick. I’m starting to crack under
pressure, wanting the whole thing to be over. That trip to the moon
everyone in crypto is on? We’re there too, but we are on the rocket’s tip,
the burning edge of first resistance. The journey is consuming us, eating
away at unity, tearing off pieces of ourselves and flicking them into space.
Somewhere back on Earth a kid is looking to the sky dreaming of bitcoin
and catches a glimpse of a shooting star. That star is a piece of me, of
Andy, of Niko. It’s a piece of Icarus escaping orbit, not worried about
getting too close to the sun, instead worried if we’ll make it to the moon
on the magic Lamborghini. The air is getting thin. There’s less to breathe.
Radiation is penetrating us. My bones are beginning to glow.

This isn’t working for me. I’m not sleeping. I’m having a hard time
separating what we owe each other from what we owe crypto. Our bond,
our love, our partnership is at cross purposes. Am I interested in Andy
getting better because I care for him as a man, or am I interested in Andy
getting better because I’m seven weeks from walking away? I tell myself
both, but I don’t know anymore. Would I love Niko outside this situation?
Am I only attracted to her because she’s one the few people who can
fathom what I am going through? Those bitcoins we handed Fritz are
worth two and a half million now. If the chart keeps going this way, they’ll
be worth three before the month is out. A third of that belonged to me,
now it’s gone, and I don’t care. If I am not in this for the money, what am I
in it for? What do we owe each other?



Paia Town in the morning. Pastel rows of storefronts, wooden
boardwalks connecting them. A remnant from a muddy past before the
roads were paved, when this was a cowboy town or a plantation town,
maybe both. It is now a hippy town. A new age center for affluent burnouts
who live above concerns like money. They are on spiritual journeys. They
are seeking wellness. They need a white sand beach to soothe their souls.

Ram Dharwarjan asked me to meet him at the juice store in town. He
didn’t tell me there were seven juice stores in town. The economy here is
based on freshly squeezed juice, surfboards, Kona beer and slack key
guitars. I can see why Willie likes it out here. It’s six-thirty in the
morning. Light is teasing the backside of the volcano. It will sneak out
from the north side of the Road to Hana and spill into town, illuminating
the beach with a million gigawatts of solar powered goodness, but for now
we are in the shadows. The stores are locked. CLOSED signs across them.
There’s no one out and about this early. I’ve one juice store to check.
There’s a mural on the wall outside it. A giant melting crushed ice cone,
psychedelic drips raining from it, fabulously colored toads with drugged
pools for eyes underneath, tongues catching the drops like rain. There’s a
light on inside. A woman in a white robe opens the crooked screen door
and steps onto the boardwalk. I look both ways to cross the street. There’s
no need this early.

“You are looking for Ram,” the woman says to me. She’s in white
cotton ashram garb, her head shorn by clippers, big wooden beads around
her wrists, a Green Machine smoothie in her hand.

“I am. You must know him,” I reply.

“I know him, I am him. Let’s walk Ryan.”
I’m beyond being surprised at this point. It’s early too. I don’t like

mornings much, my body is slow and sluggish, nighttime is my natural
territory. There’s not much in the reaction tank to give. She’s disappointed.
I can tell. She was looking to shock me. She doesn’t realize the people I
run with. She doesn’t realize how desensitized I’ve become to strange.

“Let me get a coffee first. If you don’t mind, of course.”



He shouldn’t, he doesn’t. There’s a big black labradoodle on the wood
beamed floor inside the juice place. The inside smells of pineapple and
caffeine. The coffee has that rich aroma of a perfect cup. They brew with
peaberry beans. I’m in heaven. The sun has cleared the hills, scattering
through the screen door, warming the shirt on my back.

The door bangs off the frame once, twice, three times as I leave. Ram
is walking up Route 36 into the sun. He’s making me chase him. This is a
trick the mystical pull. Always recede, offer promise and recede. What
Ram doesn’t know is that I love a good walk. I can walk for miles. I can
walk for days. I can walk all the way to Hana if he wants. I’ve got my
comfortable kicks on, sixteen ounces of peaberry coffee, and polarized
sunglasses. Today is my last day on Maui. My flight is not until ten
tonight. I’ve got more patience than a sutra. My day is a mandala. He’s a
pale woman in a thin cotton dress wearing worn flip flops.

Ram never turns back. Fifteen minutes in he tosses his smoothie in a
recycling bin left out for collection and not taken in yet, some spiritualist.
That smoothie is trash, not recycling. That plastic cup will live there for
weeks until the homeowner finally unties a nearly bursting garbage bag to
squeeze the by now smelly and dry rimmed smoothie into it. An offering
from a yogi. Why did Andy listen to this person? Why am I bothering to
hear what they have to say?

Ram turns off the little coastal highway and disappears down a sandy
path between two fences. I’m in no hurry to catch up. This is beach access;
he will be easy to find on the sand. There’s a staging of this conversation
that’s taking place. No need to make small talk before it. I’m not going to
tip him off, reveal casual details that can be turned against me. My coffee
has a tang on it, notes of cherry. Instead of following close, I stop, finish
off the cup and throw my empty into a municipal bin for proper collection.
After that, I remove my Vans, roll my ankle socks into a little ball and
shove them into the toe of a shoe. I’m ready now for whatever this
supreme layer of bullshit has cooked up for breakfast.

I love a Hawaiian beach at sunrise. The energy is enormous, cosmic,
undeniable. It works with the caffeine to wake me, my brain cranking up
from a four to an eight. I’m ready to play a game of slippery snakes with



Ram. He’s up ahead, still walking, never looking back. The beach is a half
mile maybe, hard to tell but there’s an end to it. A large pile of volcanic
rock frames the east end of the bay. It crops out past the hills in dramatic
fashion. He’s got nowhere to go after that. We’ll speak there. I walk by
dogs off their leash, tennis balls in their mouths. I greet their masters,
happy retired couples on morning walks. Locals getting ready to paddle
out flash the shaka. I flash it back, head bowed. Children spread out
towels, parents carry down breakfast. Everyone is so friendly here. I want
to let my guard down, but I’m playing a different game than them. This set
piece is a designed distraction. I’m supposed to open my soul for Ram.
I’m supposed to get conned.

Ram stops and assumes the lotus position on the rocks. I have half a
mind to walk right on past him, just strip naked, jump into the ocean and
keep swimming up the coast. Instead, I engage. He’s taken the larger rock,
a position of superiority. My choices are standing or sitting on one of the
lesser rocks underneath him. We look at each other, Ram flashes a
disarming smile, penetrating eyes unblinking and fixed into mine. I cannot
make eye contact like this. Skeeves me out to no end. I sit on a rock, my
back to Ram, facing out to the sea.

“Deacon Joe said I needed to speak with you before leaving.”

“Yes, you need to.”

“What about?” I ask.
“About the future, the nature of things to come. I have an opportunity

to help you on your path.”

“Joe tells me that I’ve got a different path than I thought. He tells me
that I’m being left behind. He says that Andy is being elevated.”

“All of those things are true. Some in the way you think, some not so
much.”

Slippery snakes indeed. This Ram a Dam is dangerous. I look out at the
sea, kite boarders are chasing the winds, waves break out on the reef, in
the distance I can make out a ship. It looks military. Time to cut to the
chase.



“Ram, did you know anything about Andy before you spoke with him?
Did you know where he’s been, what sort of shape he is in? Were you
aware how dangerous it is to fill his mind with fancies right now?” I ask.

“I knew nothing about those things. I still do not, and I care not to.
That is not my purpose. I am not a mother. I am not a nurse.”

“No, I am both at the moment, so I care very much about those things.
Whatever you said to Andy has sent him off this island. It sent him into
danger.”

“My job is to position the pieces on the board. I’ve been reincarnated
to put people in the field when they are needed. Andy is needed in the field
now. Let me say this in a different way. Ninety percent of life is showing
up. Andy needed to show up.”

I get off my rock, turn and stare Ram down. Woody Allen? Woody
fucking Allen? That’s what I walked out here for. These people and their
wisdom of the pedophiles.

Ram locks into my eyes. He freezes me with the power of intent. I’ve
only ever seen Andy pull off this trick. The stone-cold stare down that
soothes the most savage beast.

“Andy is going to want Nikola now. He’s going to try to take her from
you. You and Andy will fight for Nikola’s soul. It will threaten to tear
apart your love for each other. In order to stay together you and Andy, you
and Nikola, the three of you as is meant, you will need a scapegoat.
Deacon Joe is the scapegoat. His death is the founding murder you will
base your future on. The myth of Joe’s sacrifice will be the story that the
future of money is founded upon. The three of you, will lead the
destruction of capitalism, the removal of gatekeepers, and the emergence
of a decentralized society that can take us into the future. We need the
three of you to save the planet by killing capitalism, to kill capitalism you
must kill Joe.”

Ram, Ram, Ram. I’m supposed to be blown away by this revelation. It
sounds good, but I’ve read Rene Girard. Well, I’ve not read him, but I’ve
read a long read about him. Ram has just fed me a condensed version of
his scapegoat theory using our lives as characters. I see right through this



prophecy. This is a huge load of horseshit and I’ll figure out why Ram is
shoveling it. At least I know what I am working with. Joe was right, I did
need to speak with Ram before leaving. Now I know what waits for me in
Chicago.

“You have no idea how dangerous you are Ram. You have no idea what
your nonsense has set in motion. Thank you for showing me though. Thank
you for filling me in on the latest mess I need to clean up. Messianic eggs.
Money. Murder. Betrayal. That’s a real bitches brew. Fuck you. You have
no idea at all how dangerous you are.”

“Everything is dangerous in Kali Yuga. Ram is here as a reminder.
Ram is here to place pieces on the board. Your anger is a drop in the ocean.
My mission is divine. Go now Ryan Declan. There’s nothing else for us to
say.”

I’ve got one more thing to say.

“Go fuck yourself.”
A fat chihuahua that looks more like a tootsie roll than a dog waddles

up from the beach. He starts barking at Ram, baring little fangs. I pick him
up and walk back down to the sand. His owner is all smiles and apologies,
she’s in a bikini, brown skin in the morning sun. I hand her the dog and
walk on. I’m going to walk until my legs fall off and then I’m going to
sleep all the way back to Chicago.



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE /
REFORMATION OF

MONEY

I cannot find Andy. He’s not at his apartment. He’s not at our WeWork
space. There’s no sign of him in town. I’d message him, but I took his
phone, his laptop, his iPad. Emails have been sent, but he has not opened
them on his end. I slept the entire flight, overnight, over water, over half
of the US and woke up as we touched down. There's jetlag to consider.
Chicago is five hours ahead of Maui. When you sort the time zones out,
I’m wide awake at 11 PM and my body thinks it’s dinnertime.

My mind is playing the blame game. It blames Deacon Joe first and
foremost. He had no business coming out there and taking Andy. For all I
know, he pulled one of his little reroutes and still has Andy. This is
something I can figure out. You can track jets. I know this from college
football, loony fans follow private jets anytime there’s a big coaching
search going on. Flight Tracker. Only I don’t know the call sign of Joe’s
jet. How do I get that? Think Ryan. Use that brain of yours. Pull up a
picture with the jet, get the info off the tail of the plane. Joe posts
hundreds of pictures. His life is a continuous Insta of exotic locations,
crypto conferences, who’s who shots of ballers flying off to create the
future of money.

There’s Andy and Joe. There’s Andy, Joe, and Willie. There’s Ram and
Joe. Nothing since then. He’s gone silent for the last twenty-four hours.
That’s not like Joe. That’s not good for me. He could be anywhere. He
could be anywhere with Andy. Okay, further back, further back. There’s the



jet, there’s its identification. Punch that into Flight Tracker. There he is
leaving Maui. There he is landing at Chicago Executive Airfield. Four
hours later he’s off to Miami. Fuck. Always Miami. Right back at it like a
couple of assholes. I thought this whole Erskine thing was dead. Four
hours is plenty of time to land, get to Andy’s apartment, collect a new bag
and head back out on the road, back into trouble.

Of course, he’s not picking up his phone. Power up Andy’s phone.
Check the lock screen, see if there are any messages that will help. Nope,
nope, nope. Fuck. I’ve lost Andy again and this entire shitty process is
going to start right back over. What do I owe this guy? Why am I putting
myself through this shit? Do I need him anymore? No. I can close off
Icarus by myself and move on. Grow up. Spend time with Niko. See if that
is the next chapter in my life.

“Hello?”

She’s sleepy, groggy, I’ve woken her up. What time is it in Cyprus?
Early, too fucking early to be calling. 5 AM. Nikola is not a morning
person. She could have just gone to bed.

“Hey, it’s Ryan. Sorry, did I wake you?”
“Yes.”

“Oh, I’m uh sorry. I haven’t been thinking much. Have you heard from
Andy lately?”

A pause on the line.

“Why would I have heard from Andy? It’s not like we talk much other
than business.”

“Well, um, he’s gone missing.”

I swallow hard, stare out the window of my apartment, watch the
joggers and the Lyft drivers shuffle on by.

“Missing? Well Maui’s not that big. I’m sure he’ll turn up somewhere.
Check the bars. What was that triangle place we went out to?”

I can’t remember the name, but it doesn’t matter. Andy isn’t on Maui.
Sorry Nikola. Let’s keep making this conversation suckier.



“He’s not on Maui. Joe came and took him when I was in New York
doing that thing.”

“Joe came and took him,” Niko repeats my words.

“In his jet. They went to Willie Nelson’s to meet a reincarnated guru
who fed them some prophecy and off they went. He’s supposed to be here
in Chicago, but I can’t find him.”

“Well, he’s not here.”

She sounds pissy, a bit put off. Maybe she’s getting tired of all our
bullshit. Maybe this is when she wants off the ride. Can’t say I blame her.
Everyone has limits.

“I haven’t heard from you in days. Really since that thing with New
York. Now you wake me up and tell me Andy’s gone and you can’t find
him.” I can hear the exasperation in her voice. The click of a lighter, a
drag on a cigarette.

“Sorry, shit has been out of control lately. I’m running here, I’m
running there. What am I supposed to do about Andy?”

“Figure it out.”

She’s hung up on me. She’s tired of this. Tired of being the third wheel
in a dysfunctional relationship. Tired of getting pulled in deeper and
deeper. Tired of me. Should I call her back? No. Give her some time to
absorb this. She’ll feel shitty about hanging up on me. She’ll call me back
when she’s ready.

The phone is ringing. That was quick. Thank God she still cares.

“Ryan.”

That’s not Niko. That’s Deacon Joe. God fucking damn it.

“Joe.”

“Yeah, you called me. What’s up?” Joe asks.
“What do you think is up?”

“I don’t know. That’s why I asked. I’ll try this again. Ryan, what is
up?”



Jesus this guy is dense. Pause, breathe deep, count back from ten.

“Where’s Andy?” I ask.

“In Chicago.”

“He’s not at his place.”

“Yeah, I know. He needs time to himself. He’s in a hotel,” Joe says.
“Which hotel?”

“Can’t tell you.”

“Why?”

“Andy doesn’t want me to. Besides, I don’t either. You are bad
production, juju eyeballs. Leave him alone and he’ll reach out to you when
he’s ready.”

This little twat has finally managed to put himself between Andy and
me. In my town, then he takes off for Miami. Sit down, slow down. Don’t
blow your top. Joe doesn’t do confrontations. You need to seem aligned
with him or you’ll get nothing from Joe. Let’s play a little game. Stop
caring about Andy. Stop wanting him back. Stop worrying about him. See
this world from Joe’s eyes and take a little trip with the Shaman of Crypto.

“Joe, can you tell me what you believe?”

“What do I believe? I believe in so many things. I believe in people. I
believe in Andy. I believe in the future. I believe it’s my job to fight for the
future.”

“Tell me about the future Joe.”

“No one knows anything about the future. The future is unwritten.
That’s why we have to fight for it,” he says.

“Tell me about the future you are fighting for.”

“Oh man, really?” Joe laughs, he’s taken aback. I’ve never expressed
interest in Joe’s beliefs.

“Really. Maybe I’m looking at this all wrong.”



“Ryan, you are looking at it all wrong. We are on the edge, on the
verge of the most colossal change. We are nearing a tipping point. This
bubble…”

I cut him off. “Bubble?”

“Yeah, this is a bubble man.”

“I thought you were a true believer. I thought this was it.”

“Oh, it is Ryan, but it’s not the way you think it is. It’s the POP! that
matters, not the bubble.”

“The pop?”

“Yeah man. Andy, he’s a false messiah. He needs to show everyone
how rotten it is. That’s why he needs to be in position on the field. That’s
why he had to get out of Maui. We are sheep, all sheep. We’ve got our
heads in the sands, our heads in the clouds. Our heads are up our ass. They
are everywhere but where they need to be, which is on the lie.”

“What lie is that?” I ask.

“The lie of money. The lie of commerce. Everyone is focused on the
money, but it’s the decentralization that matters. Andy needs to burn
everyone so hard on the money that we’ll want nothing to do with it
anymore. Money needs to become dirty. It needs to be tainted. Only then
can we look at the crooks behind the money. We can look at the
gatekeepers and how they manipulate us. We need to break free of the
banks, the governments, the idea of haves meaning that there are have
nots. If we have a decentralized system, if we can have a distributed
system where anyone can transact with anyone else privately without
asking for permission from a central authority then we can free people. We
can achieve a reformation of commerce.”

“Jesus.” I mumble into the phone, trying to absorb where Joe is going
here.

“Yes, yes, exactly. Jesus. The golden rule. Don’t you understand?
What’s my name?”

“Deacon Joe.”



“I’ve never stopped preaching Ryan. I’ve never abandoned my
ministry. The POP! is going to trigger the reformation. Someone is going
to come after the bubble. Someone is going to deliver us from this awful
system, restore us to brotherhood.”

“Joe, you are conflating two different things. Cryptomania doesn’t
have a spiritual dimension to it. The collapse of an alternate financial
system is only going to strengthen the dominant one. You are not John the
Baptist.”

“I am John the Baptist. What did Ram tell you about me?”

Whoa. This isn’t good. This is getting really weird. Why did I ask Joe
what he really thought? Why did I ask him what he really believed? I’ve
always known this was a risk. I’ve always avoided this risk. Now, when
everything is going to shit, I turn around and ask the man what he really
believes. Turns out Deacon Joe has some very dangerous ideas. Here I was
just chalking it up to eccentricity, personal branding, a marketing stunt
with nothing underneath it, but he’s a fanatic. An actual honest to God
fanatic. And a really fucked up one too. Does anyone else believe this?

“Ram told me that Andy would kill you. That your death would be the
founding murder that the future of money is built on.”

“YES.”

Wait what? Did he just scream YES? Joe has a death wish. This is so
fucked up. This can’t be happening. What the hell am I supposed to do
about this? Everything is so farfetch'd, so unbelievable. I don’t even know
what to think. Let’s try parroting this back to him and make sure I
understand what’s going on.

“Joe, this is a lot. An awful lot. Just so I am clear. You believe that
Andy needs to kill you in order for the bubble to pop in a way where we all
see how rotten capitalism is?”

“Yes.”

“And you believe that if the bubble pops that way, someone will
emerge who will carry out the mission of decentralization. That this
person or organization will lead us back to the teachings of Jesus.”



“Yes. Jesus was a socialist. We need to kill capitalism to get back to
the truth of Christianity.”

“If you are John the Baptist, then Andy is Herod.”

“Andy is Herod.”

“Is Nikola our Salome then?”

“No.”
“Who is Salome? It’s not me, is it?”

“No. I can’t tell you.”

“Joe, you need help.”

“Ryan, you need to let people live their lives. You don’t control Andy.
You don’t control me. You don’t understand anything that is happening
right now. You are being left behind. This future isn’t for you. The rapture
is not for you. Look man, I know I sound nuts. I know I sound crazy, but I
believe this, and it isn’t for you to say whose beliefs are right and whose
are wrong. That’s gatekeeper talk. You’re like this moral gatekeeper
holding up a status quo, resisting change because it sounds weird and
radical. All real change is radical. Revolution comes about because of the
existence of a dedicated few who wait for the moment and then seize the
moment. Carpe Diem isn’t a motivational tool. It’s not a screensaver you
use to get your meaningless hustle going. It’s how the course of history is
altered for the better. Ask yourself this, are things good? Are they going in
the right direction? Do you feel good about the future?” Joe asks.

“I don’t know.”

“No shit you don’t. That’s why you hold no water with me. Don’t talk
to me about what I am or am not. Don’t talk to me about my beliefs until
you have some of your own. Next time you want to talk, bring a real
person to the conversation. This Ryan is being left behind. Grow a new
one.”

Joe has hung up on me, again. How hard is it to get a simple goodbye
from people? So, Joe wants to bring on revolution. He wants to destroy
capitalism and he’s willing to die for it. He’s willing to let a man he



liberated from a mental health treatment center kill him so someone else
can change the future of money. I’m starting to see the problem with my
decision making. I’ve been relying on a complete fucking loon to backstop
me.



CHAPTER TWENTY- TWO
/ CHICAGO ANDY

I find Andy three days later flirting with his stylist. Find is not the
right word. I’ve been summoned. He wants his electronics back. He called
me to one of those hip brick warehouses that photographers and film
people work out of for a few years before the building gets converted to
condos and sells units for a thousand a square foot. There’s a bare utility to
the room, like they rent it by the half day. In one corner, the stylist is using
a rack of power suits to block off her makeup table. Against the back wall,
there’s a green screen surrounded by commercial grade lighting.

Andy’s teeth have taken on a new shade of white, his skin glowing with
a tan he did not have in Maui. His hair has been molded into a Christian
Bale in American Psycho business coif, skin smooth, possibly exfoliated.
He’s definitely had his nails done. Doofus. What he can’t hide is the
tiredness in his eyes. Despite the pancake makeup, I can tell he’s not
rested, that he has not put the last three weeks behind him.

Andy doesn’t bother introducing me. He keeps talking to the stylist,
asking to see pictures of her family, commenting on how good-looking her
mother still is. Telling her how gorgeous Colombianas are. Andy’s doing
this on purpose. He’s trying to punish me, make me feel small. It’s
retribution for leaving him in Maui. This goes on for four minutes, five
minutes, she keeps looking over at me, embarrassed at Andy’s rudeness,
trying to take the initiative to introduce herself, but Andy always
interrupts and redirects back to his flirtations. I’m running through the
scenarios in my head, knowing that anything other than silence is a win for
Andy. If I drop the bag and walk off, he wins, if I clear my throat and



interrupt him, he wins. I win by standing silent and eating shit. I win by
doing nothing, by letting him act so obnoxious that it becomes obvious to
everyone here how enormous a douche Andy is.

So, I stand and wait, holding a trade show backpack full of all his gear.
A little weasel walks into the room. He’s got the black hoodie on, the blue
jeans, the vintage Jordans. He’s got a set of index cards, inked up and
highlighted. Andy breaks off his conversation with the stylist and turns to
the weasel. They speak low in murmurs, trying to keep the conversation
from me. Andy thumbs through the cards, nodding, pointing out minor
corrections, continuing to ignore me. I’m getting used to the world moving
on around me, I’m approaching a point of imperviousness few can
imagine. The weasel looks at me, I stare right through him. Old me would
avoid the eye contact, but I want the weasel to see just who he’s in bed
with even if I don’t know what the fuck he’s doing here, what any of these
people are doing here.

They are talking about alt coins, some borderline shit coins. This
weasel lives online, I can tell because Andy doesn’t address him by a first
name. He calls him Bull God. I snort every time Andy calls him Bull God.
The first time because it was hilarious, the second and third time because
I’m an asshole, but all the time after because it is hilarious. Bull God. This
weasel is maybe twenty-five, he looks like a trainee for a Big Five
accounting firm gone rogue. The most ridiculous part is the big gold
medallion with the bitcoin logo hanging from his neck.

“Something funny?” the weasel asks me.

“Nothing at all Bull God.” I burst out laughing as I say that.
“I’ll flame you so hard bro.”

“Flame away Bull God. Like I give a fuck.”

Bull God doesn’t realize that I’m not really online. Sure, I have my
Netflix and my Spotify and my Amazon Prime. I’ve got my Seamless and
my Tinder and my Google Maps. If the internet disappeared tomorrow, a
good portion of my life would be really fucked, but my social life
wouldn’t. I’m not on Twitter, Facebook, Insta. I don’t have a podcast or a
YouTube channel, never been on Twitch, haven’t updated LinkedIn in five



years. He can flame the fuck out of me, but I’m not sure what he’s going to
flame. There’s an old Tumblr and a Blogspot address he can go to work on.

Bull God doesn’t realize that I don’t have much of a social life. I’ve
got Andy and Niko. I’ve got Deacon Joe and Kelvin and all the other bros
from the road. I have a fantasy football league with my buddies from ASU.
We do a golf trip in the summer and a ski trip in the winter together. I’ve
got my family and four friends back home. That’s all I need. Social
pressures are something I cut out early on when dealing with anxiety,
trying to manage the panic. I don’t need much more than a bare minimum
of people, provided that those people are interesting. Explains a bit about
Andy and me, why I tolerate him, what we owe each other. I find him
fascinating. He filters the world and feeds me the parts he knows I like. I
make sure he keeps his shit together. Symbiosis.

“Who is this tool?” the Bull God asks Andy.

Andy looks up at me and winks. I’ve won, he’s broken first. The
temptation to fuck with Bull God greater than his interest in freezing me
out. This is something we do. We fuck with people. Sometimes we get the
bear, sometimes the bear gets three hundred BTC from us, but we still
fuck with people. I don’t think we’ll ever learn.

“This tool is Ryan Declan, my partner in Icarus. Flame him and you
flame me.”

Bull God doesn’t like that answer. I don’t like Bull God.

“Hey,” Bull God says as he nods at me.

“Hey.” I reply. Normally there’d be a shaking of hands after this, but
neither of us is putting ours out first.

“Just let me finish with the Bull God and we can talk,” Andy says.

“Sure.”

***

We are outside on a fire escape. The wind is coming off the lake.
There’s no warmth left in this land. It won’t be back until March or April.



I can’t see that far off. I can’t think that far away. Everything is narrowing,
that much is clear. We are entering a tunnel. The bubble is a tunnel that
rises higher into space, its walls are collapsing, growing narrower. Flow is
becoming critical. What can we push through the tunnel of the bubble
before the walls burst? This is the new nature of things. Not that the old
nature was much different, only that there was room for imagination, there
were still alternatives out there. Decentralization was a real possibility for
a moment. There could be a future without Facebook, without gatekeepers.
We could have had a distributed consciousness. It could have been
immune to manipulation. That’s what true faith was about. It was never
about coins or lambos or mooning. It was about giving the internet back to
the people, creating an infrastructure that was resilient, fault tolerant, self-
healing. That dream is dead. Money has taken over. Ask anyone about
Bitcoin and they know it. Ask anyone about blockchain and most have an
idea. Decentralization? No, that knowledge never made the leap. The
apostles were co-opted so quickly by the church. The church is money,
magical fake money.

I never had the true faith because I never believed that decentralization
had a chance. Kelvin asked me if I was naïve or cynical. The answer was
always cynical. Icarus was a vehicle for co-existence between cash and
coins. It was an agent of the co-opt, but the banks didn’t even need that.
The banks view this entire thing as a circus that’s going to spin out on its
own. That’s why they didn’t want to play ball with us. They don’t want the
stink, the scandal. Unlike so many other messes, this one isn’t worth the
effort of cleaning up, so they never got in it to begin with.

Andy and I are aligned in our cynicism. I can read that on his face, his
fake tan, fake white teeth face. He’s gussied himself out for the sake of
flow. He’s determined to push something through the tunnel of the bubble.
I need to find out what. Where do we begin?

“How are you?” I ask Andy.

“Good, I’m really good. First time I’ve been right in a long time.”
“What’s all this?”



“I’m doing a series of video shorts. Providing analysis on coins, giving
my expert opinion to investors.”

I don’t remember Andy having expert opinions. I don’t remember him
performing any analysis. He knows a lot about exchanges, the places
where people buy and sell coins, but the actual coins? That’s not a part of
our portfolio. We know the big guys, we know Blockstar of course, but the
alt coins? Andy never had time for that. He never bothered to learn. That’s
why we put trading on Nikola. She has the big brain for the market. She
has the trader’s instincts. Andy is all name and personality. That explains
the Bull God.

“Bull God is your analyst?” I ask.

“Yeah. He’s a big fish in a little pond. Smart kid. Has a lot of good
insight, but he’s not good on the mic. He gets in a lot of beefs online, has a
bit of a Napoleon complex. No one wants to book him for bigger
segments, so we’ve hired him.”

“We’ve hired him?”
“It’s not loud out here Ryan. You heard me. We’ve hired him. He’s my

ghostwriter. I’m his mouth.”

“Andy, are you really alright?”

Andy puts his hands on my shoulders. He squares me up, looks deep
into my eyes. He’s putting the entirety of himself into this now. He’s
locking me in, creating a tunnel between us. I’m about to get the no
bullshit truth out of him.

“Ryan, I need to be in position on the field. That’s why I left Maui. I
have a purpose now. A real purpose. Everything that happened up to this
point, the partying, the breakdowns, the shakedowns, all was leading to
this moment. I’m clean. I’m going to stay clean. I’m working with my
doctor here. I’m taking my meds. Call Maui Lutheran. Talk to Dr. Wendy.
Check in with my doctor here. All I can ask is that you trust that I’m
taking care of myself.”

He didn’t answer my question. He danced around it with every answer
other than the one I was asking for. He also revealed what he knows, that



he knows about Fritz.

“Andy, are you alright?”

“I’m better than I’ve been in a long time. I have a purpose. I need to be
in position on the field.”

Again, with the non-answer.

“So, what’s the celebrity angle? Why are you turning yourself into a
talking head?”

“That’s what Ram told me to do. He said I needed to preach, that I
needed to spread knowledge to the people.”

And there we go. Andy isn’t alright. He’s following Ram’s script. Let’s
give him a piece of news and see how he reacts. I need to fluster some
truth out of Andy, read him on a fractured level where there are so many
broken pieces of a person that it’s hard to stay on message.

“Andy, there isn’t going to be a hedge fund. I’m getting out of all this
after Icarus closes.”

“No, there isn’t going to be a hedge fund. That’s not our path. That’s
why the world was pushing against us, delivering us into dark shit.”

Ah, okay so he’s really leaning into this Ram prophecy. In one way it’s
very convenient. Keeps me from having to break hard with him. Keeps me
from worrying too much about this preacher televangelist or whatever
thing he’s up to now.

“Andy, you know that Fritz shook us down. That our stack took a huge
hit. Nikola has us back to about six hundred thousand. I’m sorry man.”

“Fritz is a fat fuck who will get his in time. You did what you had to do
Ryan. I’d have made the same play. Don’t worry about him now.”

“Are you sure Andy? That was a ton of money, puts us back at square
one.”

“What was the alternative? No one would have listened to my words if
Fritz cooperated, and we got taken down. Everything that has happened
has led to this moment,” Andy says.



“What’s this moment Andy? I still don’t get it.”

“You said you spoke with Ram?”

“I did and I thought she was a load of shit. Sorry man, but if you really
believe in her then I’m not sure you’re right.”

The door to the fire escape opens. It’s that weasel, as if on cue.

“Andy, they are ready to shoot.”
“Are you going to watch Ryan?”

“No, I’m going to check with your doctor, with Dr. Wendy. I’m going
to see what they have to say about you Andy. This doesn’t feel right to
me.”

Andy gives me a hug. “Have some faith Ryan. Go on, verify but have
some faith in me.”

“Hey Andy.”

“Yeah?”

“I need to talk to you about Joe. He’s out there.”

“I know. We’ll talk later.”



CHAPTER TWENTY-
THREE / THE MOTHER WE

SHARE

Bull God sits next to me on my Ikea couch in the condo. Niko is on
Facetime with us. It turns out that she is behind the Bull God. She found
him in a Telegram channel, moved with his trades, and made some good
money. He’s abrasive but has a soft spot for her. The whole female thing.
He’s useful to us because he has a pair of gifts. He’s a quant and can make
numbers say anything with a high degree of confidence. He’s also a
storyteller so he can connect those numbers to the larger world and find an
angle why a coin might make it past this crazy bubble.

“RedAnt is the Ethereum of China.” Bull God says.
“What is the play here?” Nikola asks.

“China has one of everything. It has its own Facebook, PayPal, Twitter.
It will have its own blockchain. Everything Ethereum does, but for the
Chinese market. That’s the simple story. What we need to say is why
RedAnt and not Quanti or BB79? For that I need to connect RedAnt back
to the party. I need to trace its founders and investors and find a
connection. If I show that the Chinese government has a stake in RedAnt
and not the others, then Chinese people will understand this is the one to
back.”

“Then?” I ask.

“Then Andy reads what I write, Deacon Joe tweets about it, we push it
in our channels for people to flood on their platforms. I’ll subtitle all of it



and push it in the east. Chinese people move first on the trade, everyone
else piles in afterwards. Same thing as MEGA this morning.”

We made four hundred grand pumping MEGA. Niko took half our
stack and bought the coin over the last week. Bull God was with her on the
trade. We used them to launch Andy’s career as an analyst and crypto
authority. The project itself is boring. It tracks objects through supply
chains. Think of it as a barcode on a bolt that you can follow from a
factory in China to a tanker off Africa to an assembly plant in Tennessee.
It’s that simple. What Bull God did to make the magic was size up the
supply chain software market (billions), hype up VW’s small involvement
in the project (a pilot program), and dig up some academic papers the CTO
did (inscrutable but important sounding) to spin all that into a surefire
solution that the market is begging for (bullshit).

While he was doing that, Niko was buying up coins on the quiet so that
we had a decent sized stake in the MEGA market before Andy’s video
dropped. Once it got out there, Deacon Joe hyped Andy’s acumen on his
channels, and a trade in MEGA started popping. Nikola sold all the way
up, exited out just before it peaked, and the bubble did its job keeping the
coin with a respectable appreciation.

This is our new racket. Fuck the hedge fund. We’ve been reduced to
touts. We are pumpers, we are dumpers. We create markets for alt coins by
leveraging Andy’s credibility. It’s a virtuous cycle. As each coin we profile
gets lifted up through our manipulation and stays up thanks to the bubble,
the smarter Andy looks. The smarter Andy looks, the more people pay
attention to his videos and the bigger the next move is. The bigger that
move, the better the media bookings Andy gets, and on and on. He’s on
Bloomberg’s radar now. Our goal is to have him booked as a recurring
guest on their CryptoCorner segment. These first few videos are simply a
test, a proof of concept. As we get better at the process, we’ll pick bigger
coins to move and put more money into each. We are going to compound
risk. That’s what we are pushing through the tunnel of the bubble, a bet
where we double down over and over again. I’ve figured out what Andy is
all about. He’s about rigging our bets and doubling down until the bubble
bursts.



A part of me is troubled by this, but that part of me has a hard time
being heard in all the noise. We aren’t the only ones doing it. Hundreds of
so-called analysts have popped up in the last few months. The thing is
there’s nothing to analyze. These blockchain projects are all so new, so
young. They’ve got years of development already priced into them. We
have all hopped so hard onto the next big thing that we’ve saddled them
with enormous expectations before they’ve grown bigger than a couple
dozen volunteers working nights and weekends. This whole thing is under
the spotlight. It’s all an enormous shitshow.

Besides, this isn’t my side of the house. I’m still in charge of winding
down Icarus. Tonight is just a matter of making peace with the Bull God.
Andy wants us all on the same page, pulling in the same direction. Not that
he can be bothered to come by and broker the truce. He has three podcasts
to guest on.

Bull God here grew up in Queens, the son of Chinese immigrants in
Flushing. His real name is Jonathan Tsang. He was pushed hard by his
parents. Went to a gifted and talented school, spent nights and weekends at
Kumon doing homework on top of his homework. After eight years of that,
he tested into several of the elite high schools in New York. He wanted to
go to Performing Arts. His parents made him go to Styuvesant. Bull God
developed some bad habits there. Adderall, cramming, tying his self-worth
to his standing in his class, but he held it together long enough to make it
into college. He lasted a year and a half at Cornell. A few of those nights
were spent staring into the gorge, wondering what it would be like to
jump.

After Cornell came online poker. He wrote bots and played eight hands
at the same time. A decent player makes $15-20 an hour playing poker.
With the bots he was able to multiply that by eight. He lived a good life on
that income, met a girl in Chicago online, and followed her out here. She
dumped him after he threw his PowerBook through her glass coffee table.
Someone cracked his program, suckered his bots for twenty-grand before
he figured out he was getting outsmarted.

If you haven’t figured it out, Bull God is extremely good at some
things and horrible at others. People are a real weakness for him. Bull God



has a scarcity mindset. The pie is only so big, so anyone else’s gain is his
loss. He doesn’t believe in a rising tide which is weird because it’s obvious
how large the inflows are into crypto. Andy thinks he can control the Bull
God. I think Andy can as well. I want nothing to do with him, but I’m
territorial. This is a new man on the scene, and he is connected to my
woman. A woman who is fading from my life.

I’ve got to audit the batch file for tonight. The Serbs need an approved
list of redemptions for their morning which starts in a few hours. Speaking
of events coming up, the Frankfurt account is running low. We need to
move the two-hundred million out of the mutual fund money market and
into Frankfurt. I’d like that done before Thanksgiving just in case one of
the exchanges needs to pull money we don’t have on the schedule.

“So, are we good now?” I hold out my hand to the Bull God wanting to
wrap this up.

“We’re good.” We grip hands, he pulls me into his shoulder, and we
slap each other’s backs and pretend to be bros.

“Niko, do you need anything else from me tonight?” Bull God asks.
“Nope. I’m going to start buying RNT. When you wake up, I’ll be

holding eight hundred thousand worth of RedAnt.”

“I don’t sleep.”

Bull God gives her the peace sign and heads towards the door. I show
him out and come back to talk to Niko. She’s gone from Facetime. There’s
a message waiting for me.

“Sorry, I have to run. XOXO”

Something is off with us. This is how the fade happens. She doesn’t
love me anymore.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR
/ FAR GONE & OUT

I have a passion for systems. Inputs, outputs, key variables. The
language of a system, the pace it beats at, what it can run over, what can
smash it in half. Every system is unique. Systems are not human, they are
bigger than human, but have personalities and temperaments. I am
fascinated by systems in action, I want to learn how they work, to speak
their language. Pumping coins is a system full of subroutines. Target
selection, story crafting, message distribution. How do you sell a coin to
the public? That’s theater. Behind the theater is the technical. The buying,
the selling, understanding margins, determining demand, how long to stay
in, when to get out.

Now that we are in the soup to nuts business of pumping coins, I find
myself distracted from my task. There’s this new shiny thing to learn
about, to watch develop, to see how we wield it better from one coin to the
next. I’m in thrall with the manipulation, willing to overlook the
immorality of our actions, able to convince myself that nothing here is
real. We are simply playing a game inside the bubble. This is one of many
games being played here. The entire bubble has become a game, games
within games within games. No one should walk into the bubble innocent
anymore. The con is clear as day, the unsustainability of it all. We are all
aware agents inside the bubble, there are no babes, no innocents left here.
If there are then that is their fault for not doing the most basic of research,
for not listening to any of the million warnings being issued. This is a live
fire zone. No one stumbles in accidentally, if they are here and they are
naïve it is because their greed has blinded them, and they deserve
everything that is coming to them.



This is how I live with myself, how I tell myself that what we are
doing is ok. There’s such an unreality to the world of fake magic money
that it can only be a game, that we are all just players in position on the
field. Our code, our conduct is outside the norms of the real world because
this is not the real world. This is a game we are all playing.

But back to my task, my drudgery, the daily grind of the great unwind
of Icarus.

“Harvest Financial. This is Katie, how may I assist you today?”

“I want to inform the fund of a pending withdrawal in the amount of
two hundred million from your money market fund. We intend to liquidate
at the end of the week, and I want to give the managers a chance to
prepare.”

“I see. Let me pull up the account. Can I get your name please?”
“Ryan Declan with Icarus.”

“Thank you, and the account number?”

“0003872132”

“Confirming back, 0003872132. That’s the Harvest Financial Money
Market.”

“Yes.”

“Mr. Declan, I show a withdrawal of two hundred million from your
account yesterday.”

“Yesterday?”

Did Niko move the money over to Frankfurt already? She couldn’t
have. The account requires two signatures on any redemption over five
million.

“Yes, yesterday. All funds were wired out.”
“To where?”

“One moment please.”

This has to be a mistake. That money is moving to Frankfurt for the
last round of redemptions. Nikola, Andy, and I are the only people with



authority on this account. There’s no way the two of them…

“Sorry Mr. Declan, the computers are a little slow today. That money
was wired to a Gemini Brokers.”

“Who authorized the withdrawal?”

“Andrew Hansel and Nikola Adamou.”

“Thank you.”
“Of course, Mr. Declan. Is there anything else I can help you with?”

“No.”

I have been betrayed. I have been played. Andy has revealed his
position in the field. Niko has shown why she’s been distant since Andy
got out. Ram was right. Now I know what Andy is going to cram through
the tunnel of the bubble before it bursts. He’s taken our client’s money,
given it to Niko and they are going to pump and dump coins until the
bubble pops.

And what if the bubble pops before the money comes back?

We are fucked. Completely and utterly fucked.

Fuck, fuck, fuck.

Money is more important than me. Money matters more than
brotherhood. Money matters more than love. Money. Real money turned
into fake magical money which then needs to be turned back into real
money or else we are all fucked for embezzlement. FUCK.

Ha, ha, ha. This money comes with something extra, something
special. This money is complicit. This money comes with a side of silence.
This money handcuffs me. Holy shit have I been played by a master. I
cannot say a fucking word about this misappropriation because to do so
would incriminate myself. Brilliant. Absolutely fucking brilliant. What a
master class in fucking me over.

The system has revealed a new element of itself to me. The system has
a prison. The system can capture players and remove them from the field.
It can hold them on the sidelines helpless to do anything but wait for
release or give themselves up to law enforcement. I will not give myself



up. Andy knows that. Niko knows that. They’ve both seen the measure of
me as a man and know that I will go along with this. That I don’t have the
stones to do real jailtime, that I will sit on my ass and sweat bullets out
and pray to fucking God that the money comes back in time to pay off our
clients.

Have I been a stooge this entire time? All the way back to the day with
the diamonds. No. This is a crime of opportunity. There wasn’t a bubble
then. We didn’t know how to rig the game back then because there wasn’t
a game to rig. Now though? There’s so much dumb money. There are so
many trusting souls putting their dreams ahead of their brains. Suckers,
fucking suckers who we are going to rob blind using our clients’ money
and there’s not a damn thing I can do about it.

No hedge fund, that’s when Andy decided to burn me. When we didn’t
have a future together. When we weren’t going to be partners anymore.
Was our relationship strictly transactional or is this money just too much
to ignore? Andy’s going to tell me that he’s doing this for me. He’s doing
what I am afraid to do and when I’ll never have to work again, I can thank
him. All I need to do is keep quiet. He’s going to tell me this isn’t my
time, that this is a time for sharks. Andy is a fucking shark. Niko is a
shark. I know this now.

I’m a pussycat.

A fucking pussycat.
How could they have done this to me? They didn’t do it to you, they

did it in spite of you. There’s a difference, a subtle but important
difference. They won’t view this as fucking you over. They’ll view it as a
decision you didn’t agree with. Andy is simple. It’s money, it’s
opportunity. Don’t be surprised he took it. Niko though. I thought she was
different. Where is she?

‘I know what you’ve done. We need to talk.’ I message her.

‘Talk to Andy first,’ she replies.

‘I want to talk to you. Now.’

‘Talk to Andy.’



I can already predict what Andy will say, what do you have to say
Niko? What will you use to justify breaking my heart like this?

‘Don’t be a coward.’

My screen lights up with an incoming call. Niko is outside on a patio.
The family villa is up in the hills overlooking town. Evening is coming,
the sharp light of the setting sun reflects off window panes making the
background flare, distorting my view of her.

“Why did you take the money?” I ask.

“I don’t get a hello?” she asks.
“Fuck you.” I reply.

“Well fuck you too Ryan. Andy asked to move the money, so I went
along with him.”

“It’s not that simple.”

“No, it’s not. You should leave it there though. You’ll be happier that
way.”

Wow, we are going to be hard asses today. I thought she was going to
be gentle with me, but I guess this is the real Nikola, her true colors.
Remember, she only cares about her own approval. Your opinion of her
does not matter.

“Happy huh?”

“Think of it this way Ryan. The money is going on a little holiday, but
it will be right back where you need it when you need it, and it will bring
you something back from the holiday. A nice present just in time for
Christmas.”

“Don’t patronize me,” I say.

“I’m doing you a favor. I’m going to make you filthy rich. Look the
other way and don’t use that pretty little head of yours for anything other
than kissing me. Got it? That’s what patronizing sounds like Ryan.”

“Now I see why you haven’t been kissing me, you’ve been busy
fucking me.”



“I didn’t know you cared so much. Pucker up Ryan, mommy will kiss
you and make everything better.”

“Why did you take the money Niko?”

She’s giving me that sideways look like I’m a fucking idiot. Fact of the
matter is that I am. I’ve been played for a fool.

“Are you dense? I took it to make us rich. We can’t lose. It will be
back to Frankfurt before you miss it.”

“Why didn’t you tell me?” I ask.
“You would have stopped us.”

“No shit I would have. Have you seen our history this year? We are
losers. Capital L fucking losers. Name one thing we’ve made money on.
Icarus was a flop. The diamonds were a flop. Fritz blackmailed us. We are
the gang that can’t shoot straight. There’s a good chance we’ll lose this
money too.”

“Impossible. The game is fixed. We can’t lose.”

“Our game is fixed, but our game is inside a bigger game. Our game
relies on the entire bubble staying intact. Bitcoin doubled this month after
doubling last month. The second that thing stalls out the entire crypto
space is getting wiped out alongside it.”

“We have the inside dirt. We know what the inflows to exchanges look
like. There’s still plenty of money coming in. The bubble has room to
grow,” she says.

“No one knows when a bubble pops. Give the money back. Be content
with the stack you have. Keep my coins if you need more.”

She’s shaking her head at me like I’m a child. Where was this
coldness? How had I never seen it before? She’s been toying with me this
entire time. Clowning me. I’m just a diversion, an easy fuck while she
cheats and schemes with my scumbag partner.

“That’s not enough Ryan. Not nearly enough. We need to move quickly.
We need a big stack to capitalize on the run up to the blowoff top. Do you
know how much money I made today?”



Wow. She’s asking me that as if it’s justification.

“You are already trading with this money? Our customers' money is in
shit coins right now?”

“Ten million dollars and I’m not done. I’ve barely started. You’ll get
your money back as soon as I’ve doubled our principal. Then I’ll play with
house money. Talk to Andy.”

“Andy is really fucked up Niko. You cannot trust him.”

“Am I trusting him? I have the money, not him. He can’t burn me.”
“Niko, if you love me, give me the money back.”

“Aww that’s so cute Ryan, but no. If you love me, you won’t ask for the
money back until I’m done with it.”

“Niko, is this moment really more important than our future together?”

That appeal did not land at her. I’m about to get belittled. I can see it in
her face. Thank fucking God I am not there right now.

“Are you really this stupid Ryan? Do you have any idea how rare this
opportunity is? Three generations in this life, and no one in my family has
ever had a window like this. Not a single one of us. This isn’t a once in a
lifetime opportunity. This is a once in our family’s history moment. This
means that I can pay off the massive mortgage on this place. This means
that I can afford better care for my mother in her final years. This means
that my children and my children’s children can do whatever they want in
life. What is your puppy love compared to that? Who are you Ryan
Declan? What do you have to offer that can possibly compare to what I
just described?”

Try one more time Ryan. Swallow your pride, try one last time to
appeal to her. Leave it out there. Hand her your heart and see what she
does with it. Better to know now, than to go on with doubts.

“You can love me and live in a future with integrity.”

“Integrity? Where’s that in you? The last time we were close, we were
being blackmailed by our banker. We lost our stack which was funded by
us diverting company money to buy blood diamonds that we laundered



into gold through the skeeviest people in Switzerland. This is who we are
Ryan. This is the world you brought me into. What can your love offer
me? Who is the man behind that? You’re a cipher and a child Ryan.
There’s nothing inside you that could possibly compare to this moment in
time. I’m choosing money. You should too.”

She made no bones about that. Left absolutely no doubt about the type
of woman she is. Where her priorities lay. Remember when you thought
you were the one corrupting her? Played you like a fiddle. That’s what she
did.

“So that’s it, Niko?”

“No, it doesn’t have to be it. We can still be together. I still have
feelings for you, but you have not earned the right to ask what you just did.
Choose the money and back down. I don’t want to break your heart. I want
to provide for your future too. Maybe one day it will be our children’s
future.”

Holy shit. After completely fucking destroying me, she offers me these
terms. Complete capitulation. How cold. How heartless.

“Don’t play me this way, Niko.”

“Don’t ask again.”

“If you are going to do this, we need to talk about Andy.”

“Not right now. There’s a trade shaping up. I need to be sharp and on
this. Ryan, I’m sorry I didn’t tell you first, but this had to happen. It was
happening one way or the other.”

“I’m sorry too Niko. This could have had a different ending.”

“Goodbye Ryan.”

“Goodbye.”

***

Andy is alright. He’s been fine since Maui. He’s taking his meds,
staying clean, and trying to stay balanced. His mind has been clear. It’s



always clear when he’s working a big con. I should have seen this. I should
have recognized that I was getting played. He rope-a-doped me. My
weakness is that I think I am smarter than everyone. I think that I know
better than everyone. I can’t trust people completely and Andy preyed on
that. He read me on a level that I was blind to. That’s the most dangerous
manipulation of all. Being blind to your own weakness. I’ll never make
that mistake again.

I wonder if this is his final lesson for me. Am I to sit quietly and go
along for the rest of the ride until Icarus shuts, the bubble bursts and I get
my one third share in our enterprise? That is what’s expected of me.
Nicola made that very clear in our conversation. I’m glad I spoke with her
first. She’s blunt, to the point. Her terms laid out quite clearly. We can stay
together if I shut the fuck up and let her work. Maybe I should move in
with her and take care of the villa. She’d probably get a kick out of that.
I’m glad she revealed herself so soon in the game. Our attraction was
always conflicted, a source of trouble. This betrayal hurts badly, it cuts
deep, but it’s not fatal. As long as she doesn’t fuck up her end, the money
can come back, and we can go our own way.

Andy is still fucking with me. We have not talked since I learned what
they’ve done. We will once he wraps our latest video. Factotum. Some sort
of blockchain-based document storage system. The story here is that
countries will use this to file property documents, contracts, and public
records. It is supposed to clean up corruption, restore faith in public
services, and some other shit. The project is real, they’ve been at it a long
time. There’s not much run in this play, but we aren’t really pumping
Factotum. We are using this to build our credibility, to cover our tracks,
just so our real manipulations don’t look as brazen. We need to be a little
more careful now that we have two hundred million million of our client’s
money at work in a bubble pumping and dumping shit coins.

I am full of Klonopin and I am still on edge. I cringe every time I think
of the magnitude of what we are doing. My insides are horrible. I can’t
stomach real food. I sleep horribly, waking up in a cold sweat panic terror
from a nightmare of exposure. This is what complicity feels like. The two
people closest to me in the world are burning another twenty people I



consider friends, colleagues at the least. One of them thinks he’s going to
die because of Andy.

This Ram prophecy is really fucking with me. How did he know this
was going to happen? Why does Joe believe in it so much? I need to talk to
Andy.

“Hey, I had a pizza sent over.” Andy says, “Let’s go eat in the other
room. We need to talk.”

There he is, right on cue. I feel like he’s reading my mind. It’s uncanny
how well he knows me, how easy I am to figure out. Am I really so basic?
How is it that I am aware of everything, but know so little?

“Isn’t this pepperoni the best?”
Andy is pointing his slice at me, the grease dripping from the tip,

dropping into an oily pile on the wax paper beneath him. He has his tie
over his shoulder, a towel tucked into his collar like a bib. He can’t get
stains on his white starched Brooks Brothers shirt. Where did that Rolex
come from? He doesn’t own one. I bet it’s a prop. I bet it’s fake.

“The pepperoni comes from a butcher shop, not one of those packaged
supply companies. It’s authentic, cured, real deal shit. They slice pieces
off the stick when you order the pie. That’s what makes it so good.”

Only Andy could rhapsodize about the authenticity of a pepperoni
pizza while getting ready for the biggest con of his life. They are going to
try to pump GloboCoin which is a cross border settlement project. It’s
supposed to make sending money frictionless, instant. It’s allegedly
wiping out Western Union, Moneygram, and every other way people send
money back home. The numbers Bull God put together for this are
staggering, the opportunity enormous. What no one else knows, what we
are going to reveal is that they’ve been granted a license in the Philippines
to convert coins into pesos. The Philippines is one of the largest
remittance markets in the world. Also, home to a rather crooked
government. GloboCoin bribed their way into a license before anyone else
thought to do it. Their people are insiders on the pump tomorrow. They
tipped us off to the news, gave us the exclusive. We are sitting on forty



million dollars’ worth of their coin. Ten times larger than anything we’ve
tried yet. I’ve thrown up three times today thinking about the risk.

“Why aren’t you eating?” Andy asks, pretending to be oblivious to the
nature of this conversation.

“I don’t have an appetite. Haven’t had one since yesterday when I
found out we were missing two hundred million from our money market
account.”

“That, yeah that. Look, I should have told you. I’m sorry I didn’t.”

“You knew exactly what you were doing. You’ve been toying with me
since Maui.”

“Toying?” Here’s Andy playing dumb now.

“Do you believe in anything that Ram said?”

“No, that was just a bit of theater. Like I said, I’m sorry Ryan. Ram
was right about one thing. I needed to be here, to be in this moment. This
is indeed my time.”

“Andy, I need the money back.”

“Don’t ask about the money Ryan. You’ll get it when you need it. Here,
try this pizza.”

Andy tears me a slice, puts it on a paper plate and drops it down in
front of me. This is an attempt at distraction. It will not work.

“I need it now. I need it out of GloboCoin and sitting in Frankfurt bank.
That’s not our money to play with.”

“Technically, it is. Legally, we have a right during a wind down period
to broader uses of fund reserves in order to facilitate the successful
termination of our operation.”

“Oh, really Andy? That’s what you are using to justify this.”
“Nope. You are my justification for doing this. You set the precedent in

Maui. Based on your rules, two of us can decide to use our money without
telling the third.”

“I’m sorry what?”



Andy takes a bit into his pizza. Chews slowly and deliberately, letting
my question hang in the air. He points at my untouched slice. This is
turning into a grudge match. Fuck his pizza.

“You set the precedent by not telling me about the blackmail payoff.”

“You were under medical supervision. I wasn’t supposed to talk to you
about money,” I say.

“Funny how quick you are to follow orders when they involve limiting
my freedom, taking away my agency. Meanwhile we break all sorts of
rules all the time.”

“I was trying to get you better.”
“By locking me up every time I act a little weird? By outsourcing your

responsibility to a psych ward in the middle of the Pacific? You don’t even
try to talk to me anymore. You just cart me off whenever you can, like I
am a volatile liability instead of your friend and partner. You should
experience that sometime, maybe it will give you some perspective.”

“You betrayed me and for what, money?”

“Ryan, you don’t have the courage to take this risk, but I have enough
courage for the both of us.”

“This isn’t courage Andy. This is a crime.”

“A crime you are complicit in. A crime that you started us down the
path to. This is just the natural conclusion of our journey.”

“Give the money back Andy.”

“No.”

I take the slice of pizza, put it back in the box, and shut it. My plate is
soaked in grease to the point you can see through the paper plate. I turn my
attention back to him.

“You realize what this means? That we are finished after this,” I say.
“That’s your choice not mine. I still want to be friends. I want us to be

fat, rich, lazy friends who have mansions on the same block and race
Lamborghinis to the supermarket.”



“Andy, I can’t.”

“You’ll come around Ryan.”

“Go fuck yourself, and don’t you go killing Joe.”

He laughs. “Why would I kill Joe? I have no intention of hurting him.”

“He believes in Ram’s prophecy. He believes you will kill him so that
decentralization has a future. He’s really crazy, Andy. You need to take
care with him. Embezzlement is one thing, but if he ends up dead because
of you.”

“Ah, there you go with the lecture. You finally found a moral high
ground to judge me from. I’m not killing Joe. I love that guy. Yeah, he’s
thinking all sorts of weird shit right now, but it’s his right to believe that.
It’s not my job to take that away from him. Look, I’ll tell him I’m not
going to kill him if it makes you feel better.”

“Andy, watch your edge. This is a very dangerous game.”

“Ryan, step out of the way and don’t cause trouble.”

“So that’s how it is?”

“That’s how it is.”

Andy has made his position clear. It is the same position as Niko. They
are in this together. I’m on the outside. Unless I get the courage to turn us
in, I’m baggage for the rest of the ride. They are going to do what they
want. I get up from the table and leave the room.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE /
THANKSGIVING

People tell me that I’ve missed Austin, that I came here too late to see
what it was really about. Back in the day you could wander around town,
walk into any old place, order a bucket of beers and hear some real quality
music. I’m not sure what I’m missing because I’ve been doing that the last
couple of nights. People tell me it was different back then, before
everyone moved in and knew about the scene. I’m not sure what was so
different, because as a kid I remember my parents watching Austin City
Limits on PBS and that was twenty-five years ago. Still, I’m told it’s
different. That I missed something.

Isn’t that everything with the past? I’ll probably be saying the same
thing about crypto when I’m old, fat and want to have something on
someone who’s clearly living a more interesting life than me. I’ll probably
tell them stories about a magical six-week period before my partner and
my lover betrayed me, before we got caught up in creepy parties with
pedos, blackmail, and embezzlement. I’ll be talking about the good ole
days of crypto without realizing it was really a matter of days while it was
good, that we had a nice couple of weeks before everything sucked, before
we ruined it by being greedy scumbags.

Anyway, it’s Austin and it’s the day before Thanksgiving, and the
bubble has decided it is not going to let us go. The show was extended
another day due to popular demand. I’ve never seen this happen before,
but so much is happening, so many people wanted to attend, so much
money is being made that we all agreed to stay in the warm embrace of the
bubble yet another day. We don’t need to give thanks at home with our



families. We need to give thanks to the bubble. Thank it for taking us on a
magic carpet ride.

Thankfully, the bubble cannot work through a major holiday like
Thanksgiving. Even in business-friendly Texas where no one has any
standing, any rights as a worker, and everyone is either getting over or
getting crushed, it’s still too hard to staff a tradeshow for twenty thousand
people on no notice. This dinner tonight is the end of DeCentra 2017
whether the bubble likes it or not.

Dinner is not on the official schedule. This is a special thanks for the
inner circle who chose to stay on another day and ended up getting stuck in
town. I have no interest in being here. I wanted to be in Phoenix with my
family, but Andy and Niko were staying so I had to stay. It’s not that had to
stay, it’s that I don’t trust them to not fuck me over while I’m gone. They
are going to do whatever they want whether I’m here or not, but it’s the
messaging that I’m worried about. I need to keep up appearances, pretend
to our customer base that we haven’t borrowed their money and are using
it to speculate. I don’t trust the two of them to bullshit people properly.
They are getting flagrant in their disregard. It seems only I care about the
story of Icarus, about winding this down as quietly as possible.

Back to dinner. We are having a cobbled together Thanksgiving feast in
the ballroom of the Wyndham attached to the conference center. Three
hundred of us are here. We are the VIPs, speakers, and exhibitors attached
to the show with nowhere to go. Deacon Joe is onstage ready to give a
speech. I’ve heard he wanted to do something special for the industry, to
give back as a form of gratitude for the year Blockstar and the entire space
has had.

Joe is wearing a sport coat, white T-shirt and jeans. This is a new
outfit. The fourth outfit in his wardrobe. Crocodile Dundee is gone. He’s
shaved, showered, shampooed, cleaned up for this moment on the stage.
The bubble has decided that Deacon Joe needs to come in from the cold
and get a little more corporate, more approachable. He pauses and looks to
the back of the room, checking to see if they are ready. I turn and look.
There’s a TV crew here. New outfit and a camera crew for a last-minute



speech the night before a major holiday. Something is off here. The bubble
is not that powerful yet, is it?

Joe gets the go ahead and steps to the podium.

“Hello Friends. Thanks for all being here. I want to start with an
exercise. I want everyone here to ask themselves a simple question. Do I
provide value?”

Joe pauses, there’s a rattling of silverware in the room. A murmuring
from the audience as rolls, butter, stuffing is passed. There are few servers
here. The conference organizers were not able to rustle up a full cater
waiter staff on Thanksgiving Eve. Joe does not speak. I look across the
table at Andy, at Nikola, at Bull God. How they stuff their faces and eat
with the lust of a pillaging horde.

Joe slams his hand down hard on the podium. It echoes across the
room, booming out of poorly setup speakers. Reverb and feedback drone
through the big ballroom. People look up from their plates at Joe and the
noise silences.

“Put your forks down and ask yourself the question. Do I provide
value? Am I here to give or am I here to take?”

Joe looks across the assembled masses, scanning the room, stopping at
our table. He looks at Andy, bores into him, and then continues speaking.

“It used to be such an obvious question, that no one needed to ask. If
we were here, if we were assembled as a community as a congregation,
then it was because we were here to give. There was nothing to take, was
there?”

The old sages in the audience, core devs and evangelists, none over
thirty, nod and reply yes.

“If you provide value, stand up.”

I look across the room. People are rising. Not many at first. The
veterans, the true believers, friends of Deacon Joe are on their feet. Andy
stands with them. I do not. Nikola does not either. She looks at me. It’s the
first time I can see something approaching remorse on her face. It does not
last. She’s standing now, Bull God is standing too. The entire room is. No



one wants to be sitting. No one wants to be identified as a taker. Still, I
cannot. I don’t get up. Andy is looking at me. Kelvin Cho at the next table
is urging me to rise. My face is turning red. What statement am I making?
Why won’t I stand? I have given, but I have also taken. I am no longer
here to provide value. I am a thief. I am not comfortable in my new skin
yet, but if I do not stand, people will ask why. I’ll have to tell the truth or a
pathetic lie about my stomach. After far too long, I get to my feet as well.

Joe is not impressed with the audience.

“Takers. Too many takers in this room. I know who is here to give, who
provides value. I know who is here to take, who looks at this room as a
buffet to plunder, who thinks of our community as a big con to rip off.”

I feel Andy’s elbow in my rib. That rib from earlier, the one I broke in
a blackout months ago when this was all still a party. When I was a good
guy having a good time in a thing that didn’t amount to much. When I was
young and dumb. He’s not pulling it away. The pressure creates a dull
throb, then a sharp pain in my shoulder.

“Don’t get cute.” Andy barks at me.
I step on his foot and mutter, “Go fuck yourself.”

Joe interrupts us, “Sit down, the entire lot of you. Now ask yourselves
again, who is here to take and who is here to give?”

“I’m trying to eat,” a man yells from the back of the room. There’s a
quick burst of snickering, but that’s shouted down by the people who
matter here. Joe is one of them. He matters. These are his people. The
noobs belong to no one. That’s what Joe’s establishing with this
demonstration. He’s showing people that he is authentic, respected.

“I am here to give.” It’s a woman with pink bleached hair, the side of
her head is shaved. I know her from somewhere. She’s a core dev for
Blockstar. The three tables around her all stand. They are all in matching
black t-shirts that read Blockstar Gives in hot pink script. So, this stunt
was staged. Interesting.

“Me too.” It’s Kelvin from MercuryOne. He’s joined by other old
faces. My friends, my colleagues, my competitors stand until there’s



dozens of them. Andy rises.

“I’m here to give Joe,” Andy says.

Joe smirks, “Sit down Andy. I don’t know what Icarus is here for
anymore. You sit down and we’ll see what you have to give later on.”

Whoa. Joe just put Andy on blast in front of the entire industry. Andy
is still standing. He’s got that big smile on his face. He’s ready to put on a
show. Is this all staged? Kayfabe? I can’t tell.

“Everyone in this room knows what I’ve given Joe.”
“But do they know what you’ve taken?” Deacon replies, leaving the

podium walking to the edge of the small stage in the center of the
ballroom.

Oh God, is Deacon Joe about to reveal our misappropriation of funds?

“You mean what’s been taken from me? Go ahead, tell the entire room
where I’ve been. Tell them what I’ve been going through. Where you’ve
been with me. I have nothing to hide,” Andy parries back.

“Those experiences don’t give you the right to take.”

Hmm. Joe is digging in here, hitting closer to home than I’d expect if
this was staged.

Andy volleys back, “Joe, are you alright? Are you in the right frame of
mind to be up there? Maybe this isn’t the night for you. Maybe you’ve
taken something that’s affecting your judgment.”

There’s a knowing laugh in the room. Andy continues on, “I’m going
to sit down Joe. You should too.”

Andy has engineered his escape. That was not staged. I can tell because
I’ve seen them run games on plenty of people before. There was a real
strain in their voices, not how they talk when acting. What is going on
here? The clatter of silverware has diminished. Food is getting cold on the
tables. We’ve got ourselves a bit of drama.

“All of you sit down. I’m fine. I feel better than I have in ages because
I have seen the light. My eyes have been opened. We have been corrupted
by money. Our community whose mission it was to replace money, has



been corrupted by money. We’ve betrayed our future in the name of the
present. In the name of getting something for nothing.

“The only way to restore this. The only way to get our community back
to providing value is to destroy value. We need to flush the takers out of
our temple. We need to run off snakes who whisper such vile things. The
snakes who tout and scheme, who lie and destroy trust.

“Blockstar is not about money. If you’ve bought our coins because you
thought you were getting rich, then you’ve made a mistake. You’ve not
read anything we are about. You have not heard our message. We created
Blockstar to give. We are trying to give the future an opportunity to be
free. To be free from banks. To be free from governments. To be free from
gatekeepers and monopolists. To be free from tax. To be free to transact.
We are not here to be rich. We are here to be free.”

Joe thumps his hand down on the podium preaching now. A cheer goes
up from the Blockstar table. They start chanting. “Blockstar Gives.
Blockstar Gives.” There’s a series of looks around our table. None of us
has any idea what is going on. Niko and Bull God look very
uncomfortable.

“How much do you have in BSTR?” Andy asks.
“Too much.” Nikola replies.

“Get out now.”

She reaches into her purse, pulls out a second phone then a third phone.
She hands one to Bull God, one to Andy. They are opening crypto
exchange apps, Gemini, 4coin, Elemental. They start exiting positions. I
can tell by the urgency on Andy’s face that too much is way the fuck too
much.

“How much I ask?”

No one answers me. It’s like I don’t exist when it comes to this scheme
of theirs. A ghost, the walking dead. Fuck these guys. I wish I could just
walk away, but I’m caught in the middle. Frozen out, but the face of the
lie. I start to sweat. We fuck everything up. All we do is get taken. We are
losing our clients’ money. When this speech is over, we’ll be back at



square one. Worse, we’ll be in the red this time. We are losing borrowed
money, money we asked no one to borrow. That’s called stolen money.
Sometimes you go to real jail for embezzlement. I can’t go to real jail. If I
could, I would have stopped this already. I would have given us up.

“Now, I’m not sure what our token is worth at this moment.” Joe
continues, he’s got his shirtsleeves rolled up. He’s pacing the stage, “When
I checked this morning one BSTR was worth two-hundred eighty dollars.
Given how crazy all you takers have been acting lately, it’s probably worth
more.”

“Two ninety-three and falling fast. Bots are waking up. They are
dumping.” Bull God says, not looking up from his phone.

“How much do we have?” I ask again.

“Shut the fuck up Ryan.” Niko answers. How I hate her right now, hate
all three of them.

Joe’s mic cuts over our table talk, “We don’t want to be worth two-
hundred eighty dollars. We want to be worthy humans. Worthy creatures of
God. Blockstar Gives. Blockstar does not take. We provide value. We don’t
store value.

“If you are holding BSTR to be rich, you better find the door quick.
You better dump our coins and find a false God to park your magical
money in. We’ve been meeting this week, the foundation, our core devs,
the key stakeholders. We have been searching our souls. We have been
asking ourselves who we are and how we want to be remembered. We want
to be remembered as creatures of God. As kind stewards who left this
world better than when we came into it. How many of you can say that
about yourselves? How many of you are making the world a better place?
Who here is growing the pie? Who here is a deliverer of abundance?

“I don’t see a lot of you, but I also don’t see a lot of lost souls here
either. I see a group that has been blinded. I see a group that just needs a
reminder about what we were all taught as kids. The golden rule does not
mean who has the gold makes the rules. It means do unto others.

“Lots of wayward sheep here tonight. Lots of you forgot what our
guiding principles are. Lots of you are looking to the moon dreaming of



being a sheep up on the moon. That’s not where we belong. We don’t live
on the moon. We aren’t sheep. We live here on Earth. We live here with
our sisters, our brothers, and our children. We need to give back to them.
I’m here to remind you of that. Blockstar is here to remind you of that.

“Our reminder, our solution from this week of meetings and asking
ourselves just who we were, is to destroy the value of the Blockstar token
so that you all can see the value of the Blockstar network.”

Joe pauses, wipes his brow, looks out over the crowd. Deacon Joe
indeed. He can work a room. As he steps back to the podium for a sip of
water, a series of alerts ricochets across the room. Phones beep, phones
vibrate. A hundred people reaching into pockets, into purses, pulling out
their devices and looking down in disbelief.

“What’s going on friends? Are my words having an impact? Is
Blockstar losing its fake money value? I can feel it gaining in utility. I can
feel the power of the network growing. I can feel it doing good again. I can
feel goodness coming back to me. What’s BSTR worth now friends?”

“Two twenty, you fucking asshole. You’re taking Bitcoin with you too.
Everything is falling.” Another voice from the back of the room, a taker, a
faker calling out Joe for questioning the bubble like this.

“I can’t speak for Satoshi. No one can. All I can do is talk about my
project. All I can do is speak for the Blockstar community. Here is our
message. Blockstar is prepared to release two trillion coins into
circulation. Free for anyone to take. Free for anyone to use. BSTR will be
like air. It will flow like water. It will sate the thirst of the needy. There
will be so much Blockstar on the market that it will render all existing
BSTR coins worthless. Our foundation just issued the proposal. We’ll open
it for approval next week. As soon as 50.1% of tokens vote yes, we’ll
begin issuing new coins. We’ll be worthless by the New Year, and we’ll
start again as servants, as givers.”

Joe stops speaking. Smiling big and happy on stage. He’s glowing in
the light. A man completely at peace with himself. The room is shocked
into silence. I can’t help but be taken by his clarity, his conviction. I can’t
help but envy how he must feel right now.



Niko and Bull God get up from the table. She whispers in Andy’s ear.
He turns and looks at her. Oh shit. We are in trouble.

“How much Niko?” I ask.

She ignores me, focusing on Andy, “We can’t get out fast enough.
There’s no one on the buy side.”

Andy is on his feet. The three of them are leaving the room. I watch
them walk off into the shadows at the back of the hall. Our table is piled
with half eaten plates. Gobs of turkey slobbered in gravy. Cranberry sauce
smeared on the throwaway tablecloth. Red wine, white wine, biscuits and
peas. A part of me wants to race after them. A part of me wants to stay
here with Joe. There are eyes on me. I can feel people staring at me. I raise
my head and look up at Kelvin.

“We need to talk,” he mouths at me.
I can’t leave here. If I leave with them, then rumors are going to fly

about what we are up to. People will ask questions. It’s bad enough that
Joe called Andy out like that from the stage, but now with them rushing
out of the room as crypto bleeds red all over everyone will be suspicious. I
have to stay here, whether I like it or not. Whether I know what I believe
in or don’t believe in. Before I can decide what I owe to anyone, I need to
stay here and speak for Icarus. If I don’t come up with a story there could
be a run on our reserves. I don’t know how much we’ve lost. Are we in the
red? How deep a mess is all this and why didn’t I see this coming? I’ve
been talking to Joe. I’ve been with him. I should have been paying closer
attention to Joe this entire time. He’s the only person in crypto willing and
capable of doing something like this and he’s been signaling it since Maui.

Kelvin is standing over me. He has his hand on my shoulder. “Come on
Ryan, let’s go for a walk.”

I get up and follow him out of the conference room. My feet on
autopilot, my head running through my memory searching for the
spreadsheet that holds MercuryOne’s current balance. Kelvin’s exchange
still has thirty-seven million dollars’ worth of ICA to redeem. This
conversation won’t be too bad. I know we can cover all of that if he
chooses to withdraw. We’d never do something as stupid as put all our bets



onto BSTR. The other coins are climbing back as money pours out of
Blockstar. We’ll be okay to cover Kelvin.

Kelvin leads me to the pool balcony. We are downtown, in the middle
of new development. Skyscrapers and condos glow in the night. New
construction has changed Austin. If they told me this was what was
different, what they didn’t like about the place, I’d understand. Instead,
they focus on how the thing they love has shifted over the years, even if
it’s still more or less the same. This shit, this new blight on their landscape
is ignored. Verboten. Funny what we chose to fixate on.

“What’s going on?” Kelvin asks me.

“Besides Joe crashing his own coin?”

“What’s up with Andy? Who was that at the table with him?”
“That’s Nikola and Bull God.”

“Bull who?”

“You’ve seen Andy’s videos lately?”

“Yeah.”

“Bull God’s the brains behind all that stuff.”

Get out ahead of him, that’s the move here.

“Kelvin, here’s the thing.” Now turn and look him in the eye. That’s it,
continue on just like this, “Andy is trading on the sly. He’s not waiting for
Icarus to wind down. They’ve got eight, maybe ten million dollars in
coins. Some of it is our personal savings. Some of it was the money Andy
went out and raised. That’s why no one has seen him. He’s been hitting
people up for money to run a hedge fund on the sly. That thing between
Andy and Joe was because of that. Andy ran out of the room because he
had a bunch in BSTR.”

That seems like a serviceable lie. It sounded quick. It didn’t sound
rehearsed. You did a good job of that Ryan. Let’s see what Kelvin thinks.

“Why would Joe care that Andy was trading?”



Hmm, good question Kelvin. I wish you just bought my story, half of it
was true.

“You saw Joe tonight. Who can say what he’s thinking? I mean, how
crazy was that to watch?” Keep on asking Kelvin questions. He’ll get
distracted.

“Yeah, that was really weird. I’ve never seen anything like that before.
I’ve been seeing a lot of things I’ve never seen before, like this bubble. It’s
making people act strange. Look Ryan, you’ve always been square with
me, so this isn’t personal. Please don’t take it that way, but I’m redeeming
all MercuryOne’s coins on Friday when we reopen.”

Boom. There it is. Kelvin was always the smart one. He’s got a nose
for bullshit. Even if he can’t pin the specific bullshit down, he can tell
when something stinks. I don’t blame him, and I don’t take it personally.
Smart fucking move heading for the exits before everyone else. Be first.

“Not a problem Kelvin. We’ll have a wire out to you on Monday. Your
balance is somewhere around thirty-seven million?”

“$36,923,091. Send me confirmation once the wire goes out. Come
talk to me after Icarus. There’s still a job offer for you Ryan.”

“Yeah, I’ll do that. See you around Kelvin.”

***

Here we are, at cross purposes in Andy’s hotel room. The Bull God had
the good sense to bow out. No need for him to bathe in the unbearable
tension. He’s not in it deep enough to endure the hate we three have for
each other. I can barely manage it myself. I intend to keep this short.
There’s not much to say anyway.

“Andy,” I begin, “either the two hundred million finds itself in our
Frankfurt account on Monday or I tip everyone off.”

“We need to put it all into BSTR. There’s an enormous opportunity
here.”



“What opportunity? It’s down sixty percent in the last three hours. It’d
be down more, but there are no buyers out there.”

“I can talk Joe out of this. I can change his mind. If we load up on
coins, there’s a killing to be made.”

He’s serious about this. Don’t say a word Ryan. Don’t open your
mouth. Think this situation through, give Nikola a chance to make some
sense. This sounds like such a bad move that she’ll say something. She has
to. While she’s finding the words, work out why Andy wants to do this. He
either knows something that we don’t or he’s delusional. What could he
know? This is a con. He’s working with Deacon Joe to drive the price
down. That’s the only way he’d make this trade. Andy would only buy if
he knew Joe was going to walk back the proposal.

There has to be more. What else? Joe could not have the votes. He
needs 50.1% of coins to vote for the proposal. How closely held is BSTR?
I know Joe has ten percent of all coins. I know the development team has
ten percent. I know the foundation has ten percent. Okay, so assume thirty
percent is in favor. He’s still short twenty. How much of Blockstar is
controlled by insiders? I haven’t a clue. Does Andy?

“What’s the angle Andy?” Nikola asks.
“No angle. Joe is just seeing this wrong. I seriously think he’s on drugs

and just needs to straighten himself out a bit. This is his American
Oystercatcher moment.” Andy answers.

“Bullshit.” I interrupt. “You wouldn’t suggest this based on your power
of persuasion. It doesn’t matter anyway because you are putting all the
money back in Frankfurt on Monday or I’m ratting us out to our clients
before the situation gets any worse. I’d rather lose face with the exchanges
and have them force you to liquidate, than face jail time for
embezzlement.”

“Ryan, we’ll move enough money to cover Kelvin. We are going to
trade the rest and we are buying BSTR. Don’t ruin this,” Andy says.

“Ruin what Andy? I can tell you aren’t manic, but I cannot see what
the fuck you are doing. Why do you want to take a chance like this? We



are in deep enough already. You can tell me the truth despite what we
might feel about each other. What are you and Joe up to?”

“I still love you Ryan. You are still my brother. Joe and I are not up to
anything. I can change his mind. That’s all.” Andy says.

“You’ve done such a good job of changing mine.” I reply.

“You are doing what I want aren’t you?” Andy asks.

“Fuck you Andy. I’m not doing this. You convinced Niko to do this,
then the two of you dragged me along.”

Nikola looks up from her laptop. She’s been in the markets this entire
conversation, following our argument with only one chunk of her brain,
trading coins with the other. “I wasn’t convinced Ryan. Andy didn’t sell
me on anything.”

I look over at her.

“This was your idea? You took this to Andy in the hospital in Maui?”

“Grow up Ryan. We both had the same idea. It’s so fucking obvious. I
don’t get why you have a problem with this. You ruined our relationship
by being a money prude.”

“Wow, you are heartless and stupid. What did I ever see in you? Maybe
I’d have less of a problem if you two weren’t colossal fucking idiots who
keep losing on these bets. I know when to fold them and it’s now. So, you
lost twenty million today because Joe developed a conscience. You are
still up thirty million on this whole borrowed money scheme. That’s some
serious money. Put the rest back before you blow it again.”

My voice is on edge. I’m starting to get carried away. Calm down
Ryan. Breathe back from ten. Old MacDonald had a farm.

“Not like you haven’t lost money.” Nikola’s glasses are on the bridge
of her nose, she’s looking down her nose at me. She thinks I’m the stupid
one here. Condescending bitch.

“AND I KNOW WHEN TO QUIT!”

“Twenty million is not enough Ryan. We are making a billion before
Icarus is over and we are using the Blockstar meltdown as the



springboard.” Andy says.

“What in the ever-loving FUCK do you know? Just tell me the angle!”
I’m so close to losing my shit here.

“There’s no angle. I know Joe. I am going to change his mind about
this. Start buying Nikola. Pull enough out to pay Kelvin and put the rest in
BSTR.” Andy tells her.

“Niko, for the sake of whatever we had together. Even if it was nothing
to you, then for the pain you put me through, do not do this.”

“I don’t have time for feelings. I also don’t have time for your
bromance gone wrong. I’m not a third wheel for a pair of dysfunctional
fuckheads. I can’t work like this. The two of you sort your shit out. Kiss
and make up or break up. We’ve got too much money out there to be
dragging me into this while the markets are so screwed up.”

Nikola slams her laptop down, storms out of the room, leaving Andy
and I alone. What the hell can I do with this guy? The two of them control
our brokerage accounts. I’m not going to beat passwords out of them. I’m
not that sort of a person. As far as I see it, I only have two moves, appeal
to reason or force them out of the game by tipping our clients off.

Andy is sitting in his chair as calm as can be. He can see how angry I
am, how close I am to thinking irrationally. He wants to push me over the
edge. That’s what this placid demeanor is. That’s why he is projecting
confidence in this trade. It’s a trick, a stunt, to get me to stop thinking
clearly. He wants me to be angry and emotional. He wants me firing from
the hip so he can exploit me. I cannot match wits with this guy. The smart
move is not to try.

“Andy, either there’s two hundred million in our Frankfurt account
Monday or I’m going to call all of our customers and tell them to submit
full redemption requests to force your hand. We’ll never work in the space
again, but I don’t care. It beats jail by a million miles.”

“Ryan, spend the long weekend growing a pair. We are so close. I wish
you could see what I do. I love you man. Come along for the ride.”



“I can’t trust you, Andy. Whatever it is, I can’t trust you. Put the
money in the bank.”

“When are you leaving?”

“Tomorrow afternoon. I’ve got a flight out of San Antonio in the
evening.”

“If this trade isn’t bulletproof by then, I’ll put all two hundred million
back in Frankfurt. Okay Ryan?”

Andy tries giving me the no fucking around look, but I’m not having it
today. I turn from him, look out the window at the new construction.

“Either the money is there on Monday, or I talk. Don’t go losing it on
something as stupid as this. Deacon Joe is not someone you can exploit.
He’s doing his own thing. Don’t be overconfident.”

“Don’t think you know everything Ryan. Try growing a pair so you can
stop using your brain all the time. Sometimes a job needs balls.”

Now it’s my turn to storm out of the room. The door slams behind me
and I walk down the hall. I’m not staying here. I couldn’t bear to be
around these guys any more than possible. Where is that elevator? I need
to get back to my room, take some pills and chill the fuck out. Five more
weeks. Just five more weeks of this shit.



CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX /
STAINLESS STEEL

The view out the car window is endless scrub brush, unworked fields,
abandoned attempts at fencing off the frontier. I stare into it, absorbing
nothing, emptying my mind. My brain has had enough, and I’ve activated
my space face. Every couple of miles the driver stares into his rearview at
me. We have not spoken since getting on the interstate. The last thing I
asked for was silence. There’s no radio I’m interested in, no conversation I
want. All I want to do is stare into an abyss of freeways and fields.
Someday, there won’t even be this. Someday, the empty fields will turn
into exurbs, the exurbs will turn to suburbs, the suburbs will be absorbed
by Austin and San Antonio. Someday this drive will not give peace. It will
become busy, full of rushed commuters hustling from a job that doesn’t
care about them to a takeout meal that won’t satisfy them. The billboards
will pop up, the road signs will turn to LED screens, and the videos will
run. Traffic will back up, no one will be able to blur by these intrusions, so
the ads and the marketing will feed their anxiety, the traffic will get worse
and the urgency to get from one hollow experience to another will become
overwhelming. Someday, the never-ending gong of commerce will lay
claim to this corridor too.

The driver pulls into the right lane, there’s an exit half mile ahead. I
turn from the window and look into the front seat.

“Need gas. Sorry, it will be quick,” he says.

“No problem.”

I pull my phone out, open my messages and look at Andy’s last one.
‘BSTR trade isn’t happening. Money in Frankfurt on Monday.’ It gives me



comfort. It allows me the release to turn my brain fully off work. I haven’t
been home this year. My folks are getting older now, Dad isn’t moving like
he used to. I’m a shitty son for putting the bubble above them. I’m a shitty
son for not coming back sooner. Having the Frankfurt problem squared
away will allow me to be present in the moment in Phoenix. I’ll be there
with my sister and our folks instead of being lost in the fog of the financial
system. I won’t be caught in a cage of complicity.

I can see the gas station off the cloverleaf. It’s a generic station in a
nothing of a town. I can’t even tell if it’s open. No one is filling up. The
lights are dim behind the windows. We coast down the off ramp, roll
through the stop sign and cross the median. I hear the door locks click and
look into the front seat again. He has his eyes on me, at least I assume he
does. I can’t make them out behind his dark sunglasses. He’s got his
baseball cap pulled low, a week of scruff on his face. There’s nothing
distinguishing about this man.

The energy around me changes too late. My danger radar has failed
because now I sense something is wrong and it may already be too late.
The car pulls past the gas pumps around the back. I throw my weight
against the door, pulling hard on the handle. It doesn’t give. The window
won’t go down either. Fuck this guy. I undo my seatbelt and lunge into the
driver’s seat, grabbing at him. I haven’t been in a fight since high school.
Half my body makes it up front. I’m trying to find something to grab at. I
have no leverage at this angle, my head is facing down facing towards the
floorboard. Grab his fucking nuts and pull them off.

My hand reaches out, grabs a hold of his junk and squeezes hard. He
screams and slams his foot on the gas. Don’t let go, keep squeezing them
with everything you have. This fucker is trying to take you.

The car accelerates faster. I pull my head up. We are flying through the
backlot of the gas station. The car leaves the pavement, starts bouncing up
and down across a scrub field. What the fuck is a dumpster doing here?
Impact. My body is being pulled away from him. It’s being thrown against
the windshield. The noise is deafening. Let go of his nuts and grab onto
something. Airbag burning across my face. The explosions shredding my
cheeks, the bag taking off skin.



This fucker is hitting me, hitting me. Jesus Christ that fucking hurts.
Ringing, burning, thud, thud, thud. The pain is tremendous.

***

It takes me a couple minutes to gain hold of my senses. At first, I fight
to remain asleep. I linger just below the surface of consciousness, trying
not to tear the film. There’s a part of me that knows there’s nothing good
waiting when I wake up. That’s my brain trying to protect me. My body,
however, cannot handle the pain anymore. I’m sore all over, my hips hurt,
the ground is hard. Moving triggers spasms in my neck, my face burns as I
open and close my cotton mouthed jaw. Then the memories awaken. I was
attacking a man in a car. The car was racing. We crashed. I slammed off
the windshield, the explosion of the airbag contorting me in ways I’m not
supposed to bend. The man kept hitting me, metal on brain. God that’s the
throbbing. Fuck the hurt.

I open my eyes and pull myself up off the floor. It hurts to stand, but I
need to stretch my body. I have no sense of time, no sense of place. This
room is not familiar. Something is deeply wrong here. I am naked, and my
body is torn up.

The room is five by five and ten feet tall. It's lit bright with the searing
white of LEDs turned to infinity. They deliver the raw nakedness of an
operating room, magnifying everything so that the smallest speck of
imperfection can be found. Only there is none because the room is sterile,
uniform, and empty. The floor is made of stainless steel. The walls are
made of stainless steel. The ceiling is stainless as well. I can't tell where
the light is coming from because there's no gaps for fixtures. There's no
gaps anywhere. The walls, floor, and ceiling are constructed from one
perfect piece of continuous steel that's been folded and turned into a box
with no entry or exit.

The water starts thirty seconds after I’m standing, after I’ve had a good
look at my prison. The room, my stainless-steel box, begins to fill with
water. It seeps from the walls, out of the ceiling. Beads form into heavy
droplets that are pulled down. The walls are bleeding, but they are



bleeding cold, clear, and wet. Water starts to run down the walls. It falls
from the ceiling like a giant shower head. Each time a drop disappears
from its perch, another replaces it. The process accelerates, forming
puddles, then puddles form pools, until the floor is filled, and cold water
covers my feet. Goosebumps run up my legs. I shiver and shake, and it
becomes difficult to see across the room. There's water in my eyes, there's
water in the air. There's water dripping down the walls until I lose sight of
the slick silver steel. Everything is blurry and panicked. I'm cold and
alone. This shit is seriously wrong. I need to get out of here.

Banging, banging, banging. There’s nothing but the sound of water, the
sight of water. Water in my eyes, ears, mouth. The panic kicks in when the
water covers my nipples. At that point, it's rising an inch per second, and
I'm shivering so bad that I'm afraid I won't be able to swim. That idea
takes hold of me. I am going to drown. The water is rising so fast, and I’ve
forgotten how to swim. I stretch onto my tippy toes and hold my nose up
above the rising pool. Then I am submerged. I thrash and I kick and
eventually, I rise off the floor. I can swim. I've gotten past that problem.
Only the water is still rising, and I am running out of room in my
stainless-steel cell.

When I'm about a foot from the ceiling and there's nothing but a
cascade of droplets plunging twelve then eleven then ten inches into the
water, an imperfection finally forms in the steel. I hear it underneath me.
The whirring of blades at a billion rotations per second. Suction forms at
the bottom of the floor, and I feel my body caught in a twisty, tight
whirlpool that rips me under. A new sensation rushes through me, absolute
terror. I'm about to be chopped into bits. My hands reach out, trying to
grab something, anything before I get pulled under. Only there's nothing to
grab onto. The room is smooth, the steel has no imperfections. My hands
slide down, my body goes under.

There's the briefest moment of relief as my feet get sucked against a
grate in the floor. I won't be chopped to bits. My body will remain intact.
That's erased by the realization I am going to drown to death. The suction
is so strong that I cannot escape the grate. I cannot swim up to safety. It
feels like an eternity as I thrash and fight and try to pull myself off the



grate. My lungs pass the point of burning, every fiber of my being begs me
to open my mouth. I'm fighting to hold on, fighting to escape, to find air
anywhere just so I can live another moment. Then I feel my hands in the
air. I'm still trapped against the grate, but the water has stopped falling. It's
draining. I look up and can see the searing white light of the LEDs getting
closer. I know if I can just hold on a little longer, I can make it out of this
nightmare. Only the burning is getting worse, it's beyond tolerable, so I
open my mouth and try to inhale. The pressure instantly tells me I'm
wrong, that I’ve come up just short. Had there been only a little more fight
in me, I'd have made it. Only I don't. I get ready for the rush of water into
my lungs, for the coughing and spasming or whatever the fuck happens
when you drown. Oh, God no.

***

Blackness. I am alive, but I am slow to think. Everything is a blur in
the black. I am alive. I did not drown. It hurts to breathe. My throat is
ragged and coarse like I have been puking over and over. There was water
in my lungs, water in my stomach. My belly hurts. I can feel the pain in
my abdomen as I breathe. I can feel the pain all over, but it’s not a sharp
pain. It’s the blurred numb pain of an opiate mask. I’ve been drugged.
Someone is keeping me alive. I’m not going to die here today. I’m not
going to die tonight in the blackness.

***

I feel hands on me, probing, prodding. Instruments take my blood
pressure and measure my heart rate. Bandages are changed. Arm hair
tearing off my skin pulls me into the full light of consciousness. It is
bright in the room. The sun spills in through a window opposite the bed.
Two men are speaking in Spanish. My reactions are slow. I can’t bring
myself to move. I’m still in a fog. One takes my arm, flips it over and
disconnects a tube. A sharp sensation slides out of my vein. I remember
this action from my past. It’s the removal of a saline drip.



The men walk off to the far side of the room. I can see them in a blur.
One is older. He’s the doctor. The other looks like the driver, but he isn’t
the driver. Maybe he is. I cannot tell in the blur. The room is made of blue
painted cinder blocks. Blue pastel, but not the dull blue pastel of a school
classroom. It is the bright blue pastel of the Greek islands. Those houses
on Mykonos or wherever the tourists all go. Nikola was going to take me
there, back before all of this.

The men shake hands. The doctor leaves. The other guy walks towards
me. He’s wearing jeans, boots, a black T-shirt. He has sunglasses on, his
baseball hat down low. His face is covered in scruff. He could be Hispanic.
He could be a white guy with the deep tan of a man who spends his days
outdoors. He could be both. He could be anyone. I’m having a hard time
focusing. Concentrating makes my head pound. The light is so fucking
bright in here.

“Concussion,” the man says to me. “From the car. You were hit in the
head with the butt of a gun until you passed out. You’ve got a thick skull.
You can take a beating. We were impressed by your tolerance for pain. We
didn’t want to hurt you like that, but you brought it on yourself.”

“Ehhh.” Words hurt.

“You’ve been kidnapped. You are a big shit in this Bitcoin world. We
want your bitcoins. Your partners have been notified. We’ll see what they
do next.”

“Kidnapped. Who?”

“Me, obviously. I have friends too. We are not giving out our names
though. I hope you understand.”

“Why?”

“Money obviously. Who are you but money? As far as I can tell, you
are no one, but you have money, so this should be easy. We’ll let you go
when we get the money.”

I roll over onto my back. It hurts like hell, but my side was starting to
spasm. The ceiling is some sort of cheap cream stucco or adobe. I can’t



tell. There’s a brown lizard in the corner above me. I try to smile at him.
He scurries off.

“That steel room with the water? That was punishment for trying to get
away,” the man says. I shudder at the thought of the room. He continues,
“Yeah, some real scary shit that room huh? We use it for torture and
interrogation, but we also use it to teach lessons. I hope you learned yours.
Next time you try to escape, we’ll put you back in that room and run the
process over and over again until you get too weak to fight it and drown
before the room drains. Don’t try to escape. There’s nothing out here.
Either you leave when they pay, or you leave for the steel room. Got it?”

“Yes.”

“The doctor will be back tomorrow. I’ll bring food later. There are pills
on the sink next to the shitter. I put a couple of books on the table next to
you. Drink your water and settle in. This is going to take several days. We
are asking for a lot of money.”

“That fat fuck Fritz,” I moan.
“I don’t know no Fritz.”

“Andy.”

“We’re in touch with Andy. He’s working on the money, at least that’s
what he tells me. If he gets cute, we’re going to shoot you and bury you
out back in the nothingness of the desert.”

Out back in the nothing. His footsteps get further and further away
until the door closes behind him. I struggle to lift myself high enough to
take a sip of water. Reclining hurts worse than getting up. I lay flat on the
bed, hot and cold, breathing fast then slow. In time the room starts to go
dim and I cry myself to sleep.

***

I'm on the roof of the Four Seasons in Kowloon. I'm a hundred forty
stories high in an infinity pool. I can see Hong Kong across the bay. I can
see into China. I can see the Great Wall. Past that, I can see acres and acres
of Mongolian warehouses. They slave away twenty-four seven mining



imaginary money. They suck power out of the ground and turn it into
coins. They are relentless.

And I can see a match spark. It's a tiny light, just a flicker oh so far
away, but it starts a blaze. It catches the warehouses really quick. They
burn up, burn out of control. Thousands of crypto mining rigs are gone in
the blink of an eye. Fire consumes everything. The Great Wall burns up.
China burns up. Fire rushes towards me and takes down Hong Kong.
Skyscraper after skyscraper is consumed by flame until it reaches the sea.
I'm right on the edge, just across the channel. Fire is coming for me too.

The base of the hotel starts to burn. Smoke is everywhere. Windows
pop out and shatter on the pavement below. I'm in the pool, surrounded by
water, but I'm not safe. Either I'll be boiled alive, or I'll plummet a
thousand feet in a swimming pool before going splat against the ground.

Then I hear the whirring blades of a sleek black helicopter. It swoops
around the roof. The Rock is leaning out its door. Dwayne Fucking
Johnson has come to save me, just like in the movies. I reach up and his
jacked arm pulls me out of the pool. He tosses me into the helicopter just
in the nick of time. I give him a big thumbs up and we haul ass out of
there. We take the helicopter out into the ocean, far away from the flames.

To safety.
Just as my heart stops racing and I think that I’m the luckiest bastard

alive, he grabs me with both hands. He lifts me up and holds me out the
door of the chopper. Above me the blades rotate at a billion revolutions a
second. Five thousand feet below is the South China Sea.

The Rock looks me right in the eye and says, "This is for the troops
you Ponzi scheming son of a bitch."

Then he throws me into the shark infested ocean like the piece of shit I
am.

I wake up on the bed in the cinder block room. Breathing hard, a cold
sweat all over my shirt. I stink. I smell of pill sweat. I smell of oil and
grease. I smell of pus and scabs and band aids. There’s a towel in the
corner of the room by the sink. There’s a bar of soap in a dish on the sink.
These are new or I’m coming to my senses. I get out of bed and walk



across the room, to the bathroom corner. There’s no door, no walls, just a
toilet and a sink in the corner. I don’t care. What’s there to see of me that
wasn’t exposed in that stainless-steel room? That room haunts me in my
sleep, it scares the shit out of me when I’m awake. China going up in
flames and the Rock throwing me into the ocean was a welcome change of
nightmare after the stainless-steel dreams.

The man comes when I am asleep. He waits for me to take my pain
pills and knock myself out, then he comes and leaves food, water, and
other necessities. It’s been two days since the doctor made his follow up
visit. I have not seen a soul since. This morning’s breakfast is pop tarts and
two oranges. I am famished. Hands tearing foil, devouring pop tarts. This
is the first morning I’ve felt normalish since waking up at the hotel in
Austin. This is the first time my brain has been able to focus, to string
together thoughts since it bounced off the windshield and got hammered
with a gun. The ringing is still in my ears, the headache still there, but I
can think again. I’m hungry again. I’m not dead either.

It’s been at least four days. Four fucking days, so it’s Sunday or maybe
it’s Monday. Hard to say. It could be Tuesday. It’s possible that I slept
through a day or lost track of time. Why am I here? For money. Everything
is always about money. Who knows we have money? That’s the question.
Whoever knows we have money also has to think that Andy and I are still
tight, that Andy would give up his money for me. I’m not sure that’s the
case.

Dread. Deep dread as close to a feeling of oblivion as I can conjure.
Will Andy give up the money for me? I can’t say for sure. How shitty a
feeling is that? That I’d die out here somewhere in the emptiness of the
Southwest because Andy valued fake magical money more than me. Still,
it’s a possibility. That I’m alive means Andy plans on paying, or he’s
playing the kidnappers to buy more time. Maybe he’s gone to the police
with this. Maybe they are looking for me somewhere. They can tell from
my cell phone where I went missing. I was in the middle of an Uber ride
when I fell off the fucking map. There’s a starting point.

It’s been over forty-eight hours. If someone goes missing and they are
not back by then, the probability of return plummets. This isn’t a normal



situation. We’ve got a fortune in fake money. These guys have a stainless-
steel water bleeding room torture chamber. This isn’t their first
kidnapping. A situation like this requires more than forty-eight hours to
resolve. The man said it was a lot of money. He said I could be in here for
a while. Now, who knows how much money we have?

Bull God. He’s a good guess. Last I saw him, he was in one of our
brokerage accounts trying to sell off BSTR. Maybe he saw how much
money was in there and got greedy. Possibly. What do we know about him
besides Nikola found him on Telegram and he’s a shitcoin scammer? Very
little. Could be him.

Harvest Financial. They knew we had two hundred million dollars, but
they are an institutional mutual fund. They see that sort of money all the
time.

Deacon Joe? No. He’s about freedom, not imprisonment.

Fritz? He’s shaken us down once. He knows what we have in our bank
account. He has no idea that me and Andy have fallen out. It’s possible,
but we have insurance on him. No, it’s not him.

Andy. Why? Because Andy is behind everything bad happening to you
lately. Because the two of you are fighting. Because you asked for the
money back and threatened to expose the embezzlement to our clients.
Bing, bing, bing. But he said that he called off the BSTR trade. But he’s
been lying to you for weeks now. Why does it take so long to pay off a
ransom on a kidnapping? Andy wants you sidelined. He’s behind this. He
wants you to know what it feels like to be locked up against your will.

Impossible. Andy doesn’t have the resources to do something like this.
It’s so far beyond him to pull off a kidnapping on the timetable he had.
You went missing sixteen hours after giving Andy the ultimatum. This was
not a simple job. You are with some heavy-duty people who do this
regularly. Andy does not run in that world. Don’t let paranoia push you
into the realm of irrational thought.

Someone is after the two of you guys for your money. You’ve been
shaken down once. Why not twice? This is karma biting you in the ass for
being too stupid to quit.



I could think a lot better if they let me out of here for some air. If we
really are in the middle of nowhere, maybe I can get outside and stretch
my legs a bit.

BANG, BANG, BANG.

Nothing.

BANG, BANG, BANG.

Nothing.
BANG, BANG, BANG.

Nothing.

Peel an orange and start pacing the room. See if that brain of yours can
come up with a better theory. Right now, the Bull God looks like the most
obvious suspect.

Why aren’t you scared shitless? Why aren’t you freaking the fuck out
Ryan? You should be worried that you are going to die. You should be
pissing your pants with dread over this situation. Why aren’t you losing it
Ryan?

Because you know who has done this. You know it’s Andy. You know
he doesn’t want you dead. You know he just wanted you out of the way to
do whatever stupid fucking thing he was planning on doing. Like buying
BSTR. Like not giving the money back. Andy kidnapped you. Andy locked
you up. Andy nearly got you killed. You are going to have nightmares for
the rest of your life because of that room, that water, that steel. That shit is
going to haunt you. That should piss you off. That should scare you
something bad.

You’re not freaking out because he’s broken you. You’ve been removed
from position on the board. You’re not in the bubble. You’re not in the
game. You’re in jail. The system has a jail. It’s where the broken people
go. You are in jail because you won’t give yourself up and risk real life
jail. You are in limbo. You are nothing, and there’s nothing you can do
about it. Your kidnapper doesn’t even bother talking to you. That’s how
much of a nothing you are. No one even bothers you and what have you
done about it?



I pick up my bedside table. It’s a cheap fucking thing from Ikea, all
particle board, plastic screws, the barest amount of metal possible. The
table is much lighter than I expected. I’m holding it high over my head.
My ribs, belly, and abdomen scream as they stretch with the lift. My eyes
dart around the room, looking for something to throw this at. Something to
create a scene with. Something to make the man come into the room and
address me. I run over to the sink and slam the table onto it. The table
breaks on the sink in the least satisfying way, just a dull splitting thud and
a warping of the particleboard. I slam it again and again and again. The
sink does not yield. It laughs at my bratty display. The table won’t splinter,
the cheap wood is treated with an adhesive epoxy that keeps it from
coming apart. I cannot. I cannot fucking. I cannot fucking believe how
useless this is. The limp bedside table hangs from my hands, connected,
but broken like a crab a seagull picked clean and dropped back into the
ocean. This fucking thing. I run across the room swinging the table at the
window. It smacks against the thick plexiglass. Over and over, I swing it at
the window until there’s a thin layer of scratches on the plastic window.
The table comes undone and falls apart at my feet. I’m breathing hard,
bent over at my knees, staring down at the impotence of my outburst. The
room is silent. No one is coming. No one cares. I bet there’s no one even
here. They probably leave me alone all day, like I’m nothing. Like I’m
fucking nothing.

***

Oh God, the headache. The fucking headache. My head is pounding so
bad I am afraid to open my eyes. Just take a minute. They drugged your
food. Just take a minute. Why am I not laying down? I’m in a car. I’m in a
car in a parking garage. I’m in the driver’s seat in a car in a parking garage
at the airport. Which airport? Whose car?

I’m alone. I’ve been let go. Is this how it happens? Do you just wake
up alone in a car at the airport with a pounding headache and no one
waiting for you? Maybe that’s what happens when you’re nothing. Maybe
that’s what happens when you weren’t really kidnapped but sidelined. No
one comes for you when your kidnapper is also your ransom payer. The



cover over the center of the steering wheel has been jammed back into
place and taped shut. This was the car taking me to the airport. Ha, we’ve
arrived at last. Where’s my phone? I need to give this trip one star. God the
headache. Just close your eyes and relax for a little bit. No one is coming
for you, good or bad. You’ve got time. Let’s think about this and not do
anything stupid.

My phone starts ringing. Where is it? Where is it? On the dashboard,
right in front of you. That’s your phone. Pick it up.

“Hello?”

“Ryan, it’s Andy. Are you okay?”

“My head hurts.”
“Anything else?”

“Um, I don’t know. I just woke up.”

“Where are you?”

“I’m in a car, in a garage, at an airport.”

“We’re here. We’re coming. What floor are you on? Where are you?”

“Give me a minute. I need to get out of the car.”

I exit the car. My head pounds, but the rest of me feels okay all things
considered. I’m in a back corner away from the elevators, far from the
traffic. There’s a painted label on the cement support pillar five spots
down.

“Long term parking. Section 3C.”



CHAPTER TWENTY-
SEVEN / TARMAC UNITED

Ten minutes later, I’m in Joe’s jet on the tarmac at San Antonio
International Airport. It feels good to be back among the living. To be in a
safe place that has the ability to fly away and go anywhere in the world at
a moment’s notice. Joe’s security guards are here. They’ve been by my
side since the parking garage. I can’t go to pee without them following me
to the door. Kevin and James. I feel bad about all the Kevin James jokes
I’ve made at their expense.

Niko sits by my side. She’s got her hand in mind. Andy sits opposite
me. Joe is close to him. There’s a table in between our tan leather seats.
We are having a meeting right after I’ve been freed. There’s been no letup
while I’ve been gone. The tunnel in the bubble is contracting, flow is
increasing, things are shooting through it at an accelerated rate. You can
smell the stink. More and more of the flow is filth, sewage, and garbage
from the bubble. This is what I can tell, not only from being kidnapped,
but from the mood at the table. The tension is terrible. People should be
happier that I’m free, but something is off, something is wrong here. More
wrong than us hating each other, more wrong than the fact that I was just
kidnapped, more wrong than whatever it cost to get me back. There’s a
new problem at work.

“What’s going on?” I break the silence. “Come on guys, tell me why
you are all so weird.”

“Bull God sold you.” Nikola says.

“Sold me?” I ask.



Andy puts his hands on the table, he leans in and gives me the no
fucking around look. “Bull God went missing right before you did. We
can’t find him. We think he sold you to a cartel or someone.”

I look out the window, watch the planes queue up for departure. I’d feel
better if we were in that line, if we were getting out of here, heading into
the skies where no one can pull off the road and take you. The cartel?

“How much did they get for me?”

“Fifty.” Andy answers low.

“Fifty what?” I ask.
“Million.” Andy answers.

“You didn’t pay fifty million dollars for me. That’s impossible.”

Andy hasn’t taken his eyes off of me. He’s really not fucking around
here. “Why do you think you were in there for six days? It’s hard to free up
that much money, convert it into bitcoin and then move it into a bunch of
wallets. We had to do it piecemeal. The network is so slow that it took two
days just to transfer the coins into the couple hundred wallets they gave
us.”

“Fifty million dollars for me?”

I’m astonished by the number. I’m astonished that they paid it out.
None of this seems real. Bull God sells me to a Mexican cartel who
kidnaps me for fifty million dollars paid in bitcoin.

“Sorry Ryan, we could have gotten you a little sooner, but we didn’t
have enough to spring you and cover Icarus. I had to make ten million
while you were there. They didn’t hurt you, did they?” Niko has her hand
on my face, her fingers tracing light over the scab on my cheek.

“What you see. I tried to get out when I was in the car. There was an
accident. The airbag burst. A concussion too. I got whacked in the head
with a gun until I blacked out. That hurt real bad.”

I want to say more. I want to tell her that it didn’t hurt as bad as what
she did to me, but it is not the time for that. She looks terrible. She must
have felt like the biggest piece of shit while I was gone. I was snatched up



by a guy she recruited who only knew how much money we had because
she pulled our customer’s money out of the bank, but I’m not saying any
of that now. I want to be a bigger man in this situation. What I really want
is to feel loved again. I want someone to take the pain away even if what’s
underneath isn’t real. I want to pretend that Niko loves me again.

I don’t want to talk about the stainless-steel room. I may never talk
about that. I don’t know. One thing at a time.

“Bull God sold me to a Mexican cartel for fifty million?” I ask again.

“As far as we know.” Joe answers.

“Why do you think that?” I ask.
Joe points at Kevin and James. “These guys. They are the real deal. Ex-

military, lots of contacts in law enforcement. This is their theory based on
the information they were able to gather.”

“Thanks guys. I mean it.” I get up to hug them. They are stiff and
awkward as I do, but I don’t care. My appreciation is strong. Whatever
they did, I’m here now and I’m safe among them.

“Now what aren’t you telling me?” I ask. “Something else is off here.
Are we short on Icarus?”

“No.” Andy answers.

“What then?”

“Erskine is blackmailing Andy and me.” Joe says matter of fact.

More blackmail? Is there a sign around us that says suckers? Why is
everybody taking a swing at us?

“How does he even know about this?” I ask.

“Joe here made national news with that speech last week. Everyone
knows about Joe’s utopian scheme to devalue Blockstar. BSTR is down to
sixteen bucks a coin.” Andy answers.

Out of the frying pan and into the fire. “What’s the blackmail?” I ask.

“Salome. He has pictures of her and I from Colorado.”



Salome. Joe wouldn’t tell me who Salome was, but he knew when I
asked him a couple weeks back. “Joe, you didn’t?”

“Of course not, Ryan. I’m devoted to my cause. When we went
downstairs, the room was dark. These two women came out of the
shadows, wrapped themselves around us and then the lights came on. They
weren’t women and they worked fast. Nothing happened but it doesn’t
look good. There are real pictures that don’t look good and there’s some
top-notch fakes. It looks bad man, really bad.”

“Erskine wants him to back off the Blockstar Gives project. He wants
Joe to pull the proposal. He’s going to buy a ton of it right before Joe calls
the project off. The coin will rebound, and he’ll make a killing.” Nikola
says.

I give Andy a look. The depths I think this man is capable of.

“Joe, you know Andy here was going to talk you out of it too. He was
going to buy BSTR up and get you to change your mind.” I throw it out
there, trying to fluster the table to see if anything spills out.

Joe laughs, “I know, and he tried. Don’t think it, Ryan. You can’t live
thinking things like that. He’s blackmailing Andy too.”

“You too?” I ask.

“Yeah, Erskine thinks I can get Joe to change his mind. Turns out I
can’t.”

“Whoa, hold on. You aren’t going to pull the proposal? You’re going to
let people think you are a pedo? Joe, you can’t do that. That’s suicide,” I
say.

“I’m not going to let money destroy my principles.” Joe answers.

“This is not about principles. This is about destroying your life. It will
destroy Blockstar too.”

“And my life too.” Andy adds.

“What else have I missed this week?” So many fucking questions from
me. I’m afraid to ask this one.



“Bitcoin doubled again. We paid off MercuryOne. Kelvin has been
trying to get a hold of you to say thanks. You should call him. You should
call your parents too. I um, made up a story about you getting Niko
pregnant, having a disagreement about keeping the child, and disappearing
on a bender.” Andy says.

“What? You couldn’t have come up with a better story? How am I
going to explain that one to my mother?”

“Would you rather I told her the truth?” Andy asks.

“No. God, that’s going to be difficult.” I say.

“Anyway, we are getting out of here in twenty minutes. Going back to
Miami. We need to figure out a way to get to Erskine. We need to stunt on
him before he releases those pictures.” Joe says.

“I can’t go to Miami. That’s not a safe city. Take me to Phoenix. I want
to go home. Nikola, can you come home with me? I need you to tell my
parents we are keeping our fake baby. You can miscarry later.”

The words sound atrocious as they come out of my mouth. She looks at
me in horror. I cannot believe I just said that. The lying is so slippery, so
insidious. We are tumbling down a mountain of immorality.

“I didn’t say that. That was the shock speaking. I didn’t say that. I’d
never put them or you through that. What the fuck? I need help. I need
help. Jesus Christ this is all so fucked up.”

I’m sobbing. I’m shaking and I’m sobbing. The entire ordeal, the
kidnapping, the scheming, the complicity, the layers of lies upon lies upon
lies. Why won’t this be over? Why is it snowballing? This fucking bubble.
Niko tries to touch me. I lash out at her. I get up from my seat, I run to the
back of the plane. I curl up in the fetal position and shake and cry and sob
like a fucking baby. I cannot handle this anymore. I’m losing it. I’m losing
my shit.

“I need to get out of this. I can’t do it anymore. I need out. I’m
broken.”

“Here, take this Ryan. It will help you cope.”



Andy hands me a pill. I swallow it down with some water.



CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT
/ M.I.A.

I am all too aware that I am in Miami. Not only am I here, but I am in
a creepy part of town. It’s a few miles from downtown. They are clearing
out the warehouses and replacing them with a ‘district’. This hotel is the
first completed building on the block. Out the window the skeletons of
uncompleted construction loom in the tropical sun, already rusting, ready
to be devoured by this climate before they are even completed.

Why build it here? This place will be lost in decades, underwater as the
ocean marches inland and reclaims dominion over swamp and sand. The
streets in Miami flood with every rain, every king tide. They overflow and
become impassable when storm and moon converge to push tides up, to
bring water onshore. Everyone can see what is coming. It is obvious, it is
clear as day. Yet, no one stops. No one hits pause on the construction
boom. There are condos and hotels and shopping districts to build. There
are pedestrian friendly plazas which can be anchored by luxury fashion
brands and Maserati dealerships. There is the con of money to continue on
with. It is linked closely here to its sister con, real estate.

Offshoring is onshoring when it comes to Miami. Everyone talks about
how we are shipping jobs, factories, futures out of America, but no one
talks about what we are taking in. How we are the world’s biggest
laundromat. How we create markets, consume contraband, and then the
money from that is used to build temporary cities like Miami. Cocaine
construction in the face of climate change. Money laundering magnet. The
profits from every illicit activity south of here sucked up into Miami. This
is why they build in the face of such foolishness. The money is discounted.



It needs to be cleaned and cycled out. There’s no future here. There’s just a
giant shell game. Miami is its very own bubble. That must be why we keep
getting sucked back in here. We are bubble people drawn to bubble towns
and bubble money. We are pop stars, taken in by flashy new things that are
not meant to last. We are global bubble citizens.

Somedays I feel that the entire world is going to come apart at the
seams. All the news is bad news. No one tells me the good news. No, they
just tell me about who is being victimized. What war in what outpost
province is bringing a people to the brink of ruin. We argue about what
America is supposed to do, then we argue about what we as woke citizens
are supposed to do. What am I to the Rohynga? Do the Uigurs know about
me? How should South Sudan respond to my worsening mental state? Will
Nigeria bring my mind back after we bring their girls back?

I feel like a piece of shit for thinking that way. I’m not sympathetic, no
empathetic, to the plight of the world, but there was a time when I didn’t
know about the entire fucking world in all its gory, dehumanizing detail. It
wasn’t popping up on feeds, it wasn’t being flashed across chyrons in
urgent alerts. The nineties weren’t turning some poor pathetic boat person
into a terror threat to my way of life. I didn’t even have a fucking way of
life. I had a bike I rode around on. I had friends’ houses to play video
games at. I could fly as an unaccompanied minor and have my folks meet
me at the gate.

I’m not even online that much.

That’s a lie. I’m online all day, all the fucking time. I’m scrolling
news, I’m watching videos, I’m getting caught up in hot takes about the
starting quarterback for football teams I could care less about. I’m trying
to keep up with memes. I’m worried that I won’t understand the latest
dance, challenge, and craze. My emoji speak is shit. I’m losing my edge.
I’m losing my edge. What if I can’t laugh at someone’s casual quip
because I missed a joke online? What if I cannot express the proper level
of concern for a flightless fucking bird being devastated by an invasive
lizard species from Asia that pet owners are turning loose in sewers?

Why do they keep building so many fucking buildings in Miami? Why
am I here? Who left me alone in this room with myself? I can’t be around



myself any longer, but THEY won’t talk to me about the money anymore.
They are worried that all this fake magical money isn’t good for me. They
are worried that I cannot handle the level of flow through the bubble, and
they are right. They are so fucking right. Yet, I am in Miami. I am holed
up by myself in a hotel room in some tropical goth district filled with
exoskeletons of cranes attached to the frames of glass and steel con jobs
being built so a bunch of assholes on the edge can park their money in
something safe like an empty, useless, luxury building whose lobby is
going to be a fish tank for piranha or whatever ecological nightmare
invades this con fucking town when we stop pretending climate change is
not real and do something about it.

Also, it’s called global warming. The planet is getting warmer. It’s
going to burn up, melt all the fucking ice and flood Miami.

Meanwhile, I’m alone in this room because my partners are off trying
to get something over on Erskine before he blackmails the only man in
crypto with principles. I don’t even know what getting one over means
because they’ve stopped talking to me about it. After I lost my fucking
shit on the plane because, well because everything is all too much, they
flew me here and arranged for help to arrive. Doctor Hector Vargas or
something to that effect is supposed to be coming by for a mental health
consultation. He was supposed to be coming by three hours ago. I called
his office two hours ago. No one answered. I called again, an hour ago. No
one answered. I’m on the phone with them now. I have a live human at the
doctor’s office. She has no record of my appointment. They don’t work
with the app that Andy used to book the appointment. They’ve never
worked with that company, only heard of them because people having a
crisis like myself have called flipping the fuck out when help never
arrived.

Is there any chance Hector Vargas can come by and see me? No. He’s
not in the country. He doesn’t really practice here. He doesn’t practice
much at all. In fact, he’s here for the real estate. The doctoring thing was
just a front. The most expedient way in the door. Immigration you see. A
plus is that there’s a big overlap between people seeking concierge level
mental health treatment and looking at real estate opportunities. The



doctor has some great investment properties if I am interested in
diversifying my portfolio. If I want to get out of embezzlement and into
property speculation. If I want to buy a plot of land that’s soon to be
beachfront adjacent property. I need to take a longer-term view of the
market down here. I need to make global warming work for me.

“Are you paid hourly or on commission?” I ask the receptionist/inside
salesperson in the employ of Doctor Hector Vargas.

“Both. I also have a downline,” she answers in a very chipper
Venezuelan accent. I now know what they sound like because of the crisis
in their country. They have no power. They have no food. Inflation is out of
control. I hate to say this, but we investigated the arbitrage opportunity of
bitcoin in Venezuela. See there’s a premium because their money is
worthless. Their money is so worthless that they can’t pay printers to print
more money. I’m getting lost, I’m getting carried away in the problems of
Cartagena or Curacao or Caracas. I can’t remember.

“What’s a downline?” I almost regret asking, but I’m looking for
someone to talk to. If I cannot get Doctor Vargas then I will get his
receptionist/inside salesperson/downliner named…fuck, I forgot her name.
Isabelle something. It’s too late now to ask. I’ll look like I don’t care if I
ask now, and I don’t. I just want someone to talk to me.

“Funny you should ask. I’m recruiting new representatives for my
sales organization as we speak.”

This is MLM, pyramid scheme shit. Cons within cons within cons.
Hang up. Hang up before you find yourself on a deeper level of this story.
Keep talking and she’ll have you worried about her brother in Cancun…no
Cancun is definitely in Mexico. It’s Cartagena or Curacao or Caracas.
Hang the fuck up or you’ll be turning fake money into US money to wire
into worthless Venezuelan money for a brother who probably doesn’t even
exist.

I’m getting out of here. I cannot do this shit. I should have never come
to Miami. Where the fuck are my partners? Why did Niko leave me alone?
Let’s get out of here. Let’s go to Phoenix. Let’s go to Maui. Let’s call that
referral Dr. Wendy gave you five, six, ten weeks ago or whenever all this



shit started to get away from you. He’s a real doctor. He doesn’t want to
sell you timeshares. Get the fuck away from here. Take your own life back
under control. Fuck these guys. Get out before no one can put the cracked-
up shell of yourself back together again.

Where am I going? Maui or Phoenix? Maybe Phoenix then Maui? This
place is not safe. This whole fucking town is in on it, and they can smell
the sucker on you. Get out of here before someone blackmails you again.
Get out before they lock you back up. Maybe they left you alone here so
someone can kidnap you again? Who leaves a guy that was just kidnapped
alone? UNLESS YOU WEREN’T KIDNAPPED. UNLESS THEY ARE
GOING TO KIDNAP YOU AGAIN. Get out of here. Go to Atlanta or
Houston and figure out your next destination from there. You won’t even
need to leave the airport. Just get out of Miami and then book the next leg
when you are safe. This place is not safe. Erskine is out there. Andy is out
there. Niko is out there. Oh Niko, why did you leave me again? Why did
you hold my hand if you were just going to leave me again?

Get out of here now.

***

I am in economy comfort on Delta. I am on my way to Atlanta, no
Houston. I almost went to Atlanta because they fly non-stop to Honolulu
and that’s close to Maui, but then I checked, and I missed the flight for the
day. I’m on my way to Houston because it still has flights to Phoenix or
Los Angeles. I can get to Maui from LAX.

The flight attendant is avoiding me. It’s amazing how good people are
at avoiding eye contact when you want their attention. I’m on my second
round of Woodford doubles. This is why she is avoiding me. This flight is
not long enough for me to have a third round of doubles. I know this. I was
going to order a Miller Lite and nurse that for the rest of the flight. I’d feel
better with a drink in my hand. There’s a comfort there that I need right
now. There’s nothing to comfort me. My Klonopin is making me fuzzy, but
not buzzy. The fuzz is reminding me that I am losing my edge. That I am
not in control and not sufficiently out of control. I’m on the edge. I’m on



the edge of the bubble. I’m on the edge of my life. I’m on the edge of
control.

Kelvin called me three times on my way to the airport. I did not
answer any of them in the hopes that he would leave a voicemail or send a
message clarifying what he was calling about. He didn’t. He was cryptic,
cagey, like he didn’t want the nature of this conversation captured on tape.
I’d forgotten about MercuryOne’s $36.9 million. I’d forgotten about all the
money Kelvin was supposed to get on Monday. They said they paid
Kelvin, but what if they were lying? I have no idea if we paid Kelvin or
not because I was locked up in nowhere waiting to be ransomed for fifty
million dollars. Only I don’t think the fifty million ransom was real and
I’m getting worried that we didn’t pay Kelvin his enormous amount of
money.

Did I notice that I was whisked off to Miami before I could even think
about filing a police report? Did I notice how I turned up in a parking
garage at the airport and there was a jet conveniently waiting for me? Did
I notice how quickly they all agreed it was Bull God, then introduced a
bigger crisis with this Erskine blackmail shit? Why didn’t they take me to
Phoenix like I asked? Why did they leave me alone in that condo waiting
for a doctor who was never coming? They were setting me up. They were
going to finish the job.

A different steward comes to my row, turns off the light and leans in.
He’s the one who's been chatting it up with a guy three rows back. I’ve
been unable to tune their conversation out for the last five minutes. All
quick and flirty, a couple guys who don’t know each other landing on a
shared connection a minute into the conversation. That instant comfort
they have once they find common ground. The flight attendant has no idea
I’m on my second round of double Woodfords.

“Can I get you something?” His face is bright and friendly.
“A Woodford and a ginger ale.”

Yes. The ginger ale is a good cover. It makes sense too. You are going
to need it. We can’t be flying on five Woodfords on our first leg without
something else to water that down.



“Pretzels, chips, nuts?” He’s on to me. He sees I’m a bit fucked up.
Yes, snacks make sense. Snakes are good too. Snacks, not snakes. Snakes
are fucking bad. Snakes are in Miami. Snakes are everywhere. They even
made a movie about motherfucking snakes on a motherfucking plane. We
are going to Maui. They don’t have snakes in Maui.

“Yes,” I answer.

He’s looking at me blankly. I did that wrong. What did I do wrong?

“Sorry, it's been a long couple of weeks. Pretzels and nuts please.
Thank you so much.”

“Coming right up.”
Snakes on a plane. Snakes on a mother fucking plane. Don’t think that.

Don’t think that. Let’s go to Maui. You are not in a state for anyone to see
you. Don’t freak your parents out with this sort of shit. You haven’t been
home in almost a year, don’t show up all crazy. Go to Maui, get that little
cottage. Go see Dr. Wendy’s friend. Where’s the card for that? Where is the
card for that?

These little trays are too fucking small. Why do they make everything
on these planes so fucking small? I’m putting money, vouchers, dry
cleaning tickets, loyalty rewards cards on the tray. I cannot find the folded-
up piece of scrip pad Dr. Wendy gave me. I put it, put it, put it in the
wallet. Shit, I just knocked the last of my Woodford over. There’s watery
bourbon ice on my pants. The mean flight attendant is looking at me. She’s
giving the nice flight attendant dirty looks. Please, I just want my bourbon
ginger Dr. Wendy referral. Please, let’s not be snakes on this plane. Maui
has volcanoes. Volcanoes won’t end up underwater. I can live my life on
the side of the volcano. There’s no bubble in Maui.

“Oops, let me get you some napkins,” the steward says.

“Wait, wait.”

“Yes?”

“Can I have my drinks please? I’m sorry. I know this doesn’t look
good. Please, this will be it for me. I’m just having a really hard time. I
just need a little kindness,” I beg him.



He smiles at me, “We’ve all been there.” He pours the ginger ale into a
cup and slides a little bottle of brown into the pocket of the seatback. “Let
me get you some napkins. We’ll get you all cleaned up. Whatever you are
looking for, it can wait.” He points at the inconsequential pile of my life.
The trash heap of my wallet, missing the one ticket that can get me well. I
smile and start folding. No snakes on this plane. No snakes on this plane.
We are going to Maui.



CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE /
MAUI THREE TIMES

Mornings are for sunrise on the beach. Whether I’ve slept the night
before or not, I am on the beach in the morning when the sun comes up. I
am here with the locals, the surfers, the dog walkers. I am here with the
Canadian snowbirds, the Japanese who stay covered up, and the little kids
from all over. My days are therapy and I start on the right note, even if I
am exhausted from a haunted night before. I am here with my coffee. I am
here in my pair of cheap rubber Locals. I am here with my polarized
sunglasses, board shorts, and SPF 50. I am here and I am not going
anywhere.

After I leave the beach, I head into Paia Town for breakfast.
Sometimes I get a bagel. Sometimes I get pancakes with shaved
macadamia flakes and slices of apple banana on them. Sometimes I have a
spam roll. These are the three things that I eat for breakfast. I have three
things I eat for lunch and three things that I eat for dinner. There are nine
things that I eat. There are three things that I drink – coffee, water, and
juice. I am cutting back, reducing my cognitive load, and getting into a
routine. This is important to my recovery. I need to simplify, reduce stress
on myself.

Those burnouts I made fun of last time? They are wonderful people.
Loving, wonderful people who provide the scaffolding I need to put
myself back together. There’s a yoga group. There’s the dog walkers.
There’re the old guys who play golf, who smoke weed, who have jam
sessions, drum circles, and barbecues. There are the energy healers, the
masseuses, and the artists. There are the regression people too, but I’m



scared of them. I don’t need to go back. I need to go forward. There are the
attractive older women who look at me as a project, a fixer upper. I’m
afraid of them too. I can’t do relationships. I can’t do emotion right now. I
have nothing to offer other people. I need to be on me.

Most of all there is Dr. Mayasaki who is able to see me three times a
week. He is re-introducing me to cognitive behavior therapy. I tried to
practice it during the panic attacks and the concepts were useful when I
tried to care for Andy. Triggers, the importance of routines, understanding
dynamics in interpersonal relationships. Keeping a journal - paying
attention to diet, sleep, to the little things because they all add up and have
a big impact. I am at the beach, I am eating in threes, I am doing my yoga,
golfing, dog walking thing as a part of this cognitive behavior therapy. I
need to run my motor down. I need to keep my mind in the present. I need
to eat up clock with constructive things while time does the harder work of
healing me. All things I once knew but ignored. All things I tried to hold
Andy accountable to, but not myself.

There’s more than just that. There’s the talking. We talk a lot and not in
the way I thought we would. I thought therapy would be pointed, deep,
introspective. I thought Dr. Mayasaki would be putting me into difficult
positions, having me examining my actions, tearing apart the last year of
my life. We don’t do that. Most of the talk is a way of creating space,
creating a safe space. I spent an entire session talking about a round of
golf. It felt good.

The past is still there. My present off the island is omnipresent. The
bubble remains, but I am outside it now. I can watch it as a spectator. Niko
has taken over managing the Serbians. She’s taken control of the Icarus
wind down. I’ve checked in with many of our exchanges and they are
getting paid. I’m honest with the people who ask me where I am. I tell
them that I had something we used to call a nervous breakdown and that
I’m working on my recovery.

As far as I know, Erskine is still out there threatening. Joe is still
holding on to his principles. Bull God is still missing, and Andy is still up
to a bunch of shit. Niko has taken over for me as Caretaker in Chief. She’s
seeing firsthand the worries I carried around. She’s seeing the strain and



stress of trying to manage a man who does whatever the fuck he pleases.
She may hold the money, but Andy makes all the moves. Everything she
does is a reaction, and it is draining her. That’s why I was alone in Miami.
She was chasing after Andy, trying to keep a bad situation from turning
worse. In a way, her abandoning me was the best thing that could have
happened. Had I not melted down that day, I wouldn’t be here. I would still
be in the bubble.

Bitcoin keeps blowing up. It is on a trajectory to break twenty
thousand dollars. The bubble is in full force, but I’ve let it go. It has let me
go. There’s been an understanding among all parties that I turned toxic and
my continued presence in the bubble would only erode the walls in the
tunnel. I’ve been expelled as a defense mechanism. I am keeping myself
away as a defense mechanism. If I was still in the bubble, I wouldn’t be
able to survive the POP!

***

December 21st is my seventeenth day on Maui. Christmas is around the
corner, and I’ve told my parents that I am not coming home, that I cannot
leave the island. I’d rather be alone on Christmas than risk having a panic
attack by being in a public space as large and chaotic as LAX during the
holiday rush. I’ve been mostly honest with them about my situation and
told the story in very broad strokes. Losing control of Andy to the
temptation of the bubble. The stresses of trying to navigate the failure of
our company, the failure of my relationship, the rounds of betrayal. I told
them I wasn’t living a healthy lifestyle, that things caught up to me, that I
missed Thanksgiving because I was trying to escape my life for a few
days. I did not tell them about the kidnapping, the stainless-steel room, all
of the ugly unresolved loose ends. I did not share my suspicions about
Andy. I did not tell them that the bubble may have just peaked, that the
POP! is near and all hell could break loose.

They are coming to visit after New Year’s, when the holiday rush ends,
and prices get a little more affordable. It will be good to see them again.



The last of the spam roll sticks to my hands. I lick bits of nori wrapper
and pieces of rice from my fingers, take a swig of coffee and rinse the
salty pork from my gums. There’s an hour to yoga and I don’t have enough
time to get back to my new rental. The cottage on the volcano is too
expensive during the holiday season. For all I know, I might be fake worth
a hundred million dollars, but my real money situation is getting tight.
I’ve moved into a converted garage on the far side of town. I’ve swapped
my rental jeep for an old rusty bicycle.

I use a napkin to wipe my little section of the picnic table down, throw
the wrapper from my breakfast away and walk across the street to a thick
trunked tree whose branches hang over half of the park. If I am spending
more time out here, I need to learn the names of things like trees, fish, and
birds. I need a working knowledge of the island, a natural knowledge. I
want to be able to look out into the ocean, see the rips, read the sets, and
know when it’s safe to go in and when I should respect the sea.

As part of the routine, I allow myself three connected hours a day. I
like to come to this tree after breakfast, before yoga, and turn my phone
on. I place it in front of me and look out to the water while it boots up,
while the apps make their requests back to the cloud, while the
notifications trickle in and the mainland reaches me for the first time in
the day. This is a ritual of connection. There are the check ins from my
parents, from Niko, from Joe, sometimes Kelvin. Some people care about
me, care to know if I am alive. They want to make sure I am still putting
myself back together. There’s a comfort to this, to know that I am loved
and cared for even if I cannot be around my past. I message back telling
everyone that I am okay. Sometimes I share pictures of this gorgeous
place. This ritual is a bridge building project. It is how I am building a
bridge back home. One day, the messages and the concern will be enough,
and I’ll return to the old world as a new man. Maybe I’ll even know what I
want from life.

The phone vibrates, buzzes. It is electric this morning with a stream of
notifications. Something has happened in my old world. Something has
happened in the bubble. Maybe it popped while I walked on the beach. The
phone is chirping too loud for it not to be the bubble. There’s a traffic jam



on my lock screen. Alerts backed up, condensed into unreadable
summaries. I feel a jolt of adrenaline for the first time in a week. I feel
nervous, anxious, breathe the heavy air slowly to calm myself, then pick
up my phone with an unsteady hand.

It’s Joe. Erskine has exposed him. I open my alerts, sliding up and
down the stack of notifications looking for something from Joe, Andy or
Niko. Joe has messaged me:

‘Ryan – Help create the world you want to live in. All the best.’
followed by a link to a law firm which I click and start to read.

Statement from Kim ‘Deacon Joe’ Haggerty, Founder of the
Blockstar Foundation

Photographs were anonymously leaked today showing me in a
compromising situation with an unidentified underage female. Some of
these photos are in fact real and others are manipulated. I did not engage
in any sexual act with the person shown in these photos. Those close to me
know that I have been engaged in a three-year period of celibacy during
my advocacy for the Blockstar Foundation.

The incident took place Sunday October 8th, 2017, at a large gathering
in an undisclosed location in Colorado. I was attending this party at the
request of a conference attendee and unaware of the host’s name or his
past criminal conduct. Had either been known to me at the time, I would
have never gone to this party. I certainly would not have taken a tour of the
house and placed myself in a position for the unaltered photos to be taken.

As to the nature of the photos, the host intentionally lured me to a
darkened area of the house and had the woman in question surprise me
before I could see who she was, understand her intent, or ascertain her age.
I believe this was done with the intent to get blackmail material on me.
That material was released today because of my support for the Blockstar
Gives initiative which would render the monetary value of our project’s
coin, BSTR, meaningless while empowering the world to transact without
gatekeepers.

I am in touch with pertinent law enforcement agencies and will be
vigorously pursuing charges against the initiator of this smear campaign.



Given the shocking nature of these photos, leniency in past sentencing
against the perpetrator, the exclusive nature of the guest list, and the
unregulated status of cryptocurrency projects in the United States, I have
legitimate reasons to fear that my side of this story will not be believed by
law enforcement. For this reason, I have left the United States of America
until my attorneys’ trust that this matter will be afforded justice. I am also
temporarily stepping down as head of the Blockstar Foundation so that I
am not a distraction to all ongoing projects, including the Blockstar Gives
proposal.

My only crime was associating with the wrong people. My greatest
fear is that the power these people possess will allow this blackmail
attempt to succeed and that the host will continue with his sick and
criminal abuse of young women. If you have any information regarding
the people involved in this scheme, please contact my attorneys listed
below.

Sincerely,

Deacon Joe

Founder, Blockstar Foundation

***

I am at a loss for words. The bubble has come for Joe. Erskine came
for Joe. Andy turned on Joe. Andy is behind this. I know this in my heart
the same way I know that Andy kidnapped me and left me nowhere for a
week. Both acts are connected. There never was a fifty-million-dollar
ransom. Andy has that money, most of our pump and dump stack. He
kidnapped me so he would not have to return all our client’s money, so he
could make a bigger score trading in the bubble. Changing Joe’s mind was
the key to an enormous payday. Only Joe held firm, and each day Andy
had less money to work with. Kelvin called in thirty-seven million on top
of the six million we were giving back a day. There’s only ten days left in
the year, far less when you consider holiday bank schedules. Andy was
running out of other people’s money to trade with. He needed to force the
situation. He turned to Erskine.



Check the price of BSTR. It’s up forty percent on the day. Fucking
jackals. Wolves of the bubble preying on Joe’s misfortune. The coin is up
on speculation that Blockstar Gives will fail because Joe will resign. Andy
turned an enemy into a partner in pursuit of profit. Not only does Erskine
have blackmail, but he has money, lots of money. I bet Erskine went in on
the trade with us.

Us. Complicit. Me.

I cannot escape this situation and it keeps getting worse. Even when I
am out, when I am on an island far out in the Pacific, I am complicit. I
cannot get away from Andy. That fucking piece of shit scumbag.

He’s going to get Joe killed just like Ram said.

Pick up Niko. Pick up the fucking phone please. Stop trading and
answer my call.

“Ryan.”

“How much BSTR are we holding?”

“What?”

“HOW MUCH BSTR?”

“Ryan, we don’t talk about this with you. This isn’t good for your
mental health. You don’t want to know these things.”

There’s that sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach. I was right. Even
worse, she’s in on it. Nikola is in on this too. I cannot believe it. If she is in
on this, then she was in on my kidnapping.

“You fucking bitch. You let him kidnap me. You have no idea what I
went through. I nearly died in a fucking steel vat. I was drowning and
dying, and I didn’t think I was going to make it. Now the two of you are
going to kill Joe. You are going to fucking kill Joe. I won’t let it happen.”

I’m hyperventilating. I’m in tears. I’m approaching the brink of panic.
All the work this month is undone by these two heartless monsters.

“Ryan, I didn’t kidnap you. We didn’t kidnap you. I worked all week to
get that money together. I didn’t sleep. All I thought about was you out
there on your own. How to get you back. Ryan, please,” she’s in tears now.



The two of us are crying over the phone. I can hear her sucking in the snot,
sniffling. What is happening? What is the bubble doing to us? Why can’t
this ever be over?

I ask again, “How much BSTR do we have?”

“Our entire stack is in it. Whatever we had after the ransom, after
putting what was left of the money back into Frankfurt. There’s not much,
there’s twenty million.”

“That’s a lot of money Niko.”

“It’s a tenth of what we had.”
“Andy has that fifty million from the ransom in it. Erskine has money

too. There’s more money in BSTR than you think.”

“Don’t say that, Ryan. That’s too fucked up to believe. You aren’t
thinking straight. Let me come out there and look out for you.”

It is too fucked up to believe. That’s what Andy was counting on. He
was piling layer on top of layer on top of layer. He’s baking a layer cake of
bullshit so dense that no one will believe it. That anyone who even says it
sounds like a crazy person. Andy’s taking full advantage of cryptomania.
He may be the only person in the bubble completely in their element.
Andy had to be in position in the field because the bubble is his home. He
has the home field advantage, a stacked deck, in a world so ludicrous, so
unreal sounding everything plays to his advantage.

Get a man to start thinking irrationally and there’s no end to where you
can push him. Look at Niko. She thinks I’m the crazy one now because
that’s how Andy set his con up.

“You want to look out for me? Tell me where Joe is. Stop Andy from
getting him killed. Look into BSTR trades to see if you can find that
money. It shouldn’t be hard. Who else is buying BSTR? No one. After that,
find Bull God. You find him and I bet he’ll tell you Andy paid him to
disappear. I’m thinking right Niko. You need to open your eyes here. You
need to realize what we are caught up in. I’m not letting Joe get killed. He
doesn’t deserve to die a disgraced pedophile in a fake money con.”



“Ryan, I can’t believe this. Please, let me come out and help you. I
want to be with you, make sure you are thinking straight. You’re scaring
me. I still love you.”

“Niko, I need to find Joe. I’m going to see Ram. You look into the
things I talked about. You’ll see this is all Andy. It’s all fucking Andy. He’s
been playing me. He’s playing you right now.”

“I don’t believe that. It’s too outrageous. Andy’s in danger too. Erskine
is going to expose him next.”

“It’s a con, a bluff. He’s raising the stakes. He’s pretending he is at
risk, so we don’t suspect him.”

“Ryan, you are scaring me. I don’t believe you. You sound crazy.
Please let me help. I don’t want you to get hurt.”

“I’ve already been hurt. I’m past that Niko. You need to open your
eyes. You’re smart. You can read the markets. Look into BSTR trades.
You’ll find that money. You care for me? Do that.”

“If I do that, can you do something for me?”

“What?”

“Don’t leave Maui. Stay there until I look.”

“Thank you, Niko. I’ll stay here. I don’t know where I’d go anyway.
Goodbye.”

“I love you Ryan.”

“Goodbye Niko.”

I’m not leaving Maui because I need to find Ram. He started all of
this. He knows what’s going on.

***

There has been no routine today. No yoga, no dog walking, no golf. The
only regular thing I did was my appointment with Dr. Mayasaki. I need to
respect the time he is making for me. I’ll need him more than ever in the
coming weeks and staying on his good side is of paramount importance.



Other than that, this has been a wired day, a connected day, a day when the
bubble is doing its damnedest to pull me back to the mainland, back into
it. The bubble has a death wish. It is ready to POP! It is seeking my
toxicity to be the catalyst for the collapse of the tunnel. The collapse of the
tunnel will trigger the pop of the bubble. All of the filth and the garbage
and the lies and the complicity will explode. It will all burst into the
atmosphere and evaporate. I know this just as I know that Andy kidnapped
me, that there was no ransom, that he is in bed with Erskine, and that Joe’s
life is in danger. What I do not know is where the bubble wants me to go. I
need to know where Joe is, so I’ve returned to where this all began.

I am back on the beach. I am here for the sunset, but I am not here for
the Canadians, the Japanese, the kids, the dogs, or the locals. I am not here
for the surf. I am not here for the sun. I am here for Ram Dharwarjan. I left
word all over town that I would be at the beach at sunset and that it was
super fucking important that he meets me here.

Ram is already on the rocks. He is standing there, arms out, thin white
cotton garb blowing in the wind. Thank fucking God he is here. Paia is not
a big place. You could spend a couple nights at Charley’s and bump into
half the town. Combine that with the places on my routine and I’ve
crossed paths with just about everyone out here. Everyone but Ram. I was
starting to wonder if he had left, or even worse never existed.

“Greetings Ryan Declan.”

“Ram.”
“It is good that you summoned me when you did. I was not sure if you

would figure it out in time.”

“In time?”

“Ram is only here for a few more moments. This is the solstice. The
shifting of the Earth’s tilt. The changing of the seasons. Darkness and
winter are coming to this hemisphere. Ram’s time is over at the changing
of the seasons. I’m becoming another.”

“What does that mean Ram? I need the straight dope today, none of
this fortune cookie, Ouija Board talk. Do you know where Joe is? He’s
going to die soon.”



Ram looks down from the rocks at me. His face is lit pink as the sun
drops in the west on the other side of the island. It won’t last much longer
before it passes beneath the far mountains by the other volcano on the
island.

“The LARP ends with the solstice. I will take on a new character
tomorrow.”

LARP, I know that term. Live action roleplaying-game. Jesus fucking
Christ. This is a game. Ram is not a real person. Well, I know that. What I
mean is she doesn’t think she’s a reincarnated guru or yogi or whatever.
She’s been playing a fucking game for the last however many months.
That prophecy of hers? It’s a part of the game. No wonder everything she’s
said has come true. This is all a game. I’m the only person who doesn’t
know that he’s in a game. Andy, Niko, and Joe are all playing with me.
This is why everything is so far beyond crazy. This is why I’ve lost my
shit. What kind of people do that? How could they keep it up for so long.
Impossible. I’m going crazy. I’m going to crack again.

“You are LARPing?” I ask.

“Yes.”
“Is Joe, Andy, Nikola? Am I playing some stupid fucking game, and no

one bothered to tell me?”

“No.”

“What the fuck is going on Ram? I think the entire world is in on a
joke and I’m the sick pathetic punchline. What the fuck is going on Ram?
I’ve been kidnapped, betrayed, had a breakdown and I think I’m losing my
grip on reality here. Help me.”

She gets down from the rocks, places her hand in mind. I want to pull
it away, but she’s looking me in the eyes. She’s doing that trick again
where she locks me in with her eyes and takes control of the conversation.
This is creepy, so fucking creepy. I can’t stay in this staring contest. I look
away, I look back at her. She’s grown her hair out, looks like a woman
again. Whatever her next character is, she’s leaving the pilgrim aesthetic
behind.



“Look, my name is Tess. I live in Hana. I live off the grid with a
community. We do season long LARPs. It’s a different sort of lifestyle.
When we are LARPing, we don’t mix with outsiders. Bringing our
character into the real world is against the rules. I could get thrown out for
doing this, but Joe asked me to as a favor. He’s my brother.”

I can see the resemblance a bit. The canine teeth, the pointy nose, the
oversized head. How did I miss all that earlier? I was caught up with the
story. I was hung up on the Ram character and not seeing what was in front
of me.

“Joe is your brother? He’s in on this game? How come everything you
said to me on the beach has come true?”

“Joe is my brother. He is not a part of our community. In October, I
told you what he wanted me to tell you. I don’t know what’s going on. I
just said what he told me too. You are not going crazy. Andy and Niko are
not in on it, but Joe needs help. You know what trouble he’s in. That’s why
you called me here. Joe needs you to open a bank account in Cyprus and
load it up with money. He says you have someone who can do this.”

“What’s it for?”
“A police chief in the Bahamas. It’s how Joe is getting to Erskine.

Erskine is there now at his compound. There’s going to be a traffic stop or
a property search. The police are going to find something. Erskine is going
to try to flee. He’s going to be killed by the police trying to escape.  Joe
said you would help him with this. He said that you’d have your own
reasons for wanting him dead. He says Erskine is your Salome too. Andy
is your Herod too. Help him and you help yourself.”

Holy fucking shit. I was right. I was fucking right. My knees go weak.
I slump down on the beach. While I had been saying it, I didn’t completely
believe it myself until now. My hand reaches out, scoops up a ball of wet
sand, and throws it into the ocean. The ball breaks into a million pieces,
scatters into the ocean, tiny ripples in the waves. I couldn’t figure out how
Andy kidnapped me on short notice like that. He didn’t have the resources
to pull that off. Erskine. He used Erskine. I nearly died because of that
piece of shit child molester.



“This police chief in the Bahamas. He’s going to discover more than
drugs?”

“Joe will be free after you do this. You’re helping to clear his name.
This is the only way he can see to do it. Outside the country, in a place
where there’s no one to clean up after Erskine. We just need to pay off the
chief. He’s older, he won’t take crypto. He wants cash overseas. Tell me
you have someone?”

“Niko. She’ll do it. Where’s the money?”

“Here’s a wallet and an email address. There’s eleven million in
bitcoin there. The chief wants ten million US dollars. Joe wasn’t sure
where the markets would be by the time you converted it. He says to be
liberal with the payoff money for your helpers and keep the rest as a
thanks.”

“What’s the email for?”
“When the account is set up and funded, send the credentials to the

email address. Everything else will happen after that. Erskine will be
removed from position in the field forever. Joe says to look for him in the
New Year. Thank you, Ryan.”

Ram releases her stare hold on me and walks off down the beach. She
drops the big chunky wooden beads from her wrists. She pulls the white
cotton gown over her head, then holds it out towards the ocean. The wind
pulls on it. She lets go and it drifts out to the pink and silver sea of the
setting sun. Her back is turned to me. She’s topless, all bare shoulders,
white ridges down her spine, a striped bikini bottom covering her
backside.

“Goodbye Ram.”

I need to save Joe. Joe needs to kill Erskine, then I need to get Andy.
This is what I owe Andy. I owe him vengeance. I owe him punishment. I
owe him destruction. After that, I owe him nothing. Some brotherhood.
Ryan and Andy, Cain and Abel. I am not my brother’s keeper. I am his
killer.



CHAPTER THIRTY / FOUR
SEASONS

A Do Not Disturb sign hangs on the suite door. French doors open to
the back patio, our lanai littered in confused consumption. Birds are
picking at uncovered room service trays. Rose petals in my hair. Rose
petals in Niko’s curly copper hair. She’s rubbing her hands with lilikoi
lotion. She’s been rubbing her hands all morning. We are paranoia in goose
down pillows, hunkered down at the Four Seasons under Paia friends’
assumed names. I hold a pile of quarters in one hand, drop them coin by
coin into my other. They are for the miraculous existence of a payphone in
the lobby. They are for our phone calls to banks in Cyprus. We are working
on an account for the police chief of Little Neck Cay, Bahamas. We are
agents of vengeance. We are doing our part to end the life of Anthony
Erskine. But that is just the beginning, that bank account is our only
certain course of action, the only thing that makes sense. Everything else
is up in the air. Niko and I are back-to-back in the bed, goose down wagons
circled, holed up in luxury comfort, afraid that the next twist in this tale is
going to turn us inside out.

Our enterprise is down to two. We are all that’s left of Icarus. The
money has been returned, every last penny. The account at Frankfurt is
closed. Auf wiedersehen Fritz, you blackmailing bastard. As her last act,
Niko set the Serbs free with a friendly torrent of insults and payment of
their completion bonus. With that, the most unstable of stablecoins ceased
to exist. Icarus can exit the bubble as a footnote rather than a high crime
against crypto. Its termination is the only Christmas gift we can present to
our anxiety. Not much else adds up. Andy has gone missing. Niko has seen
traces of the Bull God in other online identities. Certain turns of phrase,



aggressive tactics, how a pumping yarn is strung together – trace
signatures that all point to the man we briefly knew. Is it him or are they
copycats? It’s hard to say, so hard to say. Styles are copied almost
instantaneously. There’s a merging of the hivemind, an absorption of
winning tactics into the collective that makes it difficult to tickle the
difference between a true identity and the reflection of a username.

Niko looks up from her laptop.

“Andy is the only leverage we have on Bull God. We need to make him
think he’s a threat. We need to use your story to draw him out. If Bull God
thinks he’s an unwitting accomplice in a cartel kidnapping crime, he’ll
reach out to me. He’ll come forward and share his side.”

“My story? You want to put my kidnapping on Telegram? There’s a far
easier way to go about this. You could just believe me. You could believe
what I said about Ram being Joe’s sister. You could believe what she said
about Andy being Herod. There’s no need to find Bull God if you just
choose to believe in me.”

“I can’t,” she says.
“You can’t?” I peel my back from hers, turn and face her in the bed.

We are naked under the goose down, we are dripping rose petals from our
bodies, we cannot trust each other. We are wrapped in a beauty we cannot
take pleasure in, a hell of our own making.

“It’s not that I don’t believe you Ryan. It’s that I worry you are being
played again. How can we know what is really going on here? How can we
take the word of a larper on the beach?”

“We trust her enough to serve as the agent in an execution.”

“Erskine is scum, and we aren’t killing him. We are opening a bank
account. We do that, we can get Joe back in the picture. I want Blockstar
Gives to succeed. Penance for some of the other things.” Niko looks at me.

She’s speaking on two levels now. I should let her back into my heart.
I’m asking her to trust me, but I can’t open myself to her yet. We won’t be
able to survive like this. We need each other.



“What if we aren’t killing him for Joe? What if someone else wants
him dead?” I ask.

Now, I’m caught in Niko’s train of thought. That’s the danger of the
web Andy has created. This web of lies spun in the tunnel of the bubble.

“Doesn’t matter who is behind it. We are allies in that cause, but what
you’re saying about Andy? I’m afraid you’re traumatized and angry. It’s
not a position to act from. Trust me to love you Ryan. Trust me to do right
by you. We can lay together in this bed. We can work towards the same
end, but I want to love you again too. I want to take something good from
this.” Niko pauses, corrects herself, “I want to give something good in all
of this.”

What is all of this? What brought her here to the Four Seasons two
days before Christmas? She came here out of fear. She was on her own,
easy to pick off. She was scared and she came running to me, the schmuck
she’s played like a fiddle for the last year. Here you are in bed with her,
naked and vulnerable and she’s reaching right for your heart again. How
can you let her in? How do you know she won’t do it again?

“All I can give you Niko is today. When we wake in the morning, I’ll
give you another today and if you are good to me and I’m good to you,
then there will be another today after that. That’s all I can give anyone
right now. If you want love, you have all my love today. If you want
tomorrow, you can’t. I don’t have it to give.”

“Then that’s enough Ryan. I’m through wanting what doesn’t exist.”

***

Christmas Eve at the Four Seasons, the anti-Christmas Christmas
crowd are enjoying a couple days of quiet before the resort overflows with
grandparents and children ready to ring in the New Year. We blend in with
this crowd because we are this crowd - early thirties, affluent, childless.
Our generation loiters about the lobby, faces down on iPads, conversation
at a minimum. We are here not to be disturbed. We are walling ourselves
off by the ocean. Coffee, smoothies, bloody marys in hand, everything else
at bay.



Only Niko and I are not like everyone else. Sure, we pass as them;
Niko in her yellow sundress, bikini strings tied over her bare shoulders,
me in my Reyn Spooner holiday Hawaiian shirt, linen pants tied at the
waist. We fit right in with the catalog crowd milling about in the early
morning light, but we are hiding in plain sight, acting as accomplices in
the murder of a monster. When we are not aiding and abetting, we are
tracking Andy through the crypto exchanges. In the spirit of the holidays,
the bubble has become wobbly and fat. Bloated and ready to burst.
Reindeer abound, a fat man tries to stuff an imaginary bag down a
chimney. Bitcoin may have peaked, cryptomania is due to come full circle.
Niko says there’s a weirdness flowing through the markets, no one can tell
if it’s a holiday lull or if this is finally it.

We are camped out by the payphone, waiting for it to ring. It is getting
late in Cyprus, although tomorrow is not the same as it is here, their
Christmas is on the Orthodox calendar and falls after the New Year. The
banks close in an hour, before that we will receive a call and our work on
the Erskine affair will be over.

“I’ve found him,” Niko says.

“Who?” I ask.

“Andy.”
“Where is he?”

“He’s in Gemini, MercuryOne, Kila, and a few other exchanges.”

“Oh.” For a moment, I thought she had the physical location of Andy.
That he had surfaced and pinned himself to a place on the map, became
physical again and therefore a potential target. Not that I’ve given serious
thought to how I would kill Andy, but his absence from the world has
made that a moot point. That, and Nikola’s insistence I do nothing without
evidence. That she’s found him trading is good. I need to win her over. For
that, she needs to see his red hands all over the BSTR trades. Otherwise,
we are back to the word of a fake beach yogi.

I stand up, lean over her laptop. We are in a far corner of the lobby and
have moved our chairs away from the main seating area, closer to the
payphone. We can speak freely here.



“He’s washing BSTR.”

“Laundering it?”

“No dummy,” she gives me a look. Work Niko assumes everyone
knows what she knows, otherwise she wouldn’t bother speaking with them.
She’s spent too much time in the closed off world of coin scammers to
realize half her jargon is a mystery even to someone like me.

“He's doing wash trading. It means that he’s selling coins from one
account he controls to another account he controls.”

“Why would he do that?” I ask.
“To inflate the price. BSTR is up thirty percent on the day. The volume

of coins looks strong too. If you didn’t know what was going on, you’d
think there was a rally happening. You’d think there was good news about
BSTR, so you’d start buying the coin. What’s really happening is that
Andy is creating a fake price by passing his coins back and forth to his
accounts. One side loses, the other side wins, but at the end of the day it all
washes out even for Andy.”

“So, at a certain point other people need to start buying,” I say.

“Yup, or in our case start selling. You see Andy here is using our
trading program. I know these patterns. I can read the signals of the
software we bought. I can spoof Andy’s trades.”

“Wait, you are using this opportunity to sell?”

“Oh yes, I’m going to stick Andy with the rest of the BSTR coins we
have. Our coins are up to twenty-five million and there’s finally buyers
who can absorb that. I’d like to turn that into cash and if Erskine is going
to, um, exit his involvement soon, we need to get out. There hasn’t been a
real market in BSTR since Joe got arrested. It’s been impossible to unload
our coins.”

I look at Niko and ask, “Always a trader, huh?”

“I am what I am. Besides, this will be a bit of payback. Why don’t you
go for a swim? It will take me an hour to get this setup and then depending



on how hungry Andy and Erskine are to buy, a day, maybe two to unload
everything.”

“What about the phone call?” I ask.

She looks up at me mystified. “Do you speak Cypriot Greek?”

“Right. Still, I feel like I’m missing the action.”

“So, you want to sit quietly in a chair while I type and then eavesdrop
on a conversation you don’t understand?” she asks.

When she puts it that way, I don’t and if it was me, I’d hate to have her
looking over my shoulder. How strange it is. We are asserting ourselves.
We are striking back, but it feels like correspondence chess. Everything
has been abstracted. Our moves travel through intermediaries. They are
acted out by machines or distant contacts we’ll never see. We are conning
a copy of our trading bot into buying coins to get cash Andy stole from us.
Cash that came from no honest action of ours. We created nothing of
value, we produced nothing. We created fake news on which we traded
fake coins, and now we are justified in taking it back because the person
who has it is a bigger piece of shit than us.

“I’ll do the Wailea Walk and then go for a swim. Afterwards, let’s head
to a different resort for breakfast. Get out of here for a change.”

“Sure.”

Niko hasn’t heard me, or if she has it’s not registering. Her fingernails
are daggers. The keyboard is her killing floor. We are back in the battle of
the bubble. These are the implements of destruction. There’s no reality
here. Best not to dwell on it. One reality matters, Niko and I’s belief in
each other, our hope that we can build belief back into trust.

“Niko,” I snap my fingers. She looks up.

“Huh?”

“Now that you’ve seen the coins and the trading patterns, do you
believe me?”

“Yes. This is Andy and it’s too much money to be just Andy. Has to be
Erskine too.”



“So, you can forget about Bull God?”

Her head is back on the screen. “I’ve already forgotten him.”

***

Christmas begins with a phone call in the wee small hours. I open my
eyes and look at the screen, an Ohio number that doesn’t ring a bell. I
decline the call. My gaze travels past the bedside table to the open doors
and the lanai. It is dark except for floodlights illuminating the neatly
trimmed lawn. The phone rings again. Fucking robocallers, even on
Christmas. Same number. I decline. Nicola is kicking me, murmuring. The
phone keeps ringing. There’s a rim of dawn on the horizon, just a slight
border breaking the seal on the day. I prop myself up, reach for the phone.
That Ohio number again.

“Hello,” I say.

“Ryan? Is this Ryan Declan?”

A square midwestern voice comes over the line. It is far off, but
familiar to me, a voice I’ve heard before but am unable to place.

“Yeah, Ryan here.”

“Ryan, it’s Hank Hansel. Andy’s father, we’ve met a couple times.
Been a few years though, look…I’m sorry for calling you on Christmas
like this. I’m sorry to make this call at all.”

I’m out of the bed. Out of the suite, on the lanai now.

“What’s happened to Andy?” I ask.
“Andy’s gone.”

“Yeah, I haven’t seen or heard from him in a couple weeks. He didn’t
come home for Christmas?”

“No, I mean Andy is gone gone. He’s killed himself, Ryan.”

“Andy’s dead?”

“I’m afraid so. Took the coward’s way out. Here I am, doing chemo,
holding on and he goes and does this. I’ve got no hair, can’t eat real food,



can’t get it up anymore, but I’m still fighting. What does Andy do? Kills
himself because he can’t handle what he’s done. Boy was always a quitter.
I’m sorry, just a little angry. Why couldn’t he have done this in America
where they speak English? Takes me down to Mexico for a vacation, then
offs himself. Anyway, I know you two had business together. Thought you
should know first, being so late in the year and all. Maybe there’s some tax
benefit for you if you act fast.”

Tax benefit? Mexico? Andy’s dead. I collapse onto a lawn chair, punch
myself in the knee, bite hard on my lip. Andy’s dead? He killed himself.

“What couldn’t he handle?” I ask.

“Being sober. Said he cheated some people while he was getting high.
Said he didn’t like the man he’d have to live with, that he betrayed some
good people. He told me he didn’t deserve the friendships he had. Said it
would be impossible to unravel all the awful things he’d done. I’ll tell you
this Ryan, I’ve done plenty of awful things in my life, but I stood up and
took responsibility for them like a man. Sure, I looked at the barrel of my
gun once or a dozen times, but I’m here fighting. I’m taking my chemo
and I’m accountable to anyone who comes my way. Your generation, I just
don’t understand you…”

“Hank, with all due respect, your son, my best friend, just died. I don’t
need the boomer lecture.”

“I’m sorry, this is my way of grieving. Never show weakness. You kids
should learn that.”

“When’s the service?”

“Service? No service. I’m having him cremated tomorrow or the day
after. It depends on when the policia here gets back to work. If you want to
do a service, I’ll send you some ashes. Death certificates too. You’ll
probably need them for your business. Give me an address and a week. I’ll
send you some Andy if you want him.”

Andy’s ashes. An address and a week. What would I do with Andy’s
ashes, scatter them at a trade show?

“I’m sure the family would prefer to…”



“Family? His mother’s gone. She’s the one that would have. If you
aren’t, I imagine my daughter will. She thinks highly of the Hansels.
Would want Andy situated. She’ll put him next to his mom and stick his
name on the grave. Better him than me. I’m still here, I’m fighting Ryan.”

“How did he do it?”

“Pills and vodka, like some sort of a...”

“If you want to wait a few days, I’ll come down for the cremation. I’d
like to say goodbye.”

“No, no. I don’t want to be a bother. I’ll be honest with you. I don’t
want to spend any more time here. I only came as a favor to Andy. Like I
said, I’ll send some of Andy in a box if you want to do a memorial or
something with all your friends.”

“Let me get back to you on that one Hank, and I’m sorry for your
loss.”

“Loss?”

“Andy.”

“Oh yeah, Andy, a smart kid, took after me in a lot of ways. I was in
sales, you know. Took him out on the road when he was little. Taught him
all my tricks. He was good at it too. Soaked it all up like a sponge, just too
much of his mother in him. The hotel phone is ringing. Maybe it’s those
lazy cops. I’ve got to go. Goodbye Ryan.”

“Goodbye Hank.”

Goodbye Andy. I drop my phone into the grass by the lawn chair, lift
my eyes to the ocean, and try to fix the news in my brain. After all of that,
Andy kills himself. All that drama, all the lies and the stealing and the
hurt. After all of that is over with, Andy decides the ends do not justify the
means, so he kills himself. I don’t know what to think. I remember Andy
low. I remember him in bed, depressed and down, suicide has been a worry
in the past. Lately? No. Andy in the bubble stopped having feelings. He
abstracted himself from the realm of emotion. He was a puppet master. He
didn’t get down because he was above us all.



And yet he killed himself because he couldn’t lie to himself. That’s
what it was. He couldn’t lie to himself. He completed his mission,
executed his scam, and in the end, he was still hollow. Fake money, fake
relationships, fake feelings. He came to the end of the road and there was
just an emptiness inside. Spending Christmas with his father in Mexico.
Maybe he was trying to make that relationship work before his father ran
out of time? Maybe that trip was a misplaced notion, and when he saw
what a piece of work the old man still was…how hollow and empty that
must have been. Maybe he didn’t want to play out the frame like his
father? It could be any number of reasons. These past months have shown
me that I never knew Andy, and now I never will.

Andy is gone. He’s killed himself. Exited from position on the field.
I’ll never have closure. I’ll never get to decide whether I wanted to
actually kill him or not. I’ll never decide whether I had it in my heart to
forgive him. I’ll never decide whether I had the moral fortitude to take
account for our actions and turn us in for our crimes. Andy took all of
those things when he took his life. He has completed the story for me.
Fitting, because it was never my story, it was always his. Andy, who loved
to live out on the edges, to push the boundaries and distort the world to his
liking, decided in the end he didn’t like the world he had created. He
decided he did not like himself enough to fix it. He’s left me, his faithful
toadie, behind. I am here.

I am here and I no longer want Erskine to die. I want someone to be
held to account for what has happened. I want Erskine to speak for what he
did to me and to those girls. Killing him is not the answer. We need to go
to Hana. We need to find Tess and stop Erskine from dying. There has to
be a better way. Death is empty. Death is hollow. There is nothing here.

***

It took four hours to get out here. On an island so small, you’d think
nowhere would take that long, but we made good time all things
considered. First, we had to rouse up a rental car on Christmas Day at six
in the morning. Then there was the road to Hana. Hard to describe how
beautiful the drive is, clinging to a road cut into the side of the volcano,



ocean beneath you, waterfalls and jungle above. Hard to describe how
nerve wracking it is to race through all the blind turns on the road. Hard to
describe how strange the drive is when processing the news of your
partner’s suicide on your way to prevent a murder you had a hand in
funding.

Hasegawa’s General Store in Hana is a green sided, tin roof place with
a bit of everything crammed under the roof. After cross examination from
the owner, everything includes the location of our LARPers, better known
around these parts as the Sunny Day Theater Troupe. Even in a place as
hippy dippy as Hana, season long LARPing is not something to publicly
acknowledge. I checked online. It’s fringe, even in their world. Took us
four wrong turns, but we made it to their camp. Chickens, roosters, and
goats greet us in a field filled with rusted out buses and a couple
hatchbacks. There are voices in the distance, the smell of smoke and food
being cooked. A bronzed man approaches through the cane grass, shirt off,
with a scattergun out.

“Help you folks?” he asks.

“Looking for Tessa Haggerty. I’m her brother’s friend Ryan. She knows
me.”

“Tess ain’t here,” he replies.
“Can I speak with whatever character Tess is playing? I’m cool man.

It’s important. We wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t a matter of life and death.”

He puts the gun down. Eyes Niko in her designer loungewear, her
emotions hidden behind enormous gold framed sunglasses. He looks over
at me, my eyes red, face filled with grief and exhaustion.

“Tess left to be with her brother. She’s been gone for two days.”

“Do you know where she’s gone?” Niko asks.

“LA and then somewhere. She took all her backpacking gear. I think
they are off on an adventure of sorts. Sorry but she didn’t offer any details,
and we didn't ask.”

“Can we have her number?” Niko asks.



“No.”

“Maybe we can speak with her friends? Like I said, this is a matter of
life and death.” I take a step towards the man. He raises the gun back up.

“Give me your numbers and if someone wants to speak, they’ll hike
down to the general store and call. Best I can do. No visitors while a
session is underway.”

Niko reaches into her bag, scribbles onto a piece of paper and hands it
to the man.

“Ryan, let me have the keys. You don’t look up to driving back, and
this isn’t LARPing. This is a cult. Let’s get out of here.”

She’s right about both things. There’s a numbness covering me that’s
masking a shakiness underneath it. I’m shot. Mentally, physically,
psychically. There’s nothing in the tank. Andy’s gone. Tess is off with Joe
somewhere, and short of calling the asshole himself, we need to wait on
Erskine. That’s something I need to think about. Enough time to do it too.
No one is killing the man on Christmas Day. Besides, there hasn’t been a
cell signal on this side of the island in hours. I should have checked that
before leaving. I should have bought a phone plan with roaming.

***

Niko’s chin on my shoulder. Niko’s tears in my t-shirt. Bloomberg
Channel on the TV. News of Erskine’s death running across the bottom
ticker. ‘Hedge fund head, Anthony Erskine, killed after a standoff with
police in the Bahamas. A kilo of cocaine discovered in the boot of his
Land Rover. Additional information as the story develops.’

“Some Christmas,” I say.

“I’m only crying for you Ryan. You need these tears, not them.”

“Another story with no resolution. I wonder what will even come out.
Something has to in order to clear Joe’s name, but how much? What was
he even into?” I ask.

“At least we’ll get to see Joe soon. I wonder where he is.”



“Knowing Joe? He’s with his spirit animal in the jungle or maybe he’s
surfing off Honduras. Could be in a monastery. Did you know he was
celibate?” I ask Niko.

“I didn’t but in hindsight, you could tell. I’ve seen him talk to
hundreds of people, and never flirted with any of them. All that charisma
and energy, and none of it was sexual. He’s a man on a different path.”

Joe’s existence has taken on greater importance with Andy and Erskine
gone. The prophecy is still out there, and death comes in threes. I want
Deacon Joe back in the US. I wish he was here with us now, so that we
could gather for dinner together, and toast Andy despite his failings. I’d
like to put Andy’s memory to rest the right way. I’d like to remember the
man who opened the world to me, who showed me what was capable at the
edges, and how bright the possibilities can be. Joe was there. He
understood how special Andy was. Instead, we are left with the ghosts of
Andy and Erskine in the exchanges. Their bots are still going, unaware that
their masters have perished. They are bouncing money back and forth to
keep pushing up the price of BSTR, conning people even in the afterlife.

“There’s an imbalance forming.” Niko has her laptop in front of me.
She points, “See these blocks? One party is accumulating larger positions.
They are aggregating the buy side.”

“How do you know?”
“Because they are bundling sell orders together. If I had to guess, it’s

Erskine who’s buying and Andy who’s selling. Andy didn’t have enough
money to eat these sell walls.” Niko says.

“Even in death, Andy is fucking his partners over,” I say.

“It doesn’t matter. You can’t take it with you.”

“No, you can’t.”

***

Niko wakes me with pushes and kicks. It is dark. I have no concept of
time. After Erskine, I loaded myself up with NyQuil, threw back a couple



double shots of tequila and knocked myself unconscious. There’s nothing
inside me. I’m trying to surface, but I’m too far under.

“Get up lard ass,” she hisses in my ear.

“Huh?”

“Blockstar Gives just passed,” she says.

“What?”
“I was woken up by alerts for BSTR. The coin fell five hundred percent

since this afternoon, which is basically impossible.” Niko says.

“Ugh, I thought we sold.” I moan.

“We did. This isn’t about our money. Blockstar Gives passed. 50.1% of
coins approved the proposal in the last six hours. Joe won.”

“Cool. How is that possible?”

“Well, there are all the Blockstar insiders. That’s like forty percent of
the vote. The rest has to be what Erskine is holding. Someone used them to
pass the approval. Maybe Andy voted his positions before selling out. It’s
possible. Maybe Andy did something good on the way out.”

“Good for Joe. We needed some good news.” I drop back down on the
pillow.

“Ryan…Ryan…the entire market is melting down on the news.
Everything is in the red. The bubble is bursting. The bubble is popping and
Blockstar Gives triggered it.”

Death comes in threes. The bubble is the third death. It is some
comfort as I close my eyes and drift back to sleep.

***

I wake up to Niko pacing the room. She’s red eyed. There’s a full
ashtray on the lanai. How long have I been asleep? There’s so much sun.
Why is she crying?

“Joe was shot this morning,” she says.



“Shot?”

“He’s dead. Someone in the Dominican Republic drove up on a dirt
bike and shot him outside his hotel.”

“I don’t believe you Niko. That’s too much.”

“There's a video.”

She throws her phone on the bed. The play button sits there against a
black screen. Joe cannot be dead. Three of them in a day. That’s
impossible. This isn’t real. I’m dreaming. I pick up the phone. She’s gone
outside. I can hear her lighter clicking. The video starts. There’s no audio.
It's a closed-circuit feed from a convenience store across the street. Joe
and Tess walk out from the lobby of the hotel. They start down the stairs.
A Kawasaki dirt bike pulls up. The man on the back of the bike pulls out a
gun. He fires at Joe. There are three flashes and then Joe falls to the
ground. The bike pulls away. Tess is on the ground over Joe. She’s
screaming. She’s in tears. The video cuts out.

I run to the bathroom and throw up. The tequila Nyquil concoction
coating the toilet as I dump my soul into the bowl. Joe too. This sinister
fucking business. Joe was the good one. Joe was the light. He tried to do
something good, and they fucking shot him for it. They shot him dead. I
get to my feet, hunch over the sink and spit the rest of my vomit into it.
This is the bubble’s doing. The POP! of the bubble killed Joe. It wiped him
off the map for trying to make a difference. His good act destroyed the
bubble, and the aftershock killed him.

Just like he said it would.

Niko is huddled in the goose down. I climb into bed with her. Our
world is being stripped apart. Whatever we had disappeared first in lies,
then in death. All we have left is each other. There’s no point in wondering
how or why right now. Our situation is more elemental than that. Are we
next? What is happening? This entire enterprise was a house of lies and it
is being torn apart in the most horrible way.

“Ryan?”

“Yes.”



“We need to leave this place. I need to go home. Can you take me back
home?”

“Yes.”



CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE /
THE NEW YEAR

Outside the sky is alive with fireworks, explosions in the night, a
shower of gold and greens. The flash and thunder of celebration rocking
the city as we enter another year. Niko’s mother traces her small, gnarled
hands across my face. I look into her sunken eyes. She pulls me close. My
ear to her lips, my eyes shut as I try to follow a whisper I do not
understand. She trembles with the words, shivers in exhalation, then lets
me go. Her hand reaches for a glass on the tray of her hospital bed. She
holds it to me, then to Niko. She smiles and pours a sliver of red through
her shallow lips. Niko’s hand is in mine, tears pooling in her deep dark
eyes. The night sky of Nicosia glowing through the window. The
neighborhoods of the city calling back and forth to each other in ecstatic
explosions. We have lived to see another year. Nikola’s mother shuts her
eyes. I leave the room to let daughter tuck mother in. The wing of this
hospital is empty, staffing at a minimum over the holiday. Her mother will
be able to come home now, the coins are no longer imaginary fake money.
They have become real money, euros that will be put to use for real things,
human things like health care. Her mother will die, this year or the next,
but she’ll die in her home where she belongs. This is the reality Niko has
made. This is what she fought for. Dignity for the past and a future full of
possibility.

We walk down the tiled hallway arm in arm, closer than we’ve been in
months. She met my family on our way from Hawaii, now I’ve met what’s
left of hers. Gold glows around the red of her fingernail as she calls for the
elevator.



“What did she say to me?” I ask.

“Don’t let your youth go to waste.”

Bittersweet and fitting. I don’t know what to think of the last year, but
wasted youth is a good starting point. The bubble has blown out, collapsed.
I think of all those kids who put their hopes and dreams into it. The
startups, the speculators, the ones who drained their life savings a little too
late in the game. I think of the Lamborghinis caught halfway to the moon,
now out of gas, and falling back to Earth. How badly will it hurt when they
crash into the hard crust of reality? What lessons will they take from this
moment in time? An ice age is settling in. Will these kids seek shelter in
the warmth of Blockstar Gives or will they march away from the entire
space embittered by the experience? Have the hardhearted cheats and
scammers like Andy, Niko, and myself throttled their sense of wonder
forever? What has been lost in this galactic abuse of trust?

Trust. That’s the hardest question for me in all this. There’s no one left
to trust. I can’t even trust myself. My instincts failed me so many times
over the last year. That I am here with Niko speaks to a need for someone,
no one can be alone, but all I can give her is today. She has to remain good
with that, and who knows how long it will be enough. Who knows if we’ll
ever have a tomorrow? We took the expectations of the future and fast
forwarded them through the greed of the present. When that wasn’t
enough, we inflated the expectations of the future, we blew hot air until we
had a bubble, and then did horrible things in the shelter of the bubble.

The elevator doors open, we step inside. This could be Maui Lutheran.
This could be West Palm Beach Memorial. I could still be out there
chasing. I could be collecting the broken and trying to put them back
together, all the while ignoring my own disintegration. The thing is as the
shock fades, suspicion builds. Something is not sitting right with me. I had
been leaving it untouched, waiting to see where the feeling went. I wanted
to give it a chance to form more fully before poking at it. I turn to that
suspicion now as we depart the hospital. It is not naïve or optimistic. No,
this suspicion is world-weary, emanating from the low trust environment
we live in. It is a grave suspicion that requires my attention. I think I’ve



been conned again. I cannot even trust death. Tomorrow, I need to look
into whether Andy and Joe are really dead. I have a suspicion they are not.

***

One body returned to America, Erskine. He was the one who was
supposed to die. The unexpected deaths, Andy and Joe? They never came
back. Both cremated within twenty-four hours of death. Both done on the
authorization of the one family member traveling with them, Andy’s father
and Joe’s sister. The deaths occurred in Mexico and the Dominican
Republic, easy places to buy the police. The timing, Christmas, is also
suspicious because no one works that day. What better time to fake a
death? Who better to use as an alibi? It would take a special sort of fucko
to question the word of a grieving father, a mourning sister.

This entire affair has made me that special sort of fucko. I have no
qualms questioning the word of Hank Hansel. I always enjoy a masterclass
in bullshit, and he was Andy’s teacher, the maestro.

“Hank, it’s Ryan Declan. Andy’s old partner. How are you holding up?”

“Goddamn Christmas lights Ryan. The landscaper was supposed to
come by and take them down yesterday. He gets caught on another job, I
wake up this morning and the HOA has fined me for being out of season.
It’s January 4th for Christ sakes. Meanwhile, Millie Fairbanks has a twelve-
foot high inflatable Frosty on her lawn and that’s okay? They have it in for
me. Ever since I tried unseating that prick, Emile Diaz, as block rep.”

Hank Hansel, a real piece of work. I try to imagine him back in the day
as a smooth operator, as the man who taught Andy how to manipulate the
world, but that man is out of reach. I can only see the present-day version,
the mean old guy desperately holding on, raging against a world passing
him by.

“Sorry about those lights. I’ve got a bit of a delicate situation here
Hank. It’s with the insurance. You see, the business took out key man
policies on Andy and me in case anything happened. I’ve been talking with
the company, and they don’t want to pay.”



“Of course, they don’t. Insurance never wants to pay. What’s the
problem, is it because he offed himself?”

I cringe at the crude casualness. This isn’t an act either, this is Hank.
His attitude is tailor made to be the defender of a fake death. He’s coarse,
he’s glib, he’s zero fucks incarnate. He comes off as a man who cares
about nothing, not even his son’s suicide. Then again, we never had life
insurance policies, so I’m no better at this moment.

“No. There’s no exclusion of suicide in this case. I made sure of that
due to Andy’s history. The thing is, they don’t like the circumstances of
Andy’s death. Seems suspicious like.”

“Suspicious how?” Hank asks.

“They are questioning whether he’s dead.”
“Jesus Ryan, he’s dead as can be. Not coming back. Gone baby gone.”

“So, here’s the delicate part Hank. They want to test some of the ashes,
well not the ashes, they need some ground-up teeth and bone for DNA.”

“Are you asking me if I can send Andy’s unburnt bits to an insurance
company?”

And here we are, the moment of truthiness, “I am Hank.”

“Well Ryan, you should have thought of that when I asked you last
week. Turns out his sister doesn’t want to bury him next to his ma. She
wants me in that hole, like I want to spend eternity next to my wife.
Anyways, I left Andy in Mexico. Borrowed a shovel from the grounds
crew, walked out to the beach at low tide and planted him in the sand.
Didn’t realize how heavy the ashes were. Wasn’t going to pay extra to
bring him back. You know if you want to cut me in on that policy, I could
fight the insurance for you. I’m very persuasive.”

He dumped Andy in the sand behind the hotel. As big a jerk as Hank is,
I can’t see it. He’s too racist to leave his flesh and blood on foreign soil.
This smells like a lie. It’s enough ammunition to move on to the next piece
of prying.

“I’m sure you are Hank. Let me get back to you on that.”



I wish we really did have key man insurance. I’d take perverse
pleasure watching Hank try to double dip on Andy’s fake death. He’d win
too. That’s the sort of family they are. I wonder if Hank did it for the
money or the laugh? Probably both, he’s not the sort that works pro bono.
Should I have tried for the ashes first? No, it's too easy to send someone
else’s dust. I needed to put the specter of testing out there, to eliminate the
possible existence of fake ashes. With that out of the way, it’s time to have
a more difficult conversation. I need to admit my culpability to Kelvin at
MercuryOne.

“Kelvin, Ryan from Icarus here.”

“You mean formerly of Icarus. Tell me you’re bored and looking for
work.”

“Sorry Kelvin. After this call, you’ll never want to hire me again.”

There’s a pause on the other end of the line, I take this as my cue to
keep on talking. “Kelvin, we embezzled money from you guys. We took
your money and put it in the crypto market.”

Silence as Kelvin digests that piece of news.

“I always thought you were an honest guy. Andy not so much, but you
were there to keep him in check. Guess not. We got all our money back, so
why are you telling me this now? Why the conscience?”

“Conscience? I wish that’s why we are having this conversation. The
money we made went missing when Andy died. I’m trying to find it. Some
of his trading was on MercuryOne.”

“Hold on, you had the balls to trade my company’s money on its own
exchange?”

“Andy did. I was against the whole thing, but I lied to you in Austin. I
covered it up, but you knew that didn’t you? That’s why you asked for it
all back.”

“I could tell something was wrong. If you were trading our money and
it’s still on MercruyOne, there’s no way in hell we are giving it back to
you. Part of me wants to prosecute you Ryan, part of me won’t do it
because Andy is dead.”



The road forks and here’s my chance to take a different path. I can
pretend that this is a simple settling of affairs and con Kelvin into giving
me the information I need, or I can be truthful. I can give Kelvin an
opportunity to seek justice from the two of us. Why should I use Andy’s
death as a shield if he’s not really dead?

“I don’t think Andy’s dead.”

More silence on the line.

“Andy’s not dead?” Kelvin asks.

“I’m not sure, but I don’t think he is.”
“Why are you telling me this?”

“Because the answer is in your exchange. There was a series of trades
made in BSTR right before Christmas. On your platform, there was a big
seller and an even bigger buyer. The seller was Andy. I want to know if the
money is still there. I want to know what happened with that account. I can
send you a screenshot if you want to isolate some trades.”

“No, don’t do that. I don’t want you incriminating yourself just yet.
I’m going to put you on hold while I check the system.”

This comes down to the trading bots. Niko thought they were running
on autopilot after Andy and Erskine died. She thought Erskine buying,
Andy selling happened because no one shut the programs down and
Erskine had a bigger balance to buy with. If Andy wasn’t really dead, then
there’s a much different way to look at those trades. They were intentional.
Andy was draining Erskine’s money.

The hold music ends. Kelvin returns to the line, “Hollow Point Trading
Partners LLC, a Grand Cayman Corporation. The account was opened in
October but was not funded until November 20th, two days before we
talked in Austin. Only traded in BSTR. Liquidated its position on
December 26th. I remember approving this wire out. Big sucker, about
nineteen million.”

Andy’s alive. MercuryOne was one of five exchanges he was working
on. God knows how much money he bilked Erskine out of, then he had us
kill him. We didn’t kill him, Joe did. Are Andy and Joe in cahoots here? I



never considered Joe in all of this, always thought of him as an innocent.
Was it him all along? Something to consider later on, let’s not leave
Kelvin hanging.

“I’ll cooperate if you choose to prosecute us.” I say.

“Prosecute who? Hollow Point is a shell. Unless you have proof of
opening it, what am I going to get from you?”

“Andy’s not dead. He has that money somewhere. You could follow the
wires. You could find him.”

“You sound like someone who wants me to do their dirty work. Take
out a pen and a pad. I’ll give you the information I have. If you want to
find Andy, you need to do it yourself. MercuryOne was made whole.
Bringing charges would just bring scrutiny to our business and it’s hard
enough being a crypto exchange already.”

“I’m sorry Kelvin.”

“I don’t care. You were right, I don’t want anything to do with you.”

***

Niko folds the paper back into quarters. She turns it in her hands,
looking out from the patio to the city below. She’s silent, but gears are
spinning in her head. I can see her turning over my story, poking and
prodding at it. I can see her running calculations, trying to figure out how
much Andy got away with, what her third share of that would be.

“The right people could find him,” she says at last.

“Do you know the right people?”
“I know we can afford the right people, so finding them is a matter of a

few phone calls.”

“What’s the number?” I ask.

“The right people? A half million retainer, then a finder’s fee. That’s
not what you’re asking though. I think Andy ran off with a hundred fifty
million.”



“And you want your end of that?”

“No.”

Niko shocks me with that answer. I’ve never known her to let a dollar
go.

“Why not?”

“The money is all dirty. There’s a much better chance we end up in jail
with him than get our cut. I’m not going after Andy. If you want to, I can
introduce you to the right people. There’s another reason though, the real
reason. We have enough money from what was left. I want you Ryan, not
more money. Enough chasing after Andy. We can have a shot at vengeance,
or we can have a life together. We can’t have both. I want you Ryan, not a
shell of you chasing a ghost of Andy.”

A bell rings from an open window in the villa. It’s Niko’s mother. She’s
come home for Orthodox Christmas, a trial run for a more permanent
return. Niko gets up from her chair, I feel her soft lips on mine, her hair
falling across my face, the warmth of our bodies in the sun. She breaks our
kiss, is a retreating shadow across my face. I watch her climb the stairs.
I’m alone with her declaration. She wants me, not more money. Is she
enough for me or do I need an end to this story?

***

Deacon Joe is alive. Andy is dead. This is how I’ve chosen to end their
story. I know the odds are slim that one faked their death and the other did
not. I have no proof that Joe is still out there. I have plenty of proof that
Andy is. What I’ve learned this last year is we either make our own reality
or someone forces theirs upon us. To believe that Andy is alive would
mean to submit to his reality. I’ve spent enough time living out on the
edge. While there were plenty of brilliant moments, that reality stunted
my growth. It left me processing experiences, but not building any sense
of self.

There’s too much of this world for me to handle. There’s too much
demanding my attention. There are not enough moments of peace. I have



come to crave peace. What I want is to live a simple life. Too few voices
speak for peace, and when they do, they speak quietly. They speak in a
whisper because peace does not demand attention. Peace exists underneath
the noise. To be happy, I need to live with as little noise as possible.

My brain is wired to hear too much, see too much, process too much.
For much of my life, that was an advantage. All that information gave me
a leg up on the world. It made me think I belonged out on the edge living
an extraordinary life, but I didn’t see the coming flood of unreality. We are
a decade into everyone being online all the time. The noise has escalated
exponentially. In order to cut through that noise, the methods of capturing
attention have become military grade. The manipulators have realized that
the best way to capture someone’s attention is to serve them an all-
consuming alternate reality.

That’s what Andy was. That’s what crypto was. The marriage of the
two spun me out onto an edge I could not process. Information overload.
The torrent captured my attention and blinded me to alternatives. I choose
to believe that Andy is dead because I want his reality to be dead to me. It
is a simple survival mechanism. I’ve been exposed to a drug that I cannot
handle, so I need to cut it out. Any notion that I need to seek justice or
vengeance against Andy is a final ploy for my attention. It is the trump
card designed to draw me back into a game I cannot win. Andy is dead
because I choose not to play. His reality does not matter anymore. Let him
use his stolen money to buy his own country. I don’t care.

Games within games within games. I think back to Barcelona, and I
wonder if Joe was playing Andy this entire time. Joe was so irrational in
his defense of Andy. Was that an overreaction because his agent was
coming apart at the seams? That makes sense, then what was Joe’s goal in
all this? Simple, freedom. Andy wanted to get away with it, but Joe wanted
to be free.

Blockstar’s goal is to put people back in control of their lives. To let
them own their memories instead of Facebook owning them, to let them
express preferences without that data being sold to marketers, to let people
send money to each other without banks taking a cut, to vote without
governments deciding who has the right. We have this awesome power of



connectivity, yet in every instance someone is in the middle deciding who
can do what. The dream of decentralization is to do all of that on a system
that no one controls, that no one can stop or police. Joe wants to free
people, to return agency to the individual, and make the gatekeepers
irrelevant so they’ll stop trying to grab our attention twenty-four seven.

If Joe wanted that freedom for himself, then what better way to do it
than officially die? If Kim Haggerty is no longer on this Earth, then
Deacon Joe is free to build his project without worrying about the people
he is threatening. He is out there somewhere creating the future he wants
to live in. He’s building an alternate reality, something that may one day
replace a system that no longer works for the little guy.

I want to believe that Deacon Joe is alive. If he used Andy who used
me in order to achieve his freedom, then I forgive him. I forgive him
because I believe Joe is pursuing a path to peace. If two people can control
what they want to do without a gatekeeper checking them, then we’ll be
able to handle this ever-present, always-on world we’ve created. I hope
Joe succeeds because I don’t want to see my children living in the nation
states of Facebook, Google, Apple and Amazon. They’ve given rise to a
world I’m having a hard time living in. We can do better than this. Joe is
trying for all of us.

Perhaps I am naïve, most likely I am naïve. Deacon Joe could just be a
dude with a crazy way of looking at the world. He could just be a guy that
wanted to disappear after being put through a bizarre smear campaign.
Maybe it is far simpler. It could be that someone lost a ton of money
investing in Blockstar and then shot him for it. The official version could
be the reality, but it’s not the one that I am choosing to live in. In my
reality, he is out there laying the groundwork for peace.

Niko nudges me in the elbow. I’ve been staring at the fresco on the
ceiling of the bank. The same fresco from a year ago during our diamond
charade. Our relationship man has returned from the back room. He hands
us a binder and two ATM cards. There’s twenty-one million euros in a
joint account. It is fake money made real, whatever Andy didn’t take with
him. I was going to give my half away, but Niko convinced me to hold it
for now and consider a future together. There is more than today. There are



ten thousand tomorrows. We stand up and walk out arm in arm determined
to spend each one together, in peace and in love.
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